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1 Introduction

1.1 Purpose
'In recent years there has been extensive study of the behaviour of
complex interacting systems in suchfieldsas engineering, physiology
and economics. Drawing on and building upon this diverse body of
experience, progress has been made over the past ten years in the
development of methods for understanding the dynamics of ecosystems and the impact of stresses upon them, including stresses
generated by man. These methods are subsumed under the heading
of systems ecology. Systems ecology is based on the assumption that
the state of an ecosystem at any particular time can be expressed
quantitatively and that changes in the system can be described by
mathematical terms,' to quote the expert panel on the role of system
analyses of the Man and Biosphere Program (MAB, 1972).
Whether this basic assumption of systems ecology can be made
operative or not, the approach raises considerable interest among
natural scientists. However, it appears that many outsiders venturing
in systems ecology are confused because they are exposed to mathematical and computer techniques, and to the treatment of complex
systemsatatoorapid rate.Thisisapitybecausethesystemsapproach
has itsmerits.However, thesecan only come to thefore if a dialogue
can be maintained between system ecologists and their more experimentally inclined colleagues.
The confusion may bereduced and the necessary dialogue stimulated
by introducing the motivated ecologist stepwise to one of the main
aspects of system ecology: the analyses and simulation of state
determined systems. This is done in this book by treating in detail
various ecological systems, ranging from simple exponential growth
to a plant epidemic of considerable complexity. Ecological, mathematicalandprogrammingaspectsareinterwovenduringthetreatment,
and exercises have been set that are an integral part of the text on
a second reading. In thisway,it appears that the only thing that may
1

benewin simulation istheemphasis that isplaced on the quantifying
of the underlying processes, the iterative use of information and the
use of suitable 'simulation languages' as a means of communication,
not only between man and machine, but also between man and man.
1.2 Someterminology
Systemecologists useand misusemanywords and terms and in order
not to add to the confusion of the reader it is necessary to define
the common concepts:model, system and simulation.
There are many models. A simple mathematical model is the age-old
relation of velocity (v) and thedistance (s)covered by a falling apple,
depending on the gravitational acceleration (g) and the time from
the moment of release (/): v=gt and 5=0.5vt2. An example of a
non-mathematical modelisamap.Itisasimplification ofthe original
that contains relevant information and allows measurements. Dependent upon the purpose of the map railways, lines of equal rainfall or
soil types are presented.
A scale model of a ship enables measurement of the resistance of
the original in the water. To maintain the original relations between
viscosity, density, velocity, length etc., the laws of scaling must be
satisfied. Ofcourse, the internal structure of the ship isnot modelled.
A system may be defined as a limited part of reality with related
elements.Thetotalityofrelationswithinasystemiscalledthestructure
of a system: both models and systems have a structure and it follows
from the definitions that a model is system. The reverse does not
seem true. However, it may be argued that a piece of art is a model
of a conception in the artist's mind or that an engine is a model of
the conception of its creator. A system M is a model of system O,
provided that the structure is partly overlapping or isomorphic.
WhichpartsofOarepresentedinMisdetermined bytherequirements
of relevance imposed on the model. Which part should not be considered follows also from the requirement that a model must remain
easy to handle and lucid.
Examples of a system are a cell, a plant, an animal, a field with a
crop,aforest and afarm. It isbetter to choosetheboundary between
systemand environment such that the system isisolated.Thisis often
not possible and then the boundary should be chosen so that the
environment influences the system, but the system itself does not

affect the environment. To achieve this goal it is often necessary to
consider a larger system than seems necessary for the purpose. If for
instance, the influence of temperature on the growth of plants is
studiedinaclimateroom,thisclimateroomispartoftheenvironment
when its construction is so good that temperature, moisture content
and light intensity do not depend on the size of the plants. In most
climate rooms this requirement is not met so that it may be wise to
treat the room itself as part of the system. If this leads to unwieldy
models, it may be necessary to characterize the interaction between
plant system and environment by continuous measurements at the
interface, for example, of the light intensity at the leaf surfaces, and
of the temperature and humidity between the plants. This approach
erodes the generality of the model, but may enable better evaluation.
A system has a pattern of behaviour which implies that the system
changes with time, that it is dynamic. A simplified representation of
a dynamic system is a dynamic model. An operational definition of
simulation is the building of a dynamic model and the study of its
behaviour. Simulation isuseful if it increases one's insight of reality
by extrapolation and analogy, if it leads to the design of newexperiments and if the model accounts for most relevant phenomena and
contains no assumptions that are proven to be false. The latter
requirement seems obvious, but is nevertheless formulated because
such assumptions are often made to enable analytical solutions of
mathematical models. With more recent simulation techniques this
limitation can often be overcome, so that attention may be shifted
from solution techniques to the study of behaviour of model and
system.
There has been a tendency among statisticians to restrict the term
simulation to the study and modelling of stochastic processes. However, this denies the use of the term in the field of the engineering
sciences and what is even more unacceptable, it restricts too much
the common usage of the word.
1*3 Electrical analogues
Many systems may be modelled by means of electrical analogues.
For instance,amodel ofafalling applemight consist ofan apparatus
with two capacitors. The first one is charged with a current that is
considered analogous with the gravitational acceleration and thusits

potential is analogous with velocity. The second capacitor is charged
with a current that is proportional to the potential of the first and
thus its potential isanalogous to the covered distance.
Exercise 1
Write down the differential equations that relate the rate of change
ofthevelocity(v)ofafalling appletothegravitationalacceleration(g)
and of its distance (s)from the point of release to the velocity. Also
write down the differential equation that relates the potential of a
capacitor (c) to its capacitance and the charging current (i). Find
the expressions for the charging currents it and i2of two capacitors
so that the potential of the first capacitor corresponds to v and of
the second capacitor to s.
The integration in the capacitors takes place continuously and simultaneously, as do velocity and distance in reality. At any moment the
condition of the system is fully determined by the potentials of the
capacitors. The analogous computers that have been developed from
this principle are very useful for simulating such continuous systems.
There are, however, several problems with their use.The user should
adapt the scale of variables to be modelled to the range of potential
of the circuit elements and has to accept their inaccuracies. The
resulting difficulties rapidly increase with increasing size and complexity of the models and with preciser requirements of accuracy.
These problems do not show up in simulation with digital computers
and itisveryillustrative that thefirst'languages'to simulate continuoussystems on digital computers weredeveloped to control theresult
of analogous machines and to facilitate the assessment of the scaling
factors.
Digital machines with proper simulation languages are also preferred to analogous machines when there are discontinuous
elements, and when many empirical relationships are used. A large
drawback, however, is that digital machines operate sequentially and
discretely, whereas in many systems, continuous processes operate in
parallel.
It islikely that in due course the disadvantages of both machineswill
be eliminated and the advantages combined by hybrid computers in
which digital and analogous computers are amalgamated.

1.4 State determined systems
As has been said, systems ecology is based on the assumption that
the state of an ecosystem at any particular time can be expressed
quantitatively and that changes in the system can be described by
mathematical terms. This assumption leads to the formulation of
state determined models in which state variables, driving or forcing
variables, rate variables, auxiliary variables and output variables can
be distinguished.
State variables characterize and quantify all conserved properties of
the system, such as amount of biomass, number of animals, content
of mineral elements in various parts of the system, amount of food,
amount of poison, number of niches, water content, temperature of
the soil and so on. The values of all statevariables have to beknown
at the onset of simulation. In mathematical terms they are quantified
by the contents ofintegrals.
Drivingorforcingvariablesarethosethatarenotaffected byprocesses
within the system but characterize the influence from outside. These
may be macrometeorological variables, the amount of food added
in course of time and so on. It should be realized that depending on
the boundaries of the system to besimulated, the samevariablesmay
beclassified either as state or driving variables.•
Rate variables quantify the rate of change of the state variables.
Their values are determined by the state variables and the driving
variables according to rules formulated from the knowledge of the
underlying ecological, physiological and physical processes. These
processesmay besocomplicated that thecalculation process becomes
much more lucid when use ismade of proper chosen intermediate or
auxiliary variables.
Output variables are the quantities which the model produces for
the user. Sometimes they are state variables, sometimes rates and
sometimes auxiliary variables that may be calculated especially for
the purpose.
In such state determined models rates are not mutually dependent:
each rate of change depends at any particular time on the values of
the state and driving variables and can therefore be calculated independently of all other rates; Thus structural equations, that means
n equations with n unknown rates, do not occur.
Thisisinaccordance withexperience.In amixture ofyeasts,therates

ofgrowth do not depend on each other, but each oneseparately upon
the state of the system, characterized by its own amount, the concentration of food and waste products and forcing variables such as
temperature. The interaction between the growth of the yeasts in
the mixture evolves in time because of the consumption of the same
food source or production of thesamewasteproducts.Anotherexample. In a chemical reaction where compound C is formed from compounds Aand B,therate offormation ofC does not depend on the
rate offormation ofA and Bbut only on the amounts or concentrations of compound A,BandC that are present and the reaction constants. If, however,therateofformation ofAisslow,thiscompoundis
depleted in due course to such a levelthat the rate of formation of C
adjusts to that of A. In other words, the observation that the rate of
formation of A and C is equal is a consequence of the operation of
the system and does not reflect a direct relation between both rates,
that is to be modelled. Another example is presented in the form of
an exercise.
Exercise 2
Ask two children, who are not allowed to communicate with each
other, to stand on one side of a room and tell them to walk to the
other side of the room at the same speed, carrying out independently
of each other the following instructions on command:
1: close eyes, 2: decide on step size, 3: take a step, 4: open eyes,
5:compare positions, 1:close eyes,2:decide on step size,and so on.
Marktheposition ofeachchildonthefloorafter eachcycleofinstructions. Do the children stay practically side by side? What are the
variables of state? What are their 'rates' of change? In how many
independent decision processes are these decided upon? It may be
observed that thesubsequent stepsizesofeachchild aremorevariable
in the beginning than at the end. Why isthis so?
1.5 Simulation languages
Although digital computers may memorize data easily, these sequential and digital instruments seem most unsuitable for the simulation
of continuous and parallel dynamic systems. The main feature of
simulation languages, or simulation programming systems, is to

overcome these disadvantages.
The principle that rates of change are not mutually dependent but
depend independently on variables of state and driving variables,
allows all rates of change to becalculated in any order at any instant
of time.After calculating all rates at oneinstant,thechangesaredone
by integrating the state variables over a small time-interval. In this
way, the model operates in semi-parallel fashion. The simplest way
of integration is by the Eulerian or rectilinear method in which the
new value of a state variable at time /+A/ equals the old value at
time / plus the calculated rate of change at time / times the constant
time-interval At.
Another feature of simulation programming systems is that all
processes and processing details may be presented in conceptional
rather than computational order. The programming system itself
contains a sorting routine which orders all calculations and integrations in a proper algorithm. The advantages of this procedure are
that the simulation program may be presented much more clearly,
that a considerable variety of programming and conceptional errors
may be detected by the system and that sub-models are easily assembled in a larger model. Apart from this, all simulation languages
contain subroutines that execute operations that are often dealt
with in modelling and facilitate the organization of data input and
output.
In this way programming systems have been developed that enable
sophisticated use of computers by research workers without much
training in advanced programming techniques and with a minimum
offormal mathematical knowledge. Ashas been said, these programming systems are not only intended to improve the communication
between man and computer but also between research workers
themselves. Since many simulation programs that appear at present
can be used only by the designer himself or by very motivated
Programmers, this latter aspect of simulation languages is very
important and needs to be developed stillmore.
Unfortunately, simulation programming systems have proliferated to
such an extent during the last 12 years that this latter purpose is
continuously threatened. However, recently all languages seem to be
gravitating towards one concept: the Continuous System Simulation
Language (CSS L), originally defined by a working party of the
Simulation Council (BrennanandSilberberg, 1968). The most widely

used CSSL version is at present the Continuous System Modeling
Program (IBM). This language as defined in IBM Users Manual
SH20-0367-4isusedinthesubsequenttext,togetherwitha preprocessor thatfacilitates thesimulation ofsystemsthatvaryintimeandspace
andthehandling of historical information. This preprocessor isavailableonrequestfrom thecomputercentreoftheAgriculturalUniversity
in Wageningen. This centre also provides DSLH(Digitale Simulatie
Landbouw Hogeschool),a continuous simulation language developed
from DSL for use on CDC computers with a capacity of 32K upwards. The present text is self-explanatory and written to be read
withouttheuseofamanual,butforactualprogrammingitisadvisable
to have a manual at hand.
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2 Exponential growth

2.1 Analytical andnumerical integration
Thegrowth rate of many populations may beproportional to thesize
of the population, either expressed in number of individuals or total
biomass. With simple organisms such as bacteria, growth is often
also continuous. The growth rate at any moment can then be expressed by theequation:
GR= RGRxA

(2.1)

in which RGR is the relative growth rate and A the amount of
organisms.
Exercise 3
If weight is expressed in grams and time in hours, what are then the
dimensions of A, RGR and GR? Give at least three environmental
conditions that must always be satisfied to achieve a situation where
the relative growth rate is independent of the amount of organisms
andtime.
In differential notation, Eqn (2.1) is written as
dA/dT= RGRxA

(2.2)

The integrated form of this equation or the analytical solution when
RGR is constant, is
A = IAxe R G R x T

(2.3)

*nwhich IA is the amount of organisms that appear to be present at
time zero and e the base of the natural logarithm. Under these circumstances the amount of organisms increases exponentially with
time.

Exercise4
Calculate with a slide rule, with tabulated values of the function ex
orwithatableoflogarithms,thevalueofAafter 0,2,4upto 10hours
for RGR equal to 0.1 hour" 1 and IA equal to 1 gram. Represent the
results bya graph with timealongthehorizontal axisand the amount
A along the vertical axis and connect the points with a smooth line.
Plot the results also on a graph with time along the horizontal axis
andthelogarithm oftheamount Aalongthevertical axisand connect
the points also by aline.
What do you observe about the straightness of the second line?
Show that this observation ismathematically correct.
The amount of organisms as a function of time may be found also
byarecursiveprocess.If, atacertain timeTtheamount of organisms
equalsA,therate ofgrowth at that moment equals RGRxA. During
a short time-interval delta time (DELT), this rate of growth hardly
changes, so that at time T+DELT the amount of organisms equals
approximately A+RGRx AxDELT. With this new value, the rate
of growth at time T+DELT can becalculated and so the amount of
organisms at time T + 2 x DELT, and so on.
Exercise 5
Calculate the values of A after 0, 2, 4 up to 10 hours for RGR =
0.1hour" 1 and H= 1 gram attimezero.Usetimeintervalsof2hours
and apply the following scheme:
TIME
0
2

A
1
1.2

RGRxA
0.1
etc.

RGRxAxDELT
0.2
•

Plot the results on the graphs of Exercise 4 and connect the points
by straight linesegments.
A comparison of this step-wise solution and the analytical solution
shows that the size of the population is underestimated by the use
of the recursive solution. This is caused by the wrong assumption
that the growth rate remains the same during each time-interval
DELT,even though for continuous growth, the amount of organisms
10

increases. It is to beexpected that the discrepancy between therecursive and analytical solution decreases with decreasing time-intervals.
Exercise 6
Plot the results of a recursive calculation for time steps of 1 and
0.5 hours on the graphs of Exercise 4. Derive a formula that gives
thevalueof H directlyafterntime-intervals ofsizeDELTandconvert
thisfunction of n to afunction of time.

2.2 Simulation
Calculations witheven shorter time-intervals arevery tedious andare
better done by formulating the problem in C SMP and using a computer. Initselementary form, thissimulation is thesameasnumerical
integration of a set of differential equations.
The problem in C SMP reads as follows on punched cards:

TITLE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
A = INTGRL ( I A # G R )
GR = RGR*A
INCON IA= 1.
PARAMETER RGR=0.1
TIMER FINTIM = 10.,OUTDEL=0.5 f DELT=0.1
PRTPLT A
METHOD RECT
END
STOP
Thefirstcard mentions the TITLE, which is repeated on every page
of output. The card with the INTGRL function states that Aequals
IA at time zero and that its current value at any time is found by
integrating GR. The fourth and fifth card give the value of the
° % INitial CONstant ( I A ) and of the only PARAMETER
(RGR). The TIMER card ensures that the simulation isfinished
after 10time-units (FINTIM), thatoutputisgivenatevery0.5time
j^it ( 0UTDEL) and that intervals of 0.1 unit (DELT) are used
f
°r the numerical integration.
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Exercise 7
Which variable governs the unit of time?
It is stated on the PRinTPLoT card that the value of A has to be
plotted against time and that its numerical value has to be given also
in a table. The METHOD card indicates that the integration must be
done according to the RECTilinear method of Euler. This is the
method that was used in the previous exercises. The END card
defines the end of the simulation model and the STOP card the end
of the simulation program. If the computation is to be repeated
with arelativegrowth rateof 0.2, itsuffices to insert thecards PARAMETER RGR = 0 . 2 and END between the END and STOP
cards in the above program.
Exercise8
Punch the lines of the program on cards and urge your computer
centre to install one of the CSSL-type languages and to inform you
on the deviation in notation between this language and the CSMP
version used in this example. Then carry out theprogram.
Some readers may not have access to a suitable computer centre so
that a facsimile of program and results are given in Fig. 1. The first
Page 1
••••CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING P R O G R A M "
•••PROBLEM INPUT S T A T E M E N T S ' ^
TITLE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH.
A=INTGRL(IA,GR)
GR=RGR»A
INCON IA=1.
PARAMETER RGR=0.1
TIMER FINTIM=10.,OUTDEL=0.5,DELT*0.1
PRTPLT A
METHOD RECT
END
STOP
OUTPUT VARIABLE SEQUENCE
GR
A
OUPUTS
INPUTS
PARAMS INTEGS •MEM BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS
6(500) 24(1400) 5(400)
1* 0= 1(3C0)
3(600)
7

•••CSMP/360 SIMULATION D A T A ' *
TITLE EXPONENTIAL GROWTH
INCONIA=1.
PARAMETER RGR=0.1
TIMER FINTIM=10.,OUTDEL=0.5,DELT=0.1
PRTPLT A
METHOD RECT
END
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"age 2

Page3
FORTRAN IVGLEVEL 21
UPDATE
DATE =731SC
0001
SUBROUTINE UPDATE
0002
COMMON 2Z9901(5),129901,229902,1Z9902,229903,129903,2Z9991(54)
0003
COMMON TIME
1,DELT ,DELMIN,FINTIM,PRDEL ,OUTDEL,A
,GR ,IA ,RGR
0004
COMMON 229992(7990),NALARM,IZ9993,2Z9994(417),KEEP,229995(489)
/,I20000,229996(824),IZ9997,IZ9998,ZZ9999( 45)
0005
REAL
IA
0006
GO TO(39995,39996,39997,39998),IZ0000
C
SYSTEM SEGMENT OFMOOEL
0007
39995 CONTINUE
0008
129993= 11
0009
129997= 1
0010
129998* 10
0011
REA0(5,39990)(229999(129999),129999=1, 45)
0012
39990 FORMAT(18A4)
0013
129901= 100010
0014
129902= 100011
0015
129903=
45
0016
GOTO39999
C INITIAL SEGMENT OFMODEL
0017
39996 CONTINUE
0018
GOTO39999
C DYNAMIC SEGMENT OFMODEL
0019
39997 CONTINUE
0020
GR=RGR#A
C
A
' =INTGRL
(IA
,GR
0021
GOTO39999
C TERMINAL SEGMENT OFMODEL"
0022
39998 CONTINUE
0023
39999 CONTINUE
0024
RETURN
0025
END

Page4
TIME
0.0
c

ftArt„

5.0000E-01
1.0000E 00
I-5000E 00
2-0000E 00

3 n222 E

00

A
1.0000E
1.0510E
1.1046E
1.1610E
1.2202E

MINIMUM
1.0000E 00
I
00
•
00
-•
00
00 '
•
00
•

L2824E 00

3.0000E 00
3.5000E 00
4.0000E 00

1.3478E 00
1.4166E 00
1.4888E 00

5 nS22

L5648E 00

E 00

5.0000E 00

1.6446E 00

6 oSnS

L7285E 00

E 00

6.0000E 00
6.5000E v00
7
CAAA- 00
7.0000E

8S-S2S2S
oXXS!°°v
ft« « « « °°
8.0000E
00
00
98-5000E
oSSS!S°
8-5000EE00
00
9.0000E
9lSS2
°°
E
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9.5000E °°
00
LOOOOE 01

1.8167E 00
1.9093E 00
t.uuort
2.0067E 00

2.1091E
" ' "c.cioft
*00
00
2 2.2167E
2.3297E
-3297E
00
2
2.3297E
2.4486E
-"86E00
2

-"86E 00
2.5735E
2.7047E 00

A

VERSUS TIME

MAXIMUM
2.7047E 00
I

•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
+

•

•
•
•
•
+
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8- 1| A simulation program for exponential growth written in CSMP.
ge 1contains the punched program and the other pages are generated
y
the system. Page 2containsparameters,constantsand othernumerical
data.P ag e3theFORTRAN subroutine'UPDATE'and Page4theanswers.
a
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page contains the program, and some additional information, the
third page the FORTRAN subroutine 'UPDATE' created by
CSMP and the fourth page the answers. The third page is mainly of
interest for those readers that know some FORTRAN and wish to
follow the way CSMP organizes the work. They may have also some
use for several pages with information on the organization of the
program that are not reproduced here.
Exercise9
Plot the results also on the graph of Exercise 4 and compare the
numerical results with those of the analytical solution. Explain why
the simulated results are still underestimates.
For simple exponential growth where the relative growth rate is a
constant, numerical integration or simulation isnot necessary because
the solution may be found analytically. However, the analytical
approach isfrustrated only by slight variations in the system.
For instance, the relative growth rate of a bacterial population may
depend on temperature, so that in a series of experiments with a
bacteria species the following observations of the relative growth rate
could have been made:
TEMP (°C)
RGRCIT1)

0
0.0

5
0.04

10
0.07

20
0.17

30
0.19

40
0.26

50
0.25

Exercise 10
These are (faked) observational data. Represent the results on a
graph and draw a smooth line through the data points.
Inmanysituations,bacteriapopulations arenotexposed toaconstant
temperature; the temperature varies more or less in daily cycles and
the question may be posed what the growth rate is under such conditions. Obviously, the relative growth rate is then not a constant
which may be defined on a parameter card but a variable which is
some function of temperature. To simulate this situation the
PARAMETER card which defines the relative growth rate isremoved
from the program of Fig. 1and replaced by the following function
statement:
RGR = AFGEN(RGRTB,TEMP)
14

This Arbitrary Function GENerator states that the value of RGR
depends on the temperature (TEMP), according to a tabulated
functionwiththetablename RGRTB.Thisfunction isintroduced into
the simulation program in tabulated form on a FUNCTION card:
FUNCTION R G R T B = ( 0 . , 0 ) , ( 1 0 . , 0 . 0 7 5 ) , . . .
< 2 0 . , 0 . 1 6 ) , ( 3 0 . , 0 . 2 1 5 ) , ( 4 0 . , 0 . 2 4 ) , . -(50.,0.25)
The first number between each pair of brackets presents a value of
theindependentvariable (TEMP) andthesecondonethecorresponding value of the dependent variable (RGR); the three dots at the
end of the first line indicate that the table is continued on the next
line. The AFGENfunction finds the value of the RGRat the current
temperature by linear interpolation between the tabulated values:
i.e.if TEMPequals25°,then RGRequals .16 +(5/10)(.20-.16)=0.18.
Exercise 11
Enter the tabulated data of FUNCTION RGRTBonthe graph of
Exercise 10 andjoin these data points by straight lines. This broken
line now represents the relation between RGR and TEMP as introduced in the simulation model. Try to match your smoothed curve
more satisfactorily by tabulating values for RGR at 2.5°C intervals.
This does not seem worth the trouble here. Why not?
The next step is to define how the forcing variable TEMPerature
varies with TIME. This may also be done with a function generator:

TEMP = AFGEN (TMPTB # TIME)
FUNCTION TMPTB =
These tabulated functions of forcing variables tend to be very long
becausetheyhavetocover thewhole simulated time-span in sufficient
detail. Often it suffices to present the experimental data by some
Mathematical function. For instance, if there is a daily temperature
^nation, a sinusoidal function may beused:
TEMP = AVTMP + A M P T M P * S I N ( 6 . 2 8 * T I M E / 2 4 . )
ne function SIN calculates the sine value of the variable in the
gument:6.28 stands for 2xn, TI ME is the simulated timeinhours

ar
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sincethe start of the simulation and 24stands for the hours in a day.
The average temperature and the amplitude of the temperature are
given by
PARAMETER AVTMP = 20. f AMPTMP = 1 0 .

Exercise 12
Prepareagraphthatshowsthecourseoftemperatureduring24hours.
At what time is the temperature at its maximum?
The variable TIME is always needed in dynamic models and the
simulation language automatically keepstrack of it.
Exercise 13
Reason that TIME could also be kept track of by the statement:
T = INTGRL(0.#1.)

A facsimile of the program and the output is given in Fig. 2. Note
that the variables RGR and GR are entered on the PRTPLT card
between brackets. This means that only the printed output of these
variables is requested, not a graphical display. Note also that the
'UPDATE' contains all equations in computational order, whereas
in the program itself they are presented in some conceptional order.
It is obvious that the readability of such simple simulation programs
does not depend very much on the sequence of the equations.
Fig.2| Asimulation program for exponential growth with a temperature
dependentrelativegrowthrate.
••••CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM****
•••PROBLEM INPUT STATEMENTS***
A=INTGRL(IA,GR)
GR=RGR»A
INCON IA=1.
RGR=AFGEN(RGRTB,TEMP)
FUNCTION RGRTB=(0.,0.),(10.,0.075),(20.,0.16), ...
(30.,0.215),(40.,0.24),(50.,0.25)
PARAMETER AVTMP=20.,AMPTMP=10.
TEMP=AVTMP*AMPTMP*SIN(6.28*TIME/24.)
TIMER FINTIM=48.,OUTDEL=1.,DELT=0.5
PRTPLT A(RGR,GR)
METHOD RECT
END
STOP
OUTPUT VARIABLE SEQUENCE
TEMP RGR
GR
A
OUTPUTS
INPUTS
PARAMS
INTEGS • MEM BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS
8(500) 29(1400)
7(400)
1* 0= 1(300)
5(600) *
8
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P a g e1

Page2
FORTRAN
0001
0002
0003

0004
0005
0006
0007
0008
0009
0010
0011
0012
0013
0014
0015
0016
0017
0018
0019
0020
0021
0022
0023
0024
0025
0026
0027

I V . G LEVEL
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UPDATE
DATE = 7 3 1 7 1
19/11/18
SUBROUTINE UPDATE
COMMON
ZZ990K5),IZ9901,ZZ9902,IZ9902,ZZ9903,IZ9903,ZZ9991(54)
COMMON TIME
1,DELT
,DELMIN,FINTIM,PRDEL ,OUTDEL,A
,IA
,RGRTB
f GR
1.AVTMP ,AMPTMP,RGR
.TEMP
COMMON Z Z 9 9 9 2 ( 7 9 8 6 ) , N A L A R M , I Z 9 9 9 3 , Z Z 9 9 9 4 ( 4 1 7 ) , K E E P , Z Z 9 9 9 5 ( 4 8 9 )
/,IZ0000,ZZ9996(824),IZ95'97,IZ9998.ZZ9999(
51)
REAL
IA
GO TO(39995,39996,39997,39998),IZ0000
C
SYSTEM SEGMENT OF MODEL
39995 CONTINUE
1Z9993= 15
IZ9997*
1
IZ9998* 14
READ(5,39990)(ZZ9999(IZ9999),IZ9999=1, 51)
39990 F 0 R M A T U 8 A 4 )
IZ9901*
120010
IZ9902*
140013
IZ9903=
51
GO TO 39999
C
INITIAL SEGMENT OF MODEL
39996 CONTINUE
GO TO 39999
C
DYNAMIC SEGMENT OF MODEL
39997 CONTINUE
TEMP=AVTMP+AMPTMP#SIN(6.28*TIME/24.)
RGR=AFGEN(RGRTB,TEMP)
GR=RGR»A
C
A
*=INTGRL
(IA
,GR
GO TO 39999
C TERMINAL SEGMENT OF MODEL
39998 CONTINUE
39999 CONTINUE
RETURN
END

Page 3
TIHE
0.0
•0000E00
•0000E00
•OOOOEoo
•OOOOE00
•0000E00
•0000E00
•0000E00
•OOOOE00
•OOOOE00
•OOOOE01
•1000E01
•2000E01
•3000E01
•*000E01
•5000E01
•6000E01

'l«1Qt oi
•OOOOE01
•9000E01
•OOOOE01
•1000E01
•2000E01
•3000E01
•*000E01
•5000E01
•6000E01
•*000E01
•9000E01
•OOOOE01
•IOOOE 01

•2000E01
•3000E01
•*000E01
•5000E01
•6000E01
•?00OE 01

•8000E01
•9000E0
•OOOOE01
•1000E01
•2000E01
•3000E01
•*000E01
•5000E01
•6000E01
•fOOOE01
•«000E01

MINIMUM
1.OOOOE00
A
I
.0000 00
•
.1703 00
.3874 00
.664? 00
.0160 00
.4598 00
.0139 00
.6959 00
.5209 00
.4985 00
.6305 00
.9090 00
•
.3175 00
•
.0813 01
.2298 01
.3727 01
•
.5081 01
•
.6374 01
.7657 01
.9012 01
.0556 01
••
.2434 01
-•
.4825 01
-•
.7953 01
-•
.2099 01
.7556 01
.4517 01
— •
.3393 01
.4672 01
01
.8904
.6674 01
02
.1855 02
.4502 02
.7640 02
.1274 02
.5380 02
.9904 02
.4712 02
.9486 02
.4084 02
.8442 02
.2603 02
.6726 02
.1080 02
.6034 02
.2055 02
.9720 02
.9743 03
.0303

MAXIMUM
1.0303E03
1

VERSUSTIME

..—.-.-»

RGR
1.6000E -01
1.7423E -01
1.8749E -01
1.9888E -01
2.0762E -01
2.1312E -01
2.1500E -01
2.1314E -01
2.0766E -01
1.9894E -01
1.8756E -01
1.743U -01
1.6009E -01
1.3814E -01
1.1764E -01
1.0002E -01
8.6478E -02
7.7946E -02
7.5000E - 0 2
7.7841E - 0 2
8.6275E - 0 2
9.9728E -02
1.1729E -01
1.3775E -01
1.5973E -01
1.7406E -01
.8734E -01
1 .9875E -01
1, .0753E -01
2..1307E -01
2.
2.1500E
-01
2.1318E -01
2.0775E -01
1.9906E -01
1.8771E -01
1.7448E -01
1.6026E -01
1.3840E -01
1.1787E -01
1.0021E -01
8.6614E -02
7.8017E -02
7.5001E -02
7.7772E -02
8.6141E -02
9.9538E -02
1.1705E -01
1.3749E -01
1.5946E -01

CR
1.6000E-01
2.0389E-01
2.6012E-01
3.3097E-01
4.1855E-01
5.2423E-01
6.4798E-01
7.8774E-01
9.3882E-01
1.0939E 00
1.2436E 00
1.3786E 00
1.4916E 00
1.4938E 00
1.4467E 00
1.3729E 00
1.3042E 00
1.2763E 00
I.3243E 00
1.4799E 00
1.7735E 00
00
2. 2373E
9116E 00
2.
00
3 . 8505E
1271E 00
5.
6.5370E 00
8.3396E 00
0612E 01
1 . 3421E 01
1 . 6812E 01
1 . 078SE 01
2 . 5274E 01
2 . 0128E 01
3. 5 1 U E 01
3. 9934E 01
3. 4283E 01
4.
4.7925E 01
4.8042E 01
6543E 01
4176E 01
1957E 01
1039E 01
2S45E 01
4.7503E 01
5.6882E 01
7.1722E 01
9.3313E 01
1.2339E 02
1.6429E 02

Exercise 14
Make reruns with a two times larger and a two times smaller value
of DELT than used in theprogram. Is DELT=0.5 hour areasonable
choice? Which values have to be entered on the parameter card to
obtain results that are the same as those of the program in Fig. 2?
2.3 Timeinterval of integration
One of the main problems of such numerical integrations, whether
done by hand or through the intermediate of a simulation language
isthe choice of the correct time-interval of integration.
Exercise 15
Construct a graph with the amount of organisms after 10 hours of
growth against the magnitude of the time interval (DELT) ranging
from 2 to 0.1 hours for RGR=0.1 hour""1. Enter the correct answer
obtained by means of the analytical solution also in the same graph
by a horizontal line.
One may argue that an acceptable time-interval gives an answer
within a specified range from the answer obtained with the analytical
solution.Howevertrue,thisisnotaverymeaningful approach because
itisunnecessary tofindsome,alwaysapproximate,answer bysimulation when the correct analytical result isavailable.
Another approach isto assume that a correct time-interval isreached
if halvingitsvaluedoes not change the relevant results of the simulation by more than a preset relative amount. A relative amount that
must not be taken smaller than warranted by the accuracy of the
parameters, initial constants and tabulated functions. Thus a reasonable compromise is obtained between the apparent accuracy of the
answer and the computational effort which increases at least linearly
with decreasing magnitude of the time interval. It must be realized,
however, that the method is not foolproof, so that in other than
trivial situations it is always necessary to evaluate the answers with
common sense against a background of experience and experimental
results.
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Exercise 16
What is the largest acceptable time-interval in Exercise 15 when a
relative apparent accuracy of 5 percent is acceptable? How much
smaller or larger is this time-interval when RGR equals 0.2 instead
of 0.1 hour"*1?Does the largest acceptable time-interval depend here
on thelength of the simulated period (FINTIM) ? This is a difficult
question!
Thelargestacceptabletime-interval ispractically thesame throughout
a simulation as long as the relative change of the state variables, in
thiscaseoftheamountoforganisms,remainsthesame.Thissituation
exists in the first example, but in the second example the relative
change of the amount of organisms is large during periods of high
temperatures and small during periods of low temperatures. Hence
it could be an advantage to adapt the size of the time interval during
the simulation.
This is possible by using more sophisticated methods of integration.
Several suchmethods areavailable in CSMP, but only that ofRungeKutta/Simpson is a safe choice for simulating continuous ecosystems.
This method is invoked by the card METHOD RKS. Then, instead
of the rate at time T, a weighted rate at times T, T+DELT/2 and
T+DELT is used in such away that a correct integrationisachieved
within the time range, when the resulting integral function can be
presented by a fourth-order polynomial. Whenever output of rates
is requested, it is always the actual rateor slope of the integral atthe
printing time that is printed, not the average rate as used during this
time interval. The size of a correct time-interval is obtained by comparing the result of this numerical integration with the result of a
second orderintegration method of Simpson. If theerroris toolarge,
the time interval DELT is halved and if it is small enough, DELT
isdoubledforthenextstep.Hencethesizeofthetimeintervalchanges
automatically to its largest acceptable value with varying relative
rates of change. When the error criterion is not met by decreasing
the time interval, the simulation is terminated. This often indicates
a programming or conceptual error.
The procedure of calculating rates of change isthereforedoneseveral
times before an integration is really executed. The advantages are
amuchlargertime-interval ofintegration andamuchlargeraccuracy,
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although the latter is not always of great importance in ecological
systems where negative feedback plays a role and the basic data are
often not very accurate.
If the time interval does not changevery much during simulation the
method RKS uses a considerable fraction of the computer time
trying again and again to increase the time interval of integration
without success. Then it may be worthwhile to use METHOD
RKSFX,afourth orderRunge-Kutta methodwithfixed time-interval.
However, the time-interval has to be specified then by the user. An
acceptable time-interval is found by executing the program once
with themethod RKS and counting thenumber of integrations.
Since
COUNTT+DELT= COUNT + (1/DELT)xDELT= COUNT T +1
the statement
COUNT = I N T G R K O , 1 / D E L T )

seems to count this number. However, this simple method cannot be
applied when variable time-interval methods of integration are used
because the rate of change (1/DELT) increases then in proportion
with a decrease in DELT, so that shortening the time-interval does
not decrease the relative error of this integration. It is therefore
necessary to compute the number of integrations in such a way that
this computation does not interfere with the integration process.This
can bedone by addingjust above the END statement of the program
a so called NOSORT section to execute some FORTRAN compilations. The statements in such a section are presented in computational order and bypassed bythe sorting routine.
A suitable section would be:
NOSORT
I F C T I H E . E Q . O . ) COUNT=0.

COUNT=COUNT + KEEP
The first statement sets a counter at zero when TIME equals zero
and the second statement adds the value of KEEP to COUNT every
time the rate calculations are performed. However, the value KEEP
is an internal CSMP variable which is set to 1when the actual updating isdone after executing all iterations demanded by the integration method, and set to zero otherwise.
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Exercise 17
Add the NOSORT section to the program of Fig. 2 and do not
forgettoenter COUNT onthe PRTPLT card.Carryout theprogram
with METHOD RKS. It is then found that C0UNT=F INTIM/
OUTDEL. Explain why. What DELT should bespecified when using
themethod RKSFX?
Execute the program also for ten times larger values of RGR and
tabulate the average RGR and the number of counts, both between
successiveintervalsofoutput.Introduceforthispurpose the statement
RGRS = INTGRLCO.,RGR)
Estimate a maximum DELT for use with themethod RKSFX.
One may ask why rectilinear integration is still used when other
integration methods areso much satisfactory. However, sophisticated
integration methods can be used in general only when all changes
are continuous. In ecological models this is often not so; sudden
changes in environmental conditions, sudden immigration and
emigration a nd sudden death and other accidents may take place.
It will be shown in Section 5.2 that such discontinuities can be
Programmed, but that then the most unsophisticated, rectilinear
Method of integration must beused.
W course much more can be said about the use and misuse that can
b
e made of numerical methods of integration, but this goes beyond
he scope of this monograph and the more so because the technique
ls
described in many good handbooks (e.g. Milne, 1960).
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3 The growth of yeast

3.1 Descriptionof thesystem
Growth isonlyexponential aslongastherelativegrowth rate remains
constant. This isusually sowith yeast when it isgrown under aerobic
conditions with a sufficient supply of sugar and some other growth
essentials. The sugar is then continuously consumed to provide the
'C skeletons' and the energy both for the growth of new yeast cells
and for maintenance of the yeast. The end-products, C0 2 and H 2 0,
of the sugar broken down in the respiratory process do not pollute
the environment of the yeast.
However, ifyeast growsunder anaerobic conditions, one end-product
of the respiratory processes is alcohol which may accumulate in the
environment. This slows down and ultimately stops the development
of yeast buds even when there is still enough sugar available for
growth.
Growth curves for yeast that result under such conditions are given
in Fig. 3.It should be noted that yeast once formed remains because
only the bud formation is affected by the alcohol; the yeast itself is
not killed. Two of the four growth curves are from an experiment of
Gause (1934) with monocultures of the yeast species Saccharomyces
cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces kKephir\ It is obvious that the
initial relative growth rate and the maximum volume of yeast that is
ultimately formed ishighest for thefirstspecies.
Gause cultivated both yeast speciesnot only in monoculture, but also
in mixture. The results of this experiment,are also presented in Fig.3
by the other two curves.A comparison of the growth of both species
in mixture with their growth in monoculture shows that both affected
each other in the first situation. It was proposed by Gause that this
was due to the formation of the same waste product, alcohol, that
affected the bud formation of both species. In this chapter we shall
analysewhetherthisexplanation isacceptablebyconstructingamodel
that simulatesthegrowth oftwospeciesindependently and in mixture
22

Schizosaccharomyces
Volume
°f yeast

Saccharomyces
Volume
of yeast

— o= measured mono
A=measured mixed
=simulated mono
=simulated mixed
40

80

120
hours

60
hours

*g.3I The growth of Saccharomyces cerevisiae and Schizosaccharomyces
Kephir' in monoculture and in mixture. The observational data were
obtained by Gause (1934) and the curves are simulated, as explained in
thetext.
under the assumption that the production of the same harmful waste
Product isthe only cause of interaction.
•* Relational diagrams
It *l s s

°nietimesadvantageous to summarize themain interrelations of
system in a relational diagram, and to formulate the quantitative
Pects at a second stage of actual model building. Such relational
. a ^ ra nis may be presented in various ways, but the conventions
roduced by Forrester (1961) prove to be the most convenient in
• J ®[*t h o u g h they were first developed for the presentation of
ustrial systems. Forrester assigned special symbols to the various
Pes °f variables that may be distinguished in state determined
y ems.The state variables or the contents of integrals are presented
umrectangles,the rates of changes within valvesymbols,auxiliary
cables within circles and parameters are underlined. The flow of
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material is presented by solid arrows and theflowof information by
dotted arrows.
The simple system of exponential growth is drawn according to
Forrester's conventions in Fig.4.The amount of organisms isa state
amount

RGR

Fig. 4 |A relational diagram of exponential growth, drawn according to
theconventionsofForrester.
variable; its value increases by a material flow, whose rate is the
growth rate. The dotted line between the state variable and the rate
shows that the rate depends (in some way or another) on the state
variable and the other dotted line that the rate depends also on a
parameter which ishere considered a constant.
Thisfigurecontainsalltheinterrelations that playarole,butdoesnot
consider the details of these. For instance, in the relational diagram,
it is still not stated whether the growth rate is proportional to the
amount oforganismsorto somepower ofthisamount:thisisdecided
upon at a later stage.
The relational diagram for the yeast system is presented in Fig. 5.
It is seen that there are three state variables; the amount of thefirst
and second yeast species and the amount of alcohol.
Thelines of informationflowshowdirectlythat thegrowth ofyeast is
supposed to depend on the amount of yeast, a relative growth rate
and an auxiliary variable: a reduction factor. This reduction factor,
24

ale.prod.
factor 1
— f

ale. prod,
factor 2

I
I
gr. rate 2 j

table 2
— t —

Fig.5I Arelational diagramfor thegrowthand interference of twointerferingyeastspecies.
in its turn, is given as a function of the amount of alcohol that is
present. The relations are, of course, the same for both yeast species
although numerical values of parameters and functions may be
different. The amount of alcohol increases by the rate of alcohol
production of both species. The alcohol production of each species
is supposed to depend on the growth rate of the species and on an
alcohol production factor.
Exercise 18
In Section 1.4 it issaid that ratesdo notdepend oneach other in state
determined systems. Why is the line of information flow between
the rate of growth and the rate of alcohol production not in contradiction with this principle?
Relational models should contain as few detailsaspossible, otherwise
they are very difficult to grasp and this defeats their purpose. In
studying them, much emphasis should be given to aspects that are
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not incorporated. For instance, in the present scheme there are no
loops that relate the alcohol production directly to the amount of
yeast, indicating that the cost of maintenance of yeast cells is not
accounted for. The amount of sugar is also not considered because
it isassumed to bealways available in sufficient amounts.
Exercise 19
Incorporatetheaspectoflimitedfood supplyintherelationaldiagram.
3.3 Simulation
Thegrowthofthefirstyeastspecies(Saccharomyces) isnowsimulated
by stating that the amount of yeast equals
Y1 = INTGRLUY1 ,RY1)

(3.1)

inwhich
INCON IY1 = 0 . 4 5

istheinitialamount ofyeast inthearbitrary units,usedbyGause,and
the rate of yeast growth isgiven by
RY1 = R G R 1 * Y 1 * ( 1 . - R E D 1 )
The relative growth rate isdefined with

(3.2)

PARAMETER RGR1=
It was observed by Gause that in both species the formation of buds
was completely stopped at some maximum alcohol concentration
which isgiven asa percentage by

PARAMETER MALC = 1 . 5
The dependence of the reduction factor on the alcohol concentration
may now be obtained with an arbitrary function generator

RED1 = AFGEN(RED1T,ALC/MALC)
The most elementary assumption is that bud formation increases
linearly with increasing alcohol concentration, which is introduced
with
FUNCTION RED1T = ( 0 . , 0 . ) , (1 . , 1 . )
26

Exercise 20
Express RED directly in ALC and MALC without using the function
generator.
The alcohol concentration itself is the integral of the alcohol production rate which is zero at the initialization of growth:

ALC = I N T G R L ( I A L C , A L C P 1 )
I N C O N IALC =0 .

(3.3)

and the alcohol production rate is proportional to the growth rate of
yeast:
ALCP1 = ALPF1*RY1

(3.4)

Two values need to be determined now: the relative growth rate and
the alcohol production factor. During the early stages of growth,
RED ispracticallyzero,sothatthegrowth rateisequaltoRGR1x Yl.
This allows afirstestimate of RGR1 from the data in Fig. 3 for the
monoculture. ALPF1 follows from the observation that growth was
terminated when the alcohol concentration equalled 1.5 percent and
the amount of yeast about 13units.
Exercise 21
What is a first estimate of RGR1 in the correct units? What is the
value of ALPF1 in the correct units? Is this value only physiologically determined or does it also depend on the volume of water in
the vessels with yeast? What is the value of IALC when not only
the initial amount of yeast is introduced at initialization, but also the
corresponding amount of alcohol? Estimate the same values for
Schizosaccharomyces, it being known that the alcohol concentration
at which the formation of buds is completely inhibited is also 1.5
percent. Which species has the larger alcohol production factor?
Thestructuralequationsthatdescribethegrowthofthesecondspecies
(Schizosaccharomyces)are, of course, the same as those for the first,
so that in a model for concurrent growth it suffices to write them
twice: once with a 1 at the end of the relevant symbols and once
with a 2; that is except for the equation that describes the alcohol
concentration which becomes
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ALC = INTGRL(IALC,ALCP1 + ALCP2)
(3.5)
Thisequation holds on thecondition that both speciesinterfere only
with each other through theproduction of thesamealcohol.
Fig. 6 shows the resulting simulation program with MALC identical
for both species and the proper data. In the main program IY1
TITLEMIXEO CULTUREOFYEAST
Y1*INTGRL(IY1,RY1)
Y2«INTGRL(IY2,RY2>
IHCOHIY1»0.45,IY2*0.45
RY1*RGR7»Y1«(1.-RED1>
RY2*RGR2#Y2»(1.-RED2)
PARAMETER RGR1=0.21,RGR2=0.06
.RED1*AFGEN(RED1T,ALC/MALC>
RED2*AFGEN(RED2T,ALC/MALC)
FUNCTION RED1T*(0.,0.)(C1.,1.)
FUNCTION RED2T>(0.,0.)(U.t1.)
PARAMETER MALC*1.5
ALC»INTGRL<IALC,ALCPUALCP2>
ALCP1*ALPFWRY1
ALCP2*ALPF2*RY2
PARAMETER ALPF1*0.12,ALPF2*0.26
INCON IALC-0.
FINISHALC-LALC
LALC=0.99«MALC
TIMER FINTIMs150.,0UTDEL*2.
PRTPLTY1,Y2,ALC
END
STOP

Fig. 6| A simulation program for the growth of two yeast species that
interfere throughtheproductionofthe samewasteproduct(alcohol).
and IY2 areboth setto0.45units,sothat thegrowth inthemixture
issimulated.Thetwomonocultures aresimulated inreruns.
FINT IMissetat 150hours,but thetwolines
FINISH ALC= LALC
LALC = 0.99* MALC
areinserted toavoidunnecessary'number-grinding',whenthealcohol
concentration is close to its maximum. This condition FINISH
indicates that the simulation is terminated as soon as the alcohol
concentration reaches99percent ofitsmaximumvalue.
The relative growth rates and the alcohol production factors are
chosen suchthat theresultsof the twoexperimentalmonoculturesare
matched as well as possible. A comparison of the mixtures (Fig.3)
shows that the actual growth of Schizosaccharomyces is slightly less
than the simulated growth. Barring statistical insignificance, wemust
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conclude that both species do not interfere with each other's growth
through the production of alcohol only, as assumed in the model.
It may be that Saccharomyces produces some other waste product
that is harmful for the other or that Schizosaccharomyces produces
a waste product that stimulates the other. These possibilities cannot
be distinguished from each other without additional information.
And as long as this is not available it is a futile exercise to simulate
suchsuppositions.
Exercise22
Trytoreasonwhetherasimilareffect couldresultfrom thesupposition
that REDT for thespeciesisnot givenby

FUNCTION RED1T= ( 0 . f 0 . ) f(1.,1.)
FUNCTION RED2T= (0. f 0.),(1.f1.)
but by,for instance:

FUNCTION RED1T= (0.,0.),(0.5,0.25),
(1.#1.)(Sacch.)
FUNCTION RED2T= (0.,0.),(0.5,0.75) f...
(1.f1.)(ScWzos.)

•

•

If thisistoo difficult, you mayfindtheanswerbysimulation.
These simulation programs are conveniently amended. For instance,
the yeast cultures may be washed continuously with water that
contains sufficient sugar.The integral of the alcohol concentration is
then

ALC s INTGRL(IALC f ALPF1*RY1 +...
ALPF2*RY2 - ALC/WSC)
in which the washing constant (WSC) is expressed in hours and
presents the average residence time of the water in the vials with
yeast,aswillbeshown inSection 6.4.2.
Exercise 23
What is in due course the alcohol concentration and the absolute
growth rateof both yeast speciesfor WSC equal to 10hours?
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3.4 Logisticgrowth
The simulation program in Section 2.2wasdeveloped from the differential equation form. The differential equation form for the present
problem will now be derived from the structural equations of the
simulation program. This will be done only for situations where the
reduction factor isinverselyproportional to thealcohol concentration
so that (1-RED) may be replaced by (l.-ALC/MALC). Since the
alcoholconcentration isequaltotheamount ofyeasttimesthealcohol
production factor according to the Eqns (3.3) and (3.4), it is then
possible to rewrite Eqn (3.2) in differential equation form as
dY/dT= RGRxYx(1- Y/YM)

(3.6)

in which Y is the amount of yeast, T is the time and YM stands for
the maximum amount of yeast.This equation may be integrated and
thisresultsin
Y

YM
RGRxT

l+ Ke~

'

(37)

Exercise24
Express YM in MALC and ALCPF. What are the values of YM for
both species of yeast? Show by differentiation that Eqn (3.7) is an
integrated form of Eqn (3.6). Express the initial amount of yeast in
the constant K and YM of Eqn (3.7). Calculate the time course of
the growth of Saccharomyces and compare the result with the simulated course. Why does the differential equation only hold for situations where the initial amount of yeast is very small, whereas thisis
not sofor the simulation program? (seealso Exercise21).
The growth curve that is described by the differential equation and
also presented by the simulated growth curves for the monoculture
yeast in Fig.3iscalled thelogisticgrowth curve.This S-shaped curve
issymmetrical,but thissymmetryhingesontheassumption ofinverse
proportionality between the reduction factor of growth and the
amount of growth that has been made. Especially Lotka (1925) and
Volterra (1931) generalized the logistic differential equation for
interfering specieswith thefollowing set of differential equations:
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dYl/dT= R l x Y l x ( l - A l x Y l - B l x Y 2 )
dY2/dT= R2xY2x(1- A2xYl- B 2 xY2)
In general this set of differential equations cannot be integrated into
analytical expressions for Yl and Y2 as functions of time and therefore it is wiser to leave such simplifying approaches alone and to
formulate the problem directly in terms of a simulation model.
Exercise 25
Show to what extent the simulation model for mixed growth of yeast
is covered by this set of differential equations. Express the constants
Rl, R2,Al, A2, Bl and B2in the constants RGR1,RGR2, ALPF1,
ALPF2and MALC.Which constants of the differential equations are
the same? Is this also the case in situations where a species produces
a waste product which is only harmful for the other?
3.5 Time constant
The time-interval of integration is adjusted continuously if the integration method of Runge Kutta/Simpson is used. For rectilinear
integration, an acceptable time-interyal (DELT) may be found by
reducing itssizeto avaluewherefurther reduction doesnot appreciablychange the outcome of the simulation.
It is also possible to find a proper time-interval of integration by
analysing the simulation program. For this purpose every integral
statement and its associated rate is represented by
H= INTGRL(...,±H/TAU)
or in differential form by
dH/dT = ±H/TAU
in which the terms of the rate that are independent of H are not
considered. TAU, with the dimension time, is the time constant of
thisparticularintegration.Thetimeconstant ofthesystematacertain
moment isnow governed by the integral with the smallest TAU.
It has now been found, that it only makes sense to simulate the
dynamic behaviour of a system when a time-interval (DELT) is used,
which is about one-tenth of the time constant of the system and that
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the value of DELT adjusts to about one-half of the time constant,
when themethod RKS isused.
If the derivative (H/TAU) has the same sign as the variable (H)
itself, there exists a positive feedback. This means that any error is
propagated together with an increase of the variable. The feedback
is negative in the opposite case and the error will be damped out
together with a decrease of the variable itself. The behaviour of the
relative error is,however, thesamein both situations.
The simplest case of a positivefeedback is theexponential growth
dH/dT « RGRxH
in which the time constant is equal to the inverse of the relative
growth rate. More complicated systems can often be reduced or
approximated by a differential equation of the above form. For
yeast, the differential equation is
dH/dT = RGRx (1- R E D ) x H
In the beginning, RED is small compared to 1, so that the time
constant is again 1/RGR. But during growth RED increases, so that
the time constant becomes larger. When the method RECT is used,
DELT has to be derived from the small value of the time constant
in the beginning, but with method RKS its value adjusts during the
simulation.
However, it would be wrong to conclude that the time constant of
the system approaches infinity when H approaches its maximum
value HM. From what hasbeen said about logisticgrowth,it appears
that the equation may also bewritten as
dH/dT = R G R x H x ( l - H / H M )
when H approaches HM, this isapproximately equal to
dH/dT = R G R x H M x ( l - H / H M ) = RGRx(HM-H)
Written for thevariable H—HM this isequal to
d(H—HM)
dT
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-RGRx(H-HM)

This is a differential equation with a negative feedback and again a
time constant 1/RGR. This negative feedback governs the time
constant of the system if theintegral (HM—H) is also considered.
Theaboveexampleisalreadysufficient toshowthatitisoften difficult,
tofindthe time constant of a system by analysis, unless the system
issmall.Andsinceitsvaluemaybeonlyusedforestimatingthetimeinterval of integration, the most practical method is to determine
thisinterval bytrialanderror.
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4 Interference of plants

4*1 Replacementspecies
The interference of plant species in the field is most conveniently
studied byexperiments based on the replacement principle.
Experimental plots are divided in small squares. A seed of thefirst
species is placed in each square of one plot and a seed of the second
speciesineachsquareofanother. In thiswaymonocultures ofthetwo
species are obtained. On another plot, the seeds of both species are
placed alternately in the squares to create a mixture in which half
of the spaceis allotted to one species and the other half to the other.
Other mixturesmay beobtained byallotting theindividual squares to
the species in other proportions. The relative seed density of the
species, zt and z2 in the mixtures are now defined as the seed density
of the species in the mixture divided by its seed density in the monoculture. Obviously, the sum of the relative seed densities z 1 +z 2 then
equals always 1.The yields of the species in monocultures are represented by the symbols Mx(zx= l, z2=0) and M2 (z,=0, z2= l) and
the yield of each species in the mixture by Ot and 0 2 .
Exercise 26
Show that the replacement principle is not violated when in each
square either n seeds of thefirstspecies or m seeds of the second are
placed.
An experiment is now considered where the individual squares are
so large that the two species do not interfere with each other. The
seed densities arethen lowand theyieldsofboth speciesconsequently
small. But Mxand M2 are of course not necessarily the same. Here
the yield of each speciesin the mixture may be represented by
Ox =
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Zi

Mx
z x +z 2

and

02 =

Zl

M2
z x +z 2

(4.n
'

Thelinearity is dueto theseeds being so farapart thatthe plantsdo
not interfere witheachother.
Theyieldsmaybeexpressedindryweightperunitsurfaceornumber
of seeds per unit surface for seed-forming species. In the latter case
therelative reproductive rateof thespeciesmaybedefined as
«ii = ^
- MJM 2
0 2 /z 2

(4.2)

and appears to be equal to the ratio of the yield of the species in
monoculture. Ifa12is 1,thespeciesmatcheachother. Ifa12isgreater
than 1, species 1gains on species 2: the latter eventually disappears
from the mixture, if the harvested mixture is resown repeatedly at
the originaldensity.
What occurs now if the individual squares on the experimental plots
are made smaller and smaller? Then the seed rates of both species
increase accordingly and so do the yields. But that is not the only
effect. At a certain stage the space allotted to each seed is so small,
that the plants interfere with each other. If the species have equal
competitiveabilityonespecieswillnotinfringeuponthespaceallotted
to the otherand Eqn(4.1),resultinginalinearrelation betweenseed
rateandyieldofthespeciesinthemixturewillstillbevalid.However,
in general one species will have more competitive ability and will
infringe upon the space allotted to the other. As a consequence,
the yield of this species in the mixture will be higher than expected
andof theotherlower.
Many experiments of this type have been done and the result of one
ofthemwithbarleyandoatsisgivenin Fig. 7. Herethesquareswere
of two sizes: in one experiment 310cm2 was allotted to each seed
and in the other 31cm2. With the wide planting, barley infringed
somewhat on the space of oats, but the yield curveswere stillpractically straight. Withthenarrow planting, however, theyield ofbarley
inthemixtureswasrelativelyhighandofoatsrelativelylow,indicating
that barley was by far the strongest competitor. The results of this
and many other experiments with barley and oats (de Wit, 1960)
showthat therelativeyield total of themixtures,defined by
RYT=01/M1+02/M2

(4.3)

isunity.
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Fig.7| Seed yields in number of kernels per m2 in a replacement experimentofbarleyandoatsat twodensitiesofsowing(deWit,1960).
This means that the species appear to be mutually exclusive. This
equality may be considered the operational definition of 'competing
for the same niche', to use a term out of thefieldof animal ecology.
The relative reproductive rate for seed producing species is now not
equal to the ratio of the yields in the monoculture but may be expressed by
ex 12

- ° l / Z l „ fc 12(Mi/MJ

(4.4)

02/z2

in which k12 is the relative crowding coefficient and characterizes to
what extent onespeciesinfringes upon thespaceallotted to the other.
Eqn(4.3)(withRYT=1)andEqn(4.4)maybecombinedandreplaced
by
O =
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^12 Z l
kj 2 Zj + z 2

M

and

O-. =

z2
*^12^1"t*^2

M-

(4.5)

These equations are similar to the Eqn (4.1), except for the relative
crowding coefficient which weights the relative frequency of sowing.
Similar relations hold when biomass yields are considered, except
that the relative reproductive rate loses its meaning.
Exercise 27
Show that the equations (4.5) are correct by dividing them (OJ02)
and by summing the two expressions for O/M. Calculate the relative
yield total of barley and oats at relative seed frequencies of 0.2,
0.4, 0.6 and 0.8 from the high density data in Fig. 7. Calculate also
the relative reproductive rate and the relative crowding coefficient of
barley with respect to oats at the same relative seed frequencies.
Which species has the highest yield inmonoculture and whichspecies
gains in competition?
The yield curves in Fig. 7have been calculated by assuming that the
relative crowding coefficient is independent of the relative seed
frequencies and that RYT= 1; the agreement between the curves and
the experimental data over the whole range of frequencies show that
this is a fair assumption. The constancy of the relative crowding
coefficient has been confirmed by the analyses of many other experiments (de Wit, 1960; van den Bergh, 1968), so that it is reasonable
to state the following. If the relativeyield total in replacement experiments equals about 1over the whole range of seed frequencies, then
the relative crowding coefficient may be considered independent of
these seed frequencies.
Of course there are also situations where the species do not exclude
each other, so that the relative yield total does not equal 1. The
equations (4.5) cannot be applied in such situations. For instance,
legumeneous species and grass are not mutually exclusive when the
first obtains its nitrogen from the air through nitrogen-fixing Rhizobiumbacteria and the second from the soil and from thefirstspecise
(Tow et al., 1966).
Therelativeyield total (RYT)maybealsogreater than onewhen one
specieshasalongergrowingperiod than theother.Ontheother hand,
it has been shown that RYT is smaller than one when one species
contains a virus which isharmful to the other (van den Bergh, 1968;
Sandfaer, 1970).
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4.2 Density ofsowing
Replacement experiments between two species and density of sowing
experiments of single species have very much in common. This is
most conveniently illustrated by considering the results in Fig. 8 of
replacement experiments between barley and oats at different pH
values of the soil. As far as the relative crowding coefficient is concerned, the two species matched each other at a pH of 4. However,
at a pH of 3.7, the relative crowding coefficient of oats with respect
to barley wasabout 2,although theyieldsof thetwospeciesinmonoculture werestill thesameasat thehigher pH. Obviously alower pH
affects the competitive ability of barley. This had a detrimental effect
on its yield when oats were around to claim the space, but not in
monoculture. At a pH of 3.2 thesituationwasstillworse:therelative
crowding coefficient of oats with respect to barley increased to 3,
whereastheyield of barley decreased to a lowlevel.The physiological
cause of the phenomenon is that the root development of barley is
much more sensitive to low pH than of oats. The most extreme
situation was reached at a still lower pH. Here the relative crowding
coefficient of oats with respect to barley increased up to 20, whereas
the barley did not grow at all, as reflected by its zero yield in monoculture.
Such a replacement experiment of barley and oats in situations where
barley doesnot grow at all is,in fact, an experiment onthedensityof

a

»=barley
•=oats

100kernels
120-f

60A

1 z0 0 5

1z 0

0.5 z b 1
0.5

1 z0

Q.5zb 1

a 5

0.5 2 h ]
0
0
1 z 0 0.5

Fig.8| Replacement experimentsofbarleyandoatsat different pH-KCl
valuesof thesoil:4,3.7,3.2,3.1for a, b,c,d, respectively (deWit,1960).
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sowing of oats. In other words density of sowing experiments are
a limiting case of replacement experiments. It must be concluded
therefore that the equations (4.5) not only describe the results of
competition experiments, but those of density of sowing experiments
as well. It is only necessary to transform them into a form more
suitable for the purpose.
As one species of the replacement series does not grow at all, the
second equation may be omitted. The remaining equation is still in
an unsuitable form because it is formulated in terms of relative seed
frequencies and refers also to the species that is not sown or did not
growatall.Amoresuitableformisobtained whenZj/Zm issubstituted
for z2 and (Zm—Zj)/Zm for z2 in which Zm is the maximum seed rate
used in the experiments and expressed in absolute units, i.e. gm" 2 .
When the subscripts 1are omitted, the first equation of (4.5) transforms into:
O=

B x Z

Om
BxZ+1

(4.6)

Exercise 28
Derivethisformula and expresstheconstants Band Omintherelative
crowding coefficient k and seed rate Zm and the yield M.
In this equation (4.6) Om and B are independent of the density of
sowing Z. The dimension of Z is number of plants m""2 or a
similar unit. Om is the theoretical maximum yield in, for instance
gm - 2 , that isobtained when theseed density isveryhighand BxOm
istheyield of a singleplant growing alone.Bitself has the dimension
of m2 plant"1 and may be considered the amount of space that is
occupied by a single plant growing alone. The value of 0/O m has
a lower limit of 0and an upper limit of 1.
Exercise 29
Construct a graph from Eqn (4.6) for Om=100, B=0.05 and Z
ranging from 0 to 100. Draw the asymptote Om and the initial slope
BxOm of the curve. Mark along the horizontal axis the position
where the yield is half of the maximum yield Om. Mark also the
distance 1/Balong thehorizontal axis.Give now expressions for:
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Lim(0)= ...
Z-*oo
Lim(0/Z)= ...
Z->0
Lim(0/OJ = ...
Z->0
Lim(0/OJ = ...
Z->oo
Theresult ofaspacingexperiment with subterranean cloverharvested
at various times after planting isgiven in Fig.9.
It appears that Om increases monotonously with time.This isto be
expected because the rate of increase of this parameter presents in
principle the growth rate of a closed crop surface from the beginning
of growth onwards. Under favourable conditions it may be expected
that Oraincreaseswithatleast20gm""2day" 1 ,thisbeingthepotential
growth rate of most agricultural crops in the Netherlands (de Wit,
1968). The value of B also increases monotonously with time; it
represents the (calculated) ability of a single plant to occupy space
during its growth and this ability is strongly affected by the stage of
g dry m a t t e r

days
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Fig.9| Aspacingexperiment with subterranean clover of Donald(1963),
harvested atvarioustimesafter planting.
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development and the distribution of photosynthesis products over
the various plant organs.
Baeumer &de Wit (1968) did a spacing experiment with barley and
oats on asoil well supplied with nutrients and water. Rows of plants,
rather than single plants, were grown at distances of 25 and 100cm
and the drymatteryield was determined atfour stages.The results of
this experiment aresummarized in Table 1.
Table I Thedrybiomassyield in gm"2 of barley and oats, sown at 25
and 100cm on 2 May 1966. Emergence and seedling establishment was
completedon 15May.Field experiment IBS975,1966.

Date of
harvest

Barley
25

.7June
21June
5July
19July

117
426
588
858

100

Oats
25

100

36
223
341
496

81
319
503
789

22
142
263
516

Exercise 30
Calculate the values of B for barley and oats on the four harvesting
dates without any assumption regardingOm.
What is the dimension of B?Draw graphs of Omand Bagainst time.
Which graph has an unexpected form? What are the reasons?
Linearize the curves for Om, omitting the data points for thefirst
harvesting date and recalculate B for the value of Om estimated in
this way.
The calculated curves of B and Ora against time for barley and oats
are given in Fig. 10.
Barley grows somewhat better at low temperatures and itsvalue of B
increases during the early part of the growing season more rapidly
than for oats. Hence, when both species are grown together, barley
occupies relatively more space and by the time oats gets around to
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Fig.10|Timefunctions ofB andOMfor barleyandoats,calculated from
thedatainTable1,
claim its share, all the space is already occupied. This explains
qualitatively why the competitive ability of barley in a mixture with
oats is usually higher. Therefore, it may be possible to calculate the
mutual interference of both species in a mixture from the course ofB
and Om,as determined from density experiments with onespecies.
4.3 Simulation ofplant interference
To arrive at a simulation program for the interference of plants, it
is necessary to distinguish the correct state variables and to find
expressions for their rate of change. A convenient state variable is
the relative space that is occupied by the species, defined as the yield
(O) of the species, divided by the maximum yield (Om)obtained at
very high seed density. This relative space is according to Eqn (4.6):
RS =

B x Z

BxZ+1
The term relative space is preferred because the term relative yield
for this quotient would lead to confusion with the term relative yield
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(4.7)

used inthe analyses ofreplacement series. The value ofRS ranges
from 0to 1.
Therateofchangeofthestatevariablemaybe foundbydifferentiating
RSwith timeandrearranging theexpression. Theresultis

dJRS^= d _ W d T x R S x ( 1 _ R S )
dT

B

This equation is very similar tothe equation forlogistic growth,
derived in Section 3.4; the two main differences being themaximum
valueof 1 for thestatevariableandthenon-constancy ofthe'relative
growthrate'.
Exercise 31
Derive the expression for d(RS)/dT. For this purpose, Eqn (4.7)is
differentiated, takingintoaccount that Bisavariablefunction andZ
aconstantfunctionoftime.Eqn(4.7)isthenusedagaintoeliminateZ.
Whatisthedimensionof(dB/dT)/B?Doesthisrelativerateofchange
increase or decrease with time. What is the expression for Bagainst
timewhenthe relative rateof change is constant?
Eqn(4.8)holdsforonespecies.Thefactor (1—RS), whichmayrange
from practically 1in the beginning to practically 0at the end of the
growth period, characterizes the reduction of growth under influence
ofthespacethatisoccupied. Whentwospeciesaregrowingtogether,
a situationmaybevizualized whereplantsdonotdistinguishbetween
occupation ofspace by one species or the other. Then the relative
spacesmaybeaddedastotheirinfluenceonthegrowthofeachspecies
so that thefollowing set ofequations characterize thesituation:

^si)-«i/ar x
dT

1-s

Bl

2£S9_«2£IxRS2x(l-SRS)
dT

B2

SRS=RS1+RS2
Exercise 32
Construct arelational diagram ofthistype of plant interference.
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The two differential equations are the basis for a simulation program
of two species grown in a mixture, which is presented in Fig. 11.
TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN BARLEY AND OATS
INCON DB11*0.0047,DB12*0.0033,RS11*0.002,RSI2*0.002
RS1*INTCRL(RSI1,(DB1/B1)»RS1»(1.-SRS>)
RS2*INTGRL(RSI2,(DB2/B2)*RS2*(1.-SRS)>
B1*AFGENCBTB1,TIME)
B2*AFGEN(BTB2,TIME)
DB1*DERIV(0BI1,B1>
DB2*DERIV<DBI2,B2>
01*RS1«AFGEN(OMT81,TIME>
02*RS2»AFGEN(0MTB2,TIME>
SRS*RS1*RS2
PRINT RS1,RS2,SRS,01,02
TIMER FINTIM=65.,PRDEL*1.
FUNCTION OMTB1*0.,0.,23.,377.,37.,612.,51.,780.,65.,1132.
FUNCTION 0MTB2*0.,0.,23.,333.,37.,552.,51.,724.,65.,956.
FUNCTION BTB1*0.,0.001,23.,0.11,37.,0.574,51.,0.778,65.,0.778
FUNCTION BTB2*0.,0.001,23.,0.076,37.,0.346,51.,0.571,65.,1.17
END
STOP

Fig. 11| A simulation program for interference of two plant species that
do not distinguish between the occupation of space by one species or the
other.
The function tables for B and Om are those for the barley(l) and
oats(2) experiment of Table 1. DERIV is the only newfunction that
is introduced. This function calculates the derivative of the second
argument, here the value of dB/dT from the function of B against
time. Like an integral, the derivative has to be initialized and this
initial value isgiven as thefirstargument of the function.
Exercise 33
WhyisitnecessarytosetthevalueofBslightlyabove0atemergence?
Initialize RSI1, RSI2, DBI1 and DBI2. Is it necessary to initialize
the derivative functions accurately?
Compare the results of the simulation graphically with those of the
actual competition experiment in Table2.
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Table2 The dry biomass yield in
gm" 2 of barley and oats, sown
alternatelyinrows25cmapart.Field
experiment IBS975, 1966.

Date of
harvest

Mixture
Barley

Oats

7June
21June
5July
19July

62
235
375
512

30
142
165
308

Inspection of the experimental data in Table 2 shows that barley
occupied much more space than oats in the mixture although both
specieswereplanted alternatelyin rows.The simulated resultsgivenin
the answer to exercise 33prove that this better performance may be
explained by the more favourable course of the B curve for barley
during early growth. The higher values of B for oats later appear to
be ineffective in the mixture because too much space isalready occupied by the barley at the early stages of growth and at this sowing
density.
Although this simple model of interference holds for mixtures of
some species, it does not always hold in situations where species
exclude each other. For instance, in mixtures of short and long peas,
it makes a lot of difference to the short peas, whether the space is
occupiedbyothershortpeasorlongpeas.Inthelattercase,practically
all light is intercepted by the long neighbours so that the growth of
the short peas is almost suppressed. Experimental and simulated
results of a competition experiment with these species are given in
Fig. 12.To obtain the simulated curves A, it was assumed that the
simple model as used in this section for barley and oats was valid.
The difference between actual and simulated results is so large that
this supposition must be rejected. The curves B were obtained by
assuming that the relative space of each species may be weighted
according to their respective heights (HI and H2) which differed at
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Fig.12| Observedandsimulatedgrowthoflongandshortpeasinamixture.
A:without weightingaccordingtoheight.
B: withweightingaccordingtoheight.
the end about threefold. This weighting was done according to the
equation
SRS= l - R S l - ( H 2 / H l ) x R S 2
for the sum of the relative space. In this way the different light interception is accounted for in a first approximation. The much better
agreement shows that this may be a reasonable explanation for the
bad performance of the short peas in the mixture.
In situations where species interfere in other ways than by mutual
exclusion, it is of course futile to construct a model of competitive
interference on basis of data obtained in monoculture only.
4.4 Further modelling aspects
4.4.1 The INDEXandMACROfeature
The simulation programs for yeast growth in the previous chapter
and for plant competition in this chapter are given for two species
but may beextended to more species. For a mixture of n species,the
relevant structural equations must bewritten n times. Much repeated
writing, however, does make the program less clear and often introduces errors, especially if it is necessary to change the structure.
Hence any repeated writing that has to be done is best executed by
^Q

7/19

the computer.
Thisisdonemostdirectlybyusingthe INDEX feature. Ifforinstance,
two plant species arecompeting, the equations for the relative space
(RS) are written as
RS'1,2' = INTGRL(RSI'1,2',...
DB'1,2'/B'1,2'*RS'1f2'*(1.-SRS))
This is an order for the so-called preprocessor (Section 1.5) to write
theequationtwotimes:oncewithnumber 1 attached to the symbols,
once with number 2. All variables that are different for each species
obtain an appropiate numberby orderof the index 41,2' and all variables,thatarethesameforthetwospecies,like SRS,remainthesame.
These have to be defined on their own, in this case by
SRS = RS1 + RS2
The other equations that describe the growth are given in Fig. 13,
which contains a full program for competition between two species.
Theinitial valuesfor therelativespaceand theslopes of Bare defined
on parameter cards by

INCON
INCON

RSI'1 , 2 ' =
DBI'1 ,2' =

,
,

The four functions must be given separately in FUNCTION tables.
Thecorresponding CSMPprogramthatiswritten bythepreprocessor
on the basis of this text, isalso given in Fig. 13. Hereit can beclearly
seen that the INDEX feature is an order for repeated writing or
defining of similar texts, parameters or output. In case of more than
two species, i.e. four, the statement
RS'1,4'=
generates equations for RS1 # R S 2 f R S 3 and RS4.
Exercise 34
Write a program for thegrowth of 4yeast species in amixture, using
the INDEX feature.
A similar result may be obtained by using the MACRO-feature.
InaMACRO,a part of aprocess is described in general terms. Every
time a MACRO is called upon CSMP writes its full text with the
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«•«LISTING OF PROGRAM***
TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN BARLEY AND OATS
INCON 0BI'1,2'*0.0047,0.0033
INCON RSri,2**0.002,0.002
RS , 1,2 , *INTGRL<RSI , 1,2 , ,(DB , 1,2'/B , 1 f 2')#RS'1,2'*<1.-SRS))
B'1,2'=AFGEN(BTB'1,2',TIME)
DB'1f2'BDERIV(0BI'1,2'(B'1.2')
0'1,2'*AFGEN(OMTB'1,2'.TIME)
SRS=RS1*RS2
TIMER FINTIM=65.,0UTDEL=1.
FUNCTION BTB1=0.,0.001,23.,0.11,37.,0.574,51.,0.778,65.,0.778
FUNCTION BTB2=0.,0.001,23.,0.076,37.,0.346,51.,0.571,65.,1.17
FUNCTION OMTB1*0.,0.,23.,377.,37.,612.,51.,780.,65.,1132.
FUNCTION OMTB2=0.,0.,23.,333.,37.,552.,51.,724.,65.,956.
PRTPL.T RS'1,2',SRS,0'1,2*
END
STOP
ENDJOB
••••CONTINUOUS SYSTEM M00ELIN6 PROGRAM****.
•••PROBLEM INPUT STATEMENTS***
TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN BARLEY ANO OATS
INCON 0BI1=0.0047,DBI2=0.0033
INCON RSI1=0.002,RSI2=0.002
RS1«INTGRL(RSI1,(DB1/B1)*RS1*(1.-SRS))
RS2*INTGRL(RSI2,(DB2/B2)«RS2*(1.-SRS))
B1*AFGEN(BTB1,TIME)
B2*AFGEN(BTB2,TIME)
DB1«DERIV(DBI1,B1)
DB2=DERIV(DBI2,B2)
01*AFGEN(0MTB1,TIME)
02»AFGEN(0MTB2,TIME)
SRS*RS1*RS2
TIMER FINTIM*65.,0UTDEL*1.
FUNCTION BTB1*0.,0.001,23.,0.11,37.,0.574,51.,0.778,65.,0.778
FUNCTION BTB2«0.,0.001,23.,0.076,37.,0.346,51.,0.571,65.,1.17
FUNCTION OMTB1*0.,0.,23.,377.,37.,612.,51.,780.,65.,1132.
FUNCTION OMTB2*0.,0.,23.,333.,37.,552.,51.,724.,65.,956.
PRTPLT RS1,RS2,SRS,01,02
END
STOP
OUTPUT VARIABLE SEQUENCE
SRS
81
DB1
ZZ0002 RSI
B2
DB2
ZZ0004 RS2
01
02
OUTPUTS
INPUTS
PARAMS
INTEGS • MEM BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS
15(500) 46(1400) 10(400)
2* 0* 2(300)
12(600)
10
ENDJOB

Fig. 13| A simulation program for interference of two plant species,
writtenbyusingtheINDEXfeatureandtheCSMPprogramcompiledfrom
thisbythepreprocessor.

appropriate symbols. A MACRO is therefore not an order to execute
a particular computation, but an order to writea part ofa simulation
program. Just as in a normal simulation program, it is not necessary
to present the structural statements in computational order and it
may well be that various parts of the MACROare scattered throughout the computational program after the sorting process. The
MACROfor the growth of a plant speciesmay read as follows:

MACRO 0,RS= GROWTH(BTB,OMTB,DBI,RSI)
RS = I N T G R K R S I ,(DB/B)*RS*(1.-SRS))
B = AFGEN(BTB,DAY)
DB = DERIV(DBI,B)
0 = RS*AFGEN(OMTB,DAY)
ENDMAC
Thefirstline indicates that there is a MACRO 'GROWTH', in which
it is stated how the relative space and the yield (RS and 0) depend
on functions, variables and initial constants, given or calculated
elsewherein the CSMPprogram.The ENDMAClineindicates theend
of the MACRO.Within the MACRO,the equations of the last section
are given butwith the numbers 1and 2 omitted.
The MACROis invoked by the sentence
01,RS1 = GR0WTH(BTB1,0MTB1,DBI1,RSI1)
for species 1 and

02,RS2 = GR0WTH(BTB2,0MTB2,DBI2,RSI2)
'or species2.
A program for competition between 2 species and the intermediate
CSMP program that is generated are presented in Fig. 14. Detailed
comparison of the text showsthatthreeclasses ofnamesforvariables,
parameters and tables can be distinguished. First, those that are
mentioned in the statement: these replace the dummy names at
corresponding places in the MACROdefinition. Secondly those that
are used within and outside the MACRO: these remain unchanged
and are not necessarily mentioned in the invoking line. Thirdly there
aredummynamesthatareused onlywithinthe MACRO: these arereplaced by unique names of thetype ZZ . . . inorder to avoiddouble
definitions.
Exercise 35
Make a detailed comparison of the 'intermediate' CSMP program
written with the MACRO feature, the CSMP program written with
the INDEX feature and the original CSMP program for competition
between 2 species. It is only in this way that all logical aspects of the
MACRO operations can be understood.
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••••CONTINUOUS SYSTEM MODELING PROGRAM****
###PROBLEM INPUT STATEMENTS***
TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN BARLEY AND OATS
INCON D811=0.0047,DB12=0.0033,RS11=0.002,RSI2=0.002
MACRO 0,RS=GROUTH(BTB,OMTB,DBI,RSI)
RSMNTGRL(RSI,(0B/B)«RS*(1.-SRS))
B=AFGEN(BTB,TIME)
0B-0ERIV(0BI,B)
0=RS»AFGEN(OMTB,TIHE)
ENOMAC
01,RS1=GR0WTH(BTB1,0MTB1,DBI1,RSI1)
02,RS2=GR0WTH(BTB2,0MTB2/DB12,RSI2)
SRS=RS1*RS2
TIMER FINTIM=65.,0UTDEL=1.
FUNCTION BTB1*0.,0.001,23.,0.11,37.,0.574,51.,0.778,65.,0.778
FUNCTION BTB2=0.,0.001,23.,0.076,37.,0.346,51.,0.571,65.,1.17
FUNCTION OMTB1=0.,0.,23.,377.,37.,612.,51.,780.,65.,1132.
FUNCTION 0MTB2=0.,0.,23.,333.,37.,552.,51.,724.,65.,956.
PRTPLT RS1.RS2,SRS,01,02
END
STOP
OUTPUT VARIABLE SEQUENCE
SRS
ZZ0001 ZZ0002 ZZ0004 RSI
ZZ0005 2Z0006 ZZ0008 RS2
01
02
OUTPUTS
INPUTS
PARAMS
INTEGS •MEM BLKS FORTRAN DATA CDS
17(500) 54(1400) 10(400)
2* 0* 2(300)
12(600)
9
ENDJOB

TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN BARLEY AND OATS
INCON DB11=0.0047,DB12=0.0033,RS11=0.002,RSI2=0.002
RS1=INTGRL(RSI1,ZZ0004)
ZZ0004=(ZZ0002/ZZ0001)»RS1*(1.-SRS)
ZZ0001-AFGEN(BTB1,TIME)
ZZ0002=DERIV(DBI1,ZZ0001)
01=RS1*AFGEN(OMTB1,TIME)
RS2=INTGRL(RSI2,ZZ0008)
ZZ0008=(ZZ0006/ZZ00O5)*RS1«(1.-SRS)
ZZ0005=AFGEN(BTB2,TIME)
ZZ0006=DERIV(DBI2,ZZ0005)
02=RS2»AFGEN(OMTB2,TIME)
SRS=RS1+RS2
TIMER FINTIM=65.,OUTDEL=1.
FUNCTION BTB1*0.,0.001,23.,0.11,37.,0.574,51.,0.778,65.,0.778
FUNCTION BTB2=0.,0.001,23.,0.076,37.,0.346,51.,0.571,65.,1.17
FUNCTION OMTB1=0.,0.,23.,377.,37.,612.,51.,780.,65.,1132.
FUNCTION OMTB2=0.,0.,23.,333.,37.,552.,51.,724.,65.,956.
PRTPLT RS1,RS2,SRS,01,02
END
STOP

Fig. 14| A simulation program for the interference of two plant species
written by using the MACRO feature. The intermediate CSMP program,
produced bytheCSMPcompiler isalso given.Thetext of thisintermediate
program isnot printed by the computer.
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Exercise36
Only for readers that arefamiliar with FORTRAN.
What are the principle differences between a MACRO and a SUBROUTINE?
One may wonder why two methods are being developed to make
simulation programs more lucid and to avoid repeated writing of
structural statements, and the more so because these methods seem
very much alike. However, this similarity is only so in the context
of the present small programs which are written for illustrative
purposes. Later it will become evident that each method has its own
fieldof use.
4.4.2 The INITIA Land DYNAMIC section
The initial values for the relative space (RS) and the derivative of
thespaceoccupiedbyasinglegrowingplant (DB) mustbecalculated
before the simulation models discussed in the previous sections can
be applied. In order to avoid errors and again to promote the clarity
of the simulation, it is advantageous to incorporate this computation
in the simulation program. This can be done again most conveniently
by a MACRO, in which it is defined how RSI and DB I depend on
the distance of sowing ( D I ST) and the function for B (BTB):

MACRO

RSI f DBI = BEGIN(BTB,DIST)
RSI = BI/DIST
BI = AFGEN(BTB,0.)
DBI = (AFGEN(BTB,1.)-BI)/1.

ENDMAC

Exercise 37
Showthat RSI canbesetequalto B I / D I S T andthattheexpression
for DBI is correct.
The computational procedure, contained in this MACRO, has to be
done only once for each species before the actual simulation is
started. This is done by distinguishing an initial section of the
simulation model which starts with an INITIAL card and ends
with a DYNAMIC card.
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The above MACRO is invoked two times within this INITIAL
section.
After this initial section, the normal dynamic structural statements
of the simulation program areentered.
Exercise 38
Write a simulation program for the growth of three barley cultivars,
assuming that B for the second variety and Om for the third variety
increase half as fast with time as for the first variety. Assume that
the species are sown in rows 40 centimetres apart in a 1:1:1 ratio.
Be careful about the value of DIST. Make use of the MACROsand
the INITIAL section. Write the same program with the INDEX
feature.
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5 Growth and competition of Paramecium

5.1 Description of thesystem
Paramecia are protozoa: unicellular organisms that live in water and
feed on bacteria. Gause (1934) did a series of experiments with the
species P. aurelia and P. caudatum in monoculture and in mixture to
study the principles of their mutual interference.
The species were grown in test tubes with 5cm3 of Oosterhout's
balanced physiological solution, buffered at pH 8.0.The medium was
changed dailybycentrifuging toseparatetheprotozoa from theliquid
with the waste products and the remaining food. A standardized
amount of bacteria was added in the new solution as daily food.
Just before centrifuging the solution was carefully stirred and one
tenth of the volume of liquid was taken out in which the number of
protozoa werecounted. Henceat thebeginning of each day the number of protozoa was about nine-tenth of the number at the end of
the day before.
Exercise39
Why not exactly nine-tenth?
Two series of experiments weredone,in the oneloop experiment one
standardized loop of bacteria wasgiven each day and in the half-loop
experiment a half of the standardized loop of bacteria was given.
In both series,the species weregrowninmonocultureand in mixture.
The monocultures were started with 20 protozoa of the species
concerned and themixed culture with 20 protozoa of each species.
The number of protozoa counted in the sample throughout a period
of 16days are given in Table3.
Exercise 40
Plot the results on graphs and save these for a first estimation of
parameters, later on.
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Tabla 3 NumbersassampledbyGause
Day of the
experiment

0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Mixedculture

Monoculture
P.aurelia
0.5cm3

P.caudatum
0.5cm3

P.aurelia
0.5cm3

P.caudatum
0.5 (:nr

one half
loop loop

one half
loop loop

one half
loop loop

one half
loop loop

2
4
29
66
141
162
219
153
162
150
175
260
276
285
225
222
220

2
2
8
5
15 20
32 25
52 24
40 —
32 —
36 —
40 21
32 15
20 12
30
9
12 12
6
16
20
9
12
3
0
9

2
6
24
75
182
264
318
373
396

2
3
29
92
173
210
210
240
___
__.

454
420
438
492
468
400
472

240
219
255
252
270
240
249

2
6
31
46
76
115
118
140
125
137
162
124
135
133
110
113
127

2
5
22
16
39
52
54
47
50
76
69
51
57
70
53
59
57

2
10
29
68
144
164
168
248
240
—

281
—

300
—
—

260
294

Thenumberof protozoa inthemonoculture reached amaximumand
stayed there,just as for yeast. The growth of yeast ceased because of
the accumulation of waste products. But this cannot be the cause of
stabilization in this case, since the waste products were removed
every day by centrifuging. It stands to reason that here the ultimate
size of the population was limited by the daily food supply. In the
equilibrium situation this supply was thenjust sufficient to maintain
the population and to replace the ten percent thatwas removed by
sampling. In the mixed culture one of the species vamshed, whereas
SA.

the other survived at the same level as in monoculture. This competitive phenomenon has to be understood by a further analysis of
the system.
To arrive at a quantitative description of the relevant growth and
deathprocesses,someassumptionshavetobemade.Firstitisassumed
that afixedratio existsbetween thenumber of newlygrown protozoa
and the amount of food that is consumed. This ratio is called the
conversion factor offood (CONVF)and hasthedimension ofnumber
of protozoa per loop of bacteria. Second, it is assumed that there is
a natural death ratewhichisproportional to thenumber of protozoa,
sothatitcanbecharacterized byaconstantrelativedeathrate(RDR),
which is independent of the density. The rate of food consumption
(CNRT) is assumed to be proportional to the number of protozoa
(H),thedensity offood (FOOD) in themedium and therate atwhich
the protozoa search the water for food (RSW). The density of food
is the amount of food (AFCOD) divided by the volume. Hc\*e\er,
this rate per protozoa cannot exceed the maximum digestion rate of
food (MRDIG), because the protozoa may meet food in excess of
their rate of intake and digestion.
Exercise 41
Determine the dimensions of the mentioned state,rate, and auxiliary
variables and parameters and classify these according to type. Use
as basicunits:day, loop, protozoon, volume of test tube.
Construct arelational diagramfor thegrowth ofoneprotozoaspecies,
taking into account that each day the population is sampled and the
food is renewed. Show that the assumption of a constant relative
death rate is mathematically equivalent to the assumption that food
isneeded to maintain the protozoa.
5.2 Asimulation program
As done previously for the competition between plants, the dynamics
of one species will be described in a MACRO,which is then invoked
for each species with the appropriate names. The output variables of
the MACR0 are the number of protozoa ( H ) , the rate of food consumption (CNRT) and the size of the sample (SPLE). The input
variables are the rate of searching the water (RSW), the conversion
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factor of food (C0NVF ) , the maximum digestion rate (MRD I G),
the relative death rate (RDR) and the initial size of the population
( H I ) . The moment of feeding and sampling (FDTIME) and the
density of food (FOOD) are the same for both species,so that these
are defined in structural statements outside the MACRO and do not
appear in the MACRO definition.
The MACROisas follows:
MACRO H , C N R T , S P L E = G R O W T H ( R S W , C 0 N V F , . . .
MRDIG,RDR,HI)

The amount of protozoa is now defined by
H=INTGRL(HI#AGR)
The actual growth rate (AGR) is the difference between the net
growth rate (NGR) and the rate of sampling (RSAM):

AGR=NGR-RSAM
and the net growth rate (NGR) is the difference between the gross
growth rate minus the natural death rate (DR):

NGR=CNRT*CONVF-DR
DR=RDR*H
In calculating, theconsumption rate offood (CNRT ) , themaximum
digestion rate must be accounted for. This is done by an AMIN1
function, which takes the minimum of its arguments:
CNRT=H*AMIN1(MRDIG,RSW*FOOD)

Exercise 42
Draw a graph of the consumption rate of food (CNRT) against
the density of food (FOOD) for arbitrary values of MRDIG,
RSW and H. How does this graph change with changing MRDIG,
H or RSW. For which value of FOOD does CNRT equal zero and
whichvalueof F0 0 D does NGR equal zero? Reason whythisexpression does not contain the amount of protozoa ( H ) .
Thecalculation oftherateofsampling (RSAM) raisessomeproblems
because it is a discontinuous process.The sampling occurs only once
a day and is zero for the rest of the time. The sample size is defined
with

SPLE=FDTIME*0.1*H
in which FDTIME, as defined outside the MACRO, is one during
one time-step at the end of the day and otherwise zero. To let the
sampled quantity vanish during one time-step, the rate of sampling
must be defined as the size of the sample divided by the time-step
DELT:

RSAM= SPLE/DELT
as is seen from calculating
X l+A <= X,-(0.1X,/Af)Af
The MACROis now terminated with
ENDMAC
In the main program, the MACRO is called for twice: once for the
species P. aurelia

HA,CNRTA,SPLEA=GROWTH(RSWA,CONVFA,...
MRDIGA,RDRA,HIA)
and once for the species P. caudatum

HC,CNRTC,SPLEC=GROWTH(RSWC,CONVFC,...
MRDIGC,RDRCfHIC)
In the main program FDTIME is defined by

FDTIME=IMPULS(1.,1.)
This function has the value 1 at the moment indicated by thefirst
argument and subsequently at intervals defined by the second argument. The rest of the time, the function equals zero. The variable
FDTIME isusedwithinthemacrostodefinethemomentsofsampling
and outside the MACROalso to replenish thefood at daily intervals,
according to

PARAMETER V0LUME=1
FEED=FDTIME*(L-AFOOD)/DELT
AFOOD=INTGRL(L,FEED-CNRTA-CNRTC)
FOOD = AFOOD/VOLUME
L is the amount of food given daily after removal of the food that is
left over from the previous day and either equal to 1or 0.5 loop of
*7

bacteria. The amount of food during the day is continuously diminished by consumption bythe P. aurelia and P. caudatum species, but
only once a day replenished to the original level.
Exercise43
Why is VOLUME equal to 1rather than 5cm3 7 Why is it advisable
to distinguish between AFOOD and FOOD?
Due to the discontinuity in the food supply and in the sampling it is
necessary to integrate according to the
METHOD RECT
and to specify D E LT also on the TIMER card:

TIMER FINTIM=16, D E L T = 0 . 0 1 , 0UTDEL=1
Exercise 44
Why is it impossible to use integration methods that adapt the size
of the time-interval DELT to the rate of changes of the integrals?
(See also Section 2.3).
For comparison with Gause's data it suffices to print the size of the
samples SPLEA and SPLEC each day, but a more frequent printing
of population numbers is necessary to study the behaviour of the
simulated populations during the day. To complete the program all
initial values and parameters must be defined on parameter cards.
There are eight parameters: CONVF, RSW, RDR and MRDIG
that have to be derived from the experimental data and must be
substitutedinthesimulationprogram.Inprinciple,thesecanbefound
bytrial and error, usingsome goodness offitcriterion to theobservational data. But such a procedure can be started only in practice
whentheorderofmagnitude of all thevariablesconcernedareknown
from a preliminary analysis of the data.
Exercise 45
Why?
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5.3 First estimation ofparameters
Gause observed that at first the medium remained opaque during
the whole day, but that later the medium became transparent within
a few hours after the addition of new food. From this he concluded
that all food was consumed rapidly, once the size of the population
was not far from its maximum. Obviously there is sufficient time for
digestion and searchingand themaximum sizeof thepopulation does
not depend on the rate of digestion of the food or on the rate of
searchingwater. Instead itdepends onlyontheamount offood given,
the conversion factor for food, the relative death rate and the rate of
sampling. About Hx(RDR-fO.l) number of protozoa die or are
sampled and CONVFxL number grow in the monoculture in a day
when the daily food isconsumed completely.
In the equilibrium situation, these quantities are equal so that
CONVFxL=H e q x(RDR+0.1)
This equation contains two unknowns; CONVF and RDR, so that
another equation is necessary to estimate their values. This second
equation can be obtained by considering the growth rate (GR) at
the moment that three-quarters of the maximum population size is
reached. This growth rate may be estimated from the experimental
data and isequal to:
GR=CONVFxL - 0.75xH c q x (RDR+0.1)
This because it was observed by Gause, that the food was exhausted
well within a day at this density.
Combining both equations allows a first estimate of CONVF and
RDR.
The rate of searching the water (RSW) and the maximum rate of
digestion (MRDIG)areestimatedfromthedynamicsofthepopulations
atthebeginningoftheexperiment.Duringtheearlystages,thenumber
of protozoa is so small that the concentration of bacteria stays
practically the same during the whole day. It may be seen now from
the data that the initial growth rates of the0.5 and 1 loop series with
P.aurelia areabout thesameand thismeansthatthemaximumdigestion rate is at least reached at the 0.5 loop concentration. In other
words,at this level
MRDIGA=0.5xRSWA
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bacteria. The amount of food during the day is continuously diminished by consumption bythe P. aurelia and P. caudatum species, but
only once a day replenished to the original level.
Exercise 43
Why is VOLUME equal to 1rather than 5cm3? Why is it advisable
to distinguish between AFOOD and FOOD ?
Due to the discontinuity in the food supply and in the sampling it is
necessary to integrate according to the
METHOD RECT
and to specify D ELT also on the TIMERcard:

TIMER F I N T I M = 1 6 , D E L T = 0 . 0 1 f 0UTDEL=1
Exercise 44
Why is it impossible to use integration methods that adapt the size
of the time-interval DELT to the rate of changes of the integrals?
(Seealso Section 2.3).
For comparison with Gause's data it suffices to print the size of the
samples SPLEA and SPLEC each day, but a more frequent printing
of population numbers is necessary to study the behaviour of the
simulated populations during the day. To complete the program all
initial values and parameters must be defined on parameter cards.
There are eight parameters: CONVF, RSW, RDR and MRDIG
that have to be derived from the experimental data and must be
substituted inthesimulation program.Inprinciple,thesecanbefound
bytrial and error, usingsomegoodness offitcriterion to the observational data. But such a procedure can be started only in practice
whentheorder ofmagnitude of all thevariablesconcerned are known
from a preliminary analysis of the data.
Exercise45
Why?
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5 3 First estimationof parameters
Gause observed that at first the medium remained opaque during
the whole day, but that later the medium became transparent within
a few hours after the addition of new food. From this he concluded
that all food was consumed rapidly, once the size of the population
was not far from its maximum. Obviously there is sufficient time for
digestion and searching and themaximum sizeofthepopulation does
not depend on the rate of digestion of the food or on the rate of
searchingwater. Instead itdepends onlyontheamount offood given,
the conversion factor for food, the relative death rate and the rate of
sampling. About Hx (RDR+0.1) number of protozoa die or are
sampled and CONVFxL number grow in the monoculture in a day
when the daily food isconsumed completely.
In the equilibrium situation, these quantities are equal so that
CONVFxL=H cq x(RDR-f0.1)
This equation contains two unknowns; CONVF and RDR, so that
another equation is necessary to estimate their values. This second
equation can be obtained by considering the growth rate (GR) at
the moment that three-quarters of the maximum population size is
reached. This growth rate may be estimated from the experimental
data and isequal to:
GR=CONVFxL - 0.75xH e q x (RDR+0.1)
This because it was observed by Gause, that the food was exhausted
well within a day at this density.
Combining both equations allows a first estimate of CONVF and
RDR.
The rate of searching the water (RSW) and the maximum rate of
digestion (MRDIG)areestimatedfromthedynamicsofthepopulations
atthebeginningoftheexperiment.Duringtheearlystages,thenumber
of protozoa is so small that the concentration of bacteria stays
practically the same during the whole day. It may be seen now from
the data that the initial growth rates of the 0.5 and 1 loop serieswith
P.aureliaareabout thesameand thismeansthatthemaximumdigestion rate is at least reached at the 0.5 loop concentration. In other
words,at this level
MRDIGA=0.5xRSWA
CO

but instead of 0.5, a lower valuecould bemore appropriate.
Thisisagainanequationwithtwounknowns,sothatanotherequation
isnecessary to make afirstestimate of both parameters. This second
equation can be obtained by considering the initial relative growth
rate of the one loop series. This relative growth rate can either be
read from the data or it can beset equal to
RGR=MRDIGxCONVF-RDR-0.1
at least as long as the bacterial concentration is so high that the
maximum digestion rate ismaintained during the day.
For P.caudatum the relative growth rate of the 1 loop series ishigher
than of the0.5 loop series,so that there isno certainty that themaximumrateofdigestion isreached at abacterial concentration of 1 loop
per volume. Afirstestimate of the parameters may be obtained here
byassuming that
MRDIGC=lxRSWC
but instead of 1,a higher value could bemore appropriate.
Apart from the uncertainty about the exact value of the constant in
theequation forthemaximumdigestionrate,theestimation procedure
is also unfavourably affected by the large scattering of the data.
Thismakesitdifficult toarriveatavaluefor theinitialrelativegrowth
rate. It is therefore still worthwhile to inspect the system for other
interrelations between the constants.
These are obtained from the observation that the maximum number
of P.aurelia in both the one loop and 0.5 loop series isabout4times
higherthanthenumberofP.caudatumsothat (probably) theP.aurelia
individuals are about 4 times smaller. Thus, it is logical to assume
at first that the conversion factor of food, as recalled with the unit
protozoonloop" x ,is4timeslargerforP.aureliaandthatthemaximum
rateofdigestion,intheunitloopprotozoon"1 day" 1is4timessmaller.
Exercise46
Take thegraphs that weredrawn for the monocultures in Exercise40
andestimateforbothspeciesandbothseries,themaximum population
size (Hcq), the growth rate (GR) at the moment that the population
equals 0.75 of the maximum and the initial relative growth rate
(RGR). Calculate theparameters CONVF,RDR, MRDIG and RSW
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for both speciesand both seriesindependentlywiththe2x2equations
given. Make first estimates of these parameters for both species,
taking the size of the individual protozoon into account. Try tofind
asmanyreasonswhythesefirstestimatesmaybeconsiderablyinerror.
5.4 Finaladaptation ofparameters
There are many reasons why thefirstestimates, especially of the rate
ofsearchingandthemaximum rateofdigestionareveryroughindeed.
It istherefore necessary to improve on these bycomparing the results
of simulation runs with the actual results. In principle the results of
themonocultures should only beused for thispurpose, but it appears
that the scattering of the observational data is so large that it isvery
difficult to arrive at sufficiently accurate estimates for the parameters.
Fortunately, the results of the competition experiments are also
available to improve the estimates. When these results are used,
it should be realized that it is then implicitly stated that the interference between both species as proposed in the model is correct,
so that a comparison between simulated and actual results of the
competition series cannot be used to validate this assumption. However, the large scattering of the observational data necessitates this
way of working.
FurthersimulationsshowthatthecourseofP.caudatuminthemixture
as characterized by the time at which the maximum population size
is reached and the rate of its decline in later stages, is especially
governed by the ratio between the searching rates of the water by
both species and by the ratio of the relative death rate and the conversion factors. In other words, the differences between both species
in this respect are especially manifest in the competitive situation.
Exercise 47
Explain whythis isso.
Finalize also the simulation program and try to find better estimates
of the parameters by trial and error.
After a considerable amount of experimentation with the simulation
program it appears that the best agreement between simulated and
actual results, as judged visually on graphs, is obtained with the
£1

parameter values listed in Table4.
Table4 ParametervaluesforP.aurelia(A)andP.caudatum(Q

Relativedeathrate(RDR) 0.45
0.45
day"1
Conversion factor (CONVF) 3000
750
prot.loop"1
Saturation level(MRDIG)
.5610"3 2.2510~3 loop.prot."1 day"1
Rateofsearchingwater(RSW) .006
.006
volume.prot."1 day"1

number
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Raurelia
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Q
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Fig. 15| Simulated and observational results for the one loopexperiment
withP.aureliaand P.caudatum.
The simulated and observational data for the one loop series are
summarized in Fig. 15, to show that within the limits of accuracy
governed by the scattering of the data there isa good agreement and
that theresultscanatleastbeunderstood byassumingthat thespecies
only affect each other by competing for the same food. The largest
species, P. caudatum, loses in competition probably because the rate
of searchingthewater does not increase proportionally with the size
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of the protozoa, so that per unit biomass of protozoa less bacteria
are available for the larger animal. This is likely, because the surface
weight ratio, and with this the mobility and the chance of meeting
bacteria, is considerably reduced. This competitive advantage is
obvious in situations where the concentration of bacteria is small.
At higher concentrations, the consumption is governed by the maximum rate of digestion which is four times larger for the four times
larger species, so that the species match each other in this respect.
In theanalysis of theoriginal experiments of Gause, it was taken into
account that during the early stages the concentration of protozoa
was so small that the food level hardly decreased during the day and
that during later stages the food was rapidly depleted. Although not
observed by Gause, we are now in a position to consider in more
detail thedaily course of food concentration and number of protozoa
because these have been simulated. Some of these simulated results
are presented in Fig. 16for further inspection.

^population
(arbitrary scale),
=food

t

1dayinthe beginning

1day inthe end

Fig. 16| Simulated course of growth and food supply of a Paramecium
species in monoculture during a day at the beginning and the end of the
experiment.

Exercise 48
Whyisthegrowthofprotozoaduringthebeginningoftheexperiments
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nearly exponential? Why, at the end of the experiment, is themaximum sizeof thepopulation at sometimeduring the day, larger than
thepopulation size,observed at theend of theday?Which ishigher,
death through natural causesor through sampling?

5.5 Stochasticaspects
The simulation program presented in the previous sections is fully
deterministic and does not explain at all the large scatter of the
observational data. There are, however, two stochastic phenomena
thatareaccessiblefor further analysis.Thesearethesamplingprocess
and thedeath process.
As far as the sampling process is concerned, it was assumed that
exactly 1/10ofthe population istaken awaywhen 1/10ofthe solution
isremoved.However,thisisnottrue.Theprotozoa are,after stirring,
randomly distributed throughout the solution so that either more or
fewer protozoa than the average may actually befound. To simulate
theactual numberthat areinthesample,thisnumbermust bedrawn
outof a probability function around theaverage.Sincethenumberof
protozoa may be small, the probability function of Poisson may be
used.
This function can be introduced into the simulation program by
replacingthestatementfor thesamplesizeinthe MACRO GROWTH:
SPLE=FDTIME*0.1*H
bythe statements

AVSMP=0.1#H
SPLE=P0ISS(P,AVSMP,1.)
Thefirststatement calculates the size of the average sample at every
time-interval and the second statement is a function that assigns an
appropriate random number to thesamplesize.Thevalueof the first
variable in this argument is an odd number, to be specified on a
parameter card (outside the MACRO) and is necessary to start the
process of generating random numbers. The second variable in the
argument is the average number of protozoa in the sample and the
number 1 indicatesthatthesampleistakenwithanintervalofoneday.
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As farasthedeath process isconcerned, theamount of protozoa that
die during one time step (AD) is on the average:
AD=H*RDR*DELT
and the random number that dies is accordingly
RD=POISS(P,AD,DELT)

The third variable in the argument is DELT because death occurs
every time-step. The rateof dying is now calculated from the amount
that dies by dividing again by DELT with
DR=RD/DELT
These three statements replace the statement
DR=RDR*H
in the original MACRO GROWTH.
Results of some simulations are presented in Fig. 17, which shows
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the growth of P. caudatum in the one loop series. The solid line is
the growth curve obtained by deterministic simulation. The Roman
crossesarethesimulated results with a deterministic samplingprocess
and a random death process and the Greek crosses present the
simulated results that are obtained with a stochastic sampling and
stochastic death process. The open dots are the observed data. It
must be concluded from these results that the main contribution to
the variability is due to the method of sampling and that the quality
of the experiment would have been very much improved if some
method of measuring the whole population had been introduced.
The scattering due to the stochastic sampling is much larger than
due to the stochastic death process, although about 45 percent
of the population dies during one day and only 10 percent is sampled. A simple calculation can explain this. Let the equilibrium
population be 1000 individuals. The average sample size is then
100 and the standard deviation is according to the binomial probability function ^0.9x0.1 x 1000= 9.5. Each day an average of 450
individualsdiesout of 1000and thestandard deviation ofthisnumber
isy/QA5x0.55x 1000= 16.Because onetenth issampled this reduces
to a standard deviation of 1.6 in the sample and this is only one
sixth of the standard deviation caused by sampling process itself.
Moreover, the death process isdistributed over the day so that some
deviation may be even levelled by negative feedback throughout
the day.
Exercise49
Explainnowwhythescatteringoftheobservational datafor P.aurelia
ismuch smaller than for P. caudatum.
5.6 Theprogrammingof probability functions
To simulate stochastic processes, CSMP contains a so-called random
generator that generates numbers between 0 and 1out of a standard
uniform probability function and a Gaussian generator that generates
numbers out ofa normal probability function withaspecified average
and standard deviation. The language does, however, not contain
a Poisson generator, sothat such a generator has to beintroduced by
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theuser.Thisismostconvenientlydoneintheform ofaMACRO and
inthissectionthecontent ofthisMACROisdescribed. Unfortunately
thishastobedoneinawaythatisonlyunderstandablefor thereader
whohassomeknowledgeof FORTRAN and probabilitycalculus.
Theheadingis:
MACRO N = P O I S S ( P , M E A N , P E R I O D )

DO loops and IF statements as such cannot be sorted by CSMP,
so that the statements are given in computational order. This is
indicated by thecard:
PROCEDURAL
If the time is not equal to n times PER10D, the sampling need not
beexecuted and Nequalszero:
N=0
I F ( I M P U L S ( 0 . , P E R I O D ) . L T . 0 . 5 ) GO TO 1

whereby 1is a CONTINUE statement at the end of the MACRO.
Incasetheexpectationvalueislargerthan25,thePoissondistribution
is sufficiently approximated by a Gauss distribution with a standard
deviation equal to thesquareroot of theaverage.
IF(MEAN.LT.25.) 60 TO 2
N=GAUSS(P#MEAN,SQRT(MEAN))
GO TO1
2 CONTINUE
The Gauss function is a CSMP function that executes the random
choice out of a normal distribution. P can be any odd integer. The
secondand thethird argumentrepresenttheaverageandthestandard
deviation, respectively.
Belowa number of25thedeviation between thePoisson distribution
andtheGaussdistributionbecomestoolarge.Toexecutetheselection
from the Poisson distribution a number is first drawn between 0
and 1 according to standard uniform probability function. This is
donebya CSMP function:
LOT=RNDGEN(P)

P isagain theodd integer.
Then this number is used to read the output from a cumulative
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Poisson distribution function. Thecumulative Poisson distribution is
obtained by a series development. The probability of a number to
be smaller than or equal to 0, 1, 2, 3... is given by e"z(l+z/l!+
z2/2!4-z3/3!...)wherezisitsaverage.
Thisisprogrammed asfollows:
SUM=1PR0D=1.
EMINZ=EXP(-MEAN>
DO 4 J = 1 , 1 0 0
I F ( L O T . G T . S U M * E M I N Z ) GO TO 3
N= J - 1
GO TO 1

3 CONTINUE
PR0D=PR0D*MEAN/J
SUM=SUM+PROD
4 CONTINUE
Then the MACR0 isconcludedby
1 CONTINUE
ENDMAC

The PROCEDURAL card also ensures that all statements of the
MACRO are sorted as one block at a place where P, MEAN and
PERIOD areavailableand N isneeded, asindicated bythe MACR0
definition card.
By using a Poisson probability distribution function which is for
higher numbers replaced by the Gaussian function, numbers higher
than thetotalnumberofindividualsinthepopulation maybedrawn.
Chances that this occurs are very small when the death process is
considered, but may not be negligible in the sampling process. This
problem does not exist when the sampling process is formulated on
basicprinciples.
For this purpose, the protozoa in the solution are considered analogousto theblack ballsand thevolumes ofwaterequal to thevolume
of protozoa analogous to the white balls in the traditional jar with
coloured balls.Thefollowing symbolscan nowbe defined:
N: the total number ofvolumeelements and n:thenumber drawn,
B: the total number of protozoa and b:the number drawn (black
balls),
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W: the total number of volume elements water and w:the number
drawn (whiteballs).
Hence, N= B+W andn= b+w.
According to basis theory, the number of combinations of drawing
a number ofnballs out of atotal of Nis:
N!
(N-n)!n!

(5.1)

Similar expressions hold for the white and black balls, so that the
number of combinations of drawing b black balls and w white balls
equals theproduct
B!

W!
- x
(B-b)!b! (W-w)!w!

(5.2)

To obtain the probability of obtaining b black and w white balls in
the sample, this expression must be divided by the total number of
combinations. Thisgives
-J»_
v,
Wl
„(N-n)lnl
(B-b)!b! (W-w)!w!
N!

.
V J
'

In the present situation, the volume of water is infinite with respect
tothevolumeofparamecia,sothatWandwareinfinite withrespect
to Bandb.
Hence when a fraction f of the volume is sampled the total number
ofvolume elements (waterandprotozoa) isfixed accordingto
n= f.N
Since also W= N - B and w= n - b , expression (5.3) for the
probability canbetransformed into
_
B!(N-B)!(f-N)!((l-Q-N)!
( B - b ) ! b ! ( ( l - 0 - N - B+b)!(f-N-b)!N!

^' ;

whichapproaches to
B!fb(i —f)B"b

^B^b)TbF

(5.5)

withincreasingN.
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Thisisabinomialprobabilitydistributionfunction.
Thechancetofind0,1,2,... parameciainthesampledvolumeisnow
Number
Chance
0
(l-f) B
1
Bf(l-f)B_1
2
B(B-l)f2(l-f)B_2/2
Thesamplingmaynowbeprogrammedasfollows:
MACRO N = B I N 0 M ( B , F , P , P E R I 0 D )

Nis the number which is actually drawn, Bis the total numberof
parameciainthevessel, Fisthefraction oftheliquidwhichistaken
out, Pissomeoddintegerand PER10D is theintervalofsampling.
PROCEDURAL
N=0.
IF(IMPULS(0.,PERIOD).LT.0.5) GO TO 100
LOT=RNDGEN(P)
PR0D=(1.-F)**B
SUM=0.
DO 400 J=1, 100
SUM=SUM+PROD
PR0D=PR0D*(B-J+1)*F/(J*(1.-F))
IF(LOT.GT.SUM) GO TO 400
N=J-1
GO TO 100
400 CONTINUE
100 CONTINUE
ENDMAC
Still one remark should be made. If the expectation value of the
sample is small and f is small, the expression for the probability
distribution may be simplified even more. The expectation value is
thenfxB.Ifthisproductstaysataconstantlowvalue,thenfdecreases
with increasing B.The ratio B!/(B—b)!approaches then Bbandthe
power(1—f)B-b approaches (1—f)B whichcanbereplacedbye~fxB.
Substitutionintheexpressionforthebinomialdistribution Eqn(5.5)
gives
b!
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Replacingtheexpectation valuefxBbyzgives
z b e" z
b!

(5.7)

whichisthePoisson probabilitydistribution function.
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6 Modelling of development, dispersion and diffusion

6.1 Introduction
InChapter 1 itwasstated thatsystemsecologyisbased ontheassumption that the state of an ecosystem at any particular time can be
expressed quantitatively and that changes in the system can be described in mathematical terms. Various models of ecosystems were
given and in allexamples it waspossible to useavery limited number
ofstatevariables and associated rateequations.Thisisnot surprising.
Yeast and Paramecium are simple organisms and the responses as
a population arehardly dependent on suchattributes assizeand stage
of development. The small grain example concerns more complicated
organismsthat aresynchronized intimeand whoseresponses strongly
depend on size, stage of development and physiological conditions
and on the continuously changing physical environment. However,
in this case the problem was simplified by a model with a limited
number of state variables by only treating the interference of similar
plant species. No attempt was made to construct a predictive model
of the growth and development of form and function of the single
species.
Although we may accept that the ultimate purpose of biology in
general and ecosystems analysis in particular, is the construction of
models that predict growth and development of singleand interfering
species in natural conditions, wemust admit that at present this goal
isunrealistic.Theknowledgeoftherelevantprocessesisquantitatively,
but alsoqualitatively far toofragmentary and even ifthiswerenotso,
there would be serious modelling problems, because the number of
state variables involved would bevery large.
Obviously, it isnecessary to limit thegoals ofsystemsanalyses drastically to proceed at all. Rather than analysing all aspects,a distinction
is often made between growth and morphogenesis: growth being the
main subject of study and morphogenesis being taken more or less
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for granted. For instance, it isassumed that maize plants develop out
of maize seeds, wheat plants out of wheat seeds and spiders out of
spider's eggs. In models, such broad assumptions are made operative
by introducing preconceived information on the development of the
species. For instance, in a model of a wheat plant, a germination,
a vegetative and generative stage are distinguished a priori, and it is
assumed that in general 9to 11leavesdevelop in thevegetativestage,
and that themain growingpointdevelopsintothereproductive organ.
Likewise, an a priori distinction is made between the successive
development stages of insects, as there are eggs, instars, pupae and
imagos. What is left to be simulated is the growth within various
stages and the rate of their development to subsequent stages. Biologiststhat areinterested inunderstandingthedevelopmentofformand
function may have another view on the matter and may argue that
this approach istoo simplified, but appreciation of simplification is
morea matter of goal than of principle.
What are the consequences of such an approach for the technique of
modelling? Rather than modelling a system fully in terms of measurable state-variables, it is also characterized by historical information which in its most elementary form becomes a record of ageonly.
This is an external record, because age can be known only when
the moment of birth is recorded and cannot be determined as such
by means of analyses. On the other hand, when age is recorded,
relevant properties may bederived from it by correlation.
For instance, in demographic studies the chances of marriage, childbirth,and death maybearrived at inthisway.Individuals arelumped
at their birth in age-cohorts. Then the ages of the cohorts is kept
track of and from them the number of offspring and deaths in
a year iscalculated.Such a crudetechniquemay doforwarm-blooded
animals, but not for plants, insects and many other organisms, since
their development rate depends largely on environmental conditions.
It is then often attempted to conserve past experience in another
variableofstate:somephysiologicalage.Thismaybeasimpleexternal
integral ofthetemperature:thetemperature sum,butalsoa numerical
characterization of the development stage.
As long as such cohorts are characterized by age only, no dispersion
occurs. Human individuals that are classified at their birth in the
cohort 1970 remain there for their whole lifespan and if nobody is

classified in the cohort 1971,this cohort will remain empty. But, as
soon as a physiological age criterion is introduced, some individuals
that are born early may age slowly and may be overtaken by individuals that are born later. In other words, individuals that belong to
the same age-cohort may become dispersed over a range of physiological ages and it is necessary to develop programming techniques
that account for such dispersion phenomena.
This all may seem sophisticated, but such modelling is still very
primitive, because it reliesin essence on correlations between relevant
variables and an external record of past experience and avoids the
problem of modelling the main aspects of development of form and
function on basicprinciples.
6.2 Physiological age and development stage
Thedevelopment stageofwarm-blooded animalsmaybeoften characterized by a record of the chronological age only. This situation is
completely different for many other organisms, such as insects and
plants.
Temperature isthen often the main determinant, so that thedevelopment stage is often accounted for by means of the temperature sum:

TS=INTGRL(0.#AMAX1(0.fT-TT))
inwhich Tisthecurrent temperature and TT athreshold temperature
below which the development processes proceed at a negligible rate.
Based onexperimental results,it isthen assumed that certain development stages are reached at certain values of the temperature sum.
For instance, it may be found that the threshold value for maize is
12degrees centigrade and that tasselling occurs at a temperature sum
of 400 degree-days and the plant ripens at a temperature sum of
700degree-days.
Ifthisapproach istaken,itisimplicitlyassumed that the development
rate of the speciesisproportional to the temperature above the threshold value. However, in general, there is also a non-linear response
of development rate to temperature in the higher ranges, as is illustrated in Fig. 18for two plant species. Here, a constant temperature
duringgrowth isgiven along the horizontal axis and the development
rate along the vertical axis, the latter being defined as the inverse
of the number of days from emergence to flowering or tasselling.
HA
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Fig. 18|The development rate of the plant species maize and oats in
relationtotemperatureat adaylengthof 14 hours.
A more sensible approach seems therefore to consider the development stage of the plant as defined by
DVS=INTGRL(0. # DVR)
m which the development rate in day" 1 is a function of the current
temperature according to

DVR=AFGEN(DVRTB,TEHP)
FUNCTION D V R T B = ( 0 . , 0 . ) , ( 1 2 . , 0 . ) , . . .
<26.,0.035), (28.,0.038),...
<30.,0.039),(40.,0.041)
flowering or tasselling being reached when DVS passes the value of
onedevelopment unit.
ls

assumed that the influence of temperature on the development
rate isthe same during the whole period of growth, and this assumpjon isconfirmed bythewell-known fact that at constant temperature
e tlme
between appearance of successive leaves isconstant (de Wit
e
•al., 1970) and that accordingly, a certain calculated development
agefully characterizesthenumberofleavesand other morphological
properties of the plant. The temperature sum or the development
% §eapproach beingused, the question remainswhether the response
m rate
°f development is immediate or not; that is whether the tem75

perature with itsfluctuationsthroughout theday and from day today
should be used or some average temperature over one day or more.
This may make a considerable difference.
Exercise50
Calculate manuallythe development stageof maizeafter 20dayswhen
a the temperature is 14°Call the time,
b the temperature is 7°C for 12hours of the day and 21°C for the
other 12hours,
c the temperature is30°Call thetime,
d the temperature is 40°C for 6 hours of the day and 26.7°C for
the other 18hours.
Explain the difference.
At least for plants (de Wit et al., 1970) there are many indications
that the response to temperature is instantaneous, so that use of
average daily temperatures may lead to considerable errors.
Of course, there are other problems. The development rate may be
influenced by daylength or even rate of biomass growth. Like temperature, these factors may also beaccounted for on an experimental
basis.However,interactionsareoften socomplicated that thedevelopment of the plant cannot be accounted for by a simple physiological
age. Then more than one characteristic for the development stage
maybeconsidered.Butproblemscanthenmultiplyatsuchadisastrous
rate that it is better to take the hard road: modelling of the morphogenesisprocesses.
What has been said in this section holds in principle for other plant
growth stages and other organisms as will be shown later by means
of various examples.
6.3 Demographicmodels
6.3.1 Age-classes
Decay of radioactive material occurs with a constant relative rate,
apart from random effects that become manifest at low rates. Similar
decay processes were assumed to exist for protozoa. However, this
is more the exception than the rule with living organisms. In general
these organisms develop and age accordingly, and their chances of

dyingappear toincreasewith increasingage.
Tosimulatesuchsituationsitisnecessarytohavetheagedistribution
of the population at hand. Now it is practically impossible and for
mostapplicationsunnecessarytomemorizetheageofeachindividual.
Instead it suffices to memorize the number of individuals in age
classes.Forinstance,indemographicstudiesitiscustomaryto classify
human beings according to their age in years. This is of course an
arbitrary choice, depending on purpose. For some applications it
would bebetter toclassify accordingtoageinmonths and for others
itwould suffice to classify in units offive or tenyears.
Such age distributions are memorized conveniently by using the
INDEX feature tocreatea seriesofage-classes.For instance,human
populationsmayrangeinagefrom 0toabout 100yearsand ifanage
distribution has to be stored in age classes of 5years, it suffices to
write:
H1=INTGRL(HI1 # -PUSH*H1/DELT)
H'2,20'=INTGRL(HI'2,20',PUSH *
<H'1,19'-H'2,20')/DELT)
PUSH=IMPULS(5. # 5.)
PARAMETER H I ' 1 , 2 0 ' = (20data)

...

Printed output ofthevariables H 1 , H 2 . . . , H 2 0 mayberequested
by
PRINT H ' 1 # 2 0 '

Here PUSH has the value zero, except once every 5years, when its
alue is set to 1. Only at that moment are the contents of all age
classes shifted to the next one.As in other examples (Section 5)this
S
f *?achieved by introducing a rate of change which is equal to
the shifted amount divided by the time-interval of integration. The
whole age distribution of the population is stored in this way with
J resolution of5 years,
ased on this principle, a simulation program will be written that
naputesthegrowth and agedistribution ofapopulation withdeath
and birth ratesdepending onage.
numberofindividuals in thefirstage-classisgivenby
y

H1=INTGRL(HI1,TBR-PUSH*H1/DELT-RDR1*H1)
et 0
^ birth rateisthesum of the birth ratesfrom eachage-class.

Thesearegivenby
BR'1,20'=H'1,20'*RBR'1,20'
Therelativebirth ratesaregiven on aparameter card:
PARAMETER RBR ' 1 # 2 0 ' = (20data)
The twentyvaluesaresummed with
TBR= BR1 + BR2 +

BR19 + BR20

Thenumber ofindividuals intheother age-classesaregivenby
H'2,20'=INTGRL(HI'2,20',PUSH*...
(H'1,19'-H'2f20')/DELT-RDR'2#20'*...
H 2,20 }
asintheintegral for thefirst age-class.
The total population and the cumulative age-distribution of the
population isnowfound byaddingthenumber ofindividualsineach
age-classwith thefollowing recursive operation:
TH'2,20'=TH'1,19' + H'2,20'

In demographic studies it is often customary to report relative birth
and death rates asayearly total rather than asan instantaneous rate
and then it isbest to integrate with time-intervals of oneyear.
Exercise51
What isthedifference between relativedeath and birth rates reported
as a yearly total rather than as an instantaneous relative rate? Why
isit necessary to integrate according to the METHOD RECT?
6.3.2 Errorsofapproximation
The lumping of populations into age classes introduces errors of
approximation. Thesearesmall and negligiblewhenmanyclassesare
used, but may be worth considering if a limited number of classes
are distinguished. For instance, in a demographic model of a'human
population,age-classesof0-5,5-10,10-15yearsmaybedistinguished.
Everyfiveyears the contents of the classes are shifted one place, so

that generally the residence time in each class is five years. This is,
however, not so for the first class, because it has a continuous inflow
from the birth rate. Only the individuals bornjust after a shift will
stayherefive years.As timeproceeds theresidencetimeof individuals
born later will become progressively shorter. On the average the
residence time in the first class will be the half of the 'interval of
pushing'. In other words, just after each shift the first age-class
contains only individuals close to zero years, andjust before the next
shift the individuals are 0-5 years. The next age class contains just
after the shift, individuals of 0-5 years andjust before the next shift
individuals of 5-10 years. With a constant birth rate, the average age
oftheindividuals intheage-classes istherefore not2.5, 7.5, 12.5years
andsoon,but 1.25, 5, 10yearsandso on.Thisleadstotheconclusion
that the age-classes lie between 2.5-7.5, 7.5-12.5 years and so on.
The first class covers then the period between —2.5 and 4-2.5 years.
Since birth occurs at zero years, the average age in this class is 1.25
years.
There is still a pitfall in initialization. At time zero, each age-class
will be initialized with the number of individuals that are between
the above given boundaries. Then it takes only 2.5 years before the
centre passes to the next class. Therefore the first push should not
occur after 5 years, but after 2.5 years, which can be achieved with
PUSH=IMPULS(2.5,

5.)

Another error is best illustrated by considering the integral for the
firstage-class, under the assumption that the total birth rate (TBR)
is zero for some time. At the time when PUSH = 1, this integral is
diminished by its own content and by the number of deaths during
thattime-intervalsothatatthenextmomentthecontentoftheintegral
is - H x RDRx DELT rather than zero.The reason is that too many
individualswereshifted.Thenumberthatdieduringthistime-interval,
should not be removed another time by shifting. Therefore it is
necessary to shift not thewhole content of the integral but its content
nunus the number that is lost by death during that time-interval.
This is done bywriting:
H

or

1=I N T G R L ( H I 1 f T B R - H 1 * R D M - P U S H * . . .
(H1/DELT-HURDRD)

thefirstage-class and similar expressions for theothers.

Exercise52
The following tables contain demographic data of the population of
the Netherlands on 31 December 1968. The data are grouped in
classes with their centres at 1.25, 5, 10,... years (Set 1)and 2.5,7.5,
12.5,... years (Set2)
Population size
Class centre
in years

Number of men

Setl

Set 1

Set 2

305 OCX)

1.25

570(XX)

575 000

15

548(XX)

576 000

548(XX)

517(XX)
27.5

30

452(XX)

32.5

405(XX)

37.5

393(XX)

42.5

371000

47.5

378(XX)
377(XX)

362(XX)
338000

52.5
55

381(XX)
379(XX)

367(XX)

50

380(XX)
380(XX)

382(XX)

45

420(XX)
400(XX)

399(XX)

40

554(XX)
487OCX)

429OCX)

35

543(XX)

583(XX)

22.5
25

553(XX)

569 000

17.5
20

587000

580 OCX)

12.5

376(XX)
353(XX)

314(XX)
306(XX)

57.5

80

584(XX)

597 OCX)

10

582(XX)

613 000

7.5

330(XX)
327(XX)

297(XX)
280(XX)

Set2

291(XX)

612 OCX)

5

Set1

611(XX)

2.5

60

Set 2

N u m b e rofw o m e n

323(XX)
310000

262 000

62.5
65

184 000

67.5

75

180000
150000

120 (XX)

77.5

110000

90 000
82.5

85

226 (XX)

184(XX)
150 (XX)

80

226000
226 (XX)

184 000
72.5

70(XX)

60 000

60000

40(XX)
87.5

90
and
more

262(XX)

223 OCX)

70

298000

25 (XX)

20(XX)

23 (XX)

13(XX)

13 (XX)

3000

92.5
and
more

Total

6 415000

6383 (XX)

Death rates per thousand men and woman peryear.
^iass centre
years
Set1
Set:
1.25
5
10
15
20
25
30

Men
Set 1

Women
Set 2

15.6
2.5

Set 1
11.4

3.9
1.8

7.5

2.8
1.2

0.7
0.5

12.5

0.8
0.3

0.5
0.5

17.5

0.3
0.3

0.6
0.7

22.5

0.3
0.4

0.9
1.0

27.5

0.4
0.4

1.0
1.2

Set 2

0.5
0.6

81

32.5

1.4

35

1.0

1.5

1.5

2.2

40

2.5

4.0

45

5.2

47.5
50

3.2
4.0

6.5
7.8

52.5

4.7
5.5

9.0

55

10.7

57.5

6.7
8.0

11.5

60

13.7

62.4

10.5
13.0

16.0

65

25.5

67.5

16.5
20.0

35.0

70

52.0

72.5

35.0
50.0

70.0

75

110.0

77.5

85.0
120.0

150.0
200.

82.5

180.
250.

300.
400.

87.5

90

2.0

3.1

42.5

85

1.2

1.8

37.5

80

0.8

600.
92.5

380.

500.
900.

760.

Therelativenumberofbirthsperyearperagegroupofthe mother.
Classcentre
years
Set 1
Set2

Set1

15

0

17.5
20

0.022
0.091

22.5
82

Set2

0.137

25
3

0.159
27.5

<>

35

0.188
0.152

32.5

0.113
0.084

37.5
40

0.055
0.036

42.5
45

0.016
0.010

47.5
50

0.002
0

Theratio between thenumber of boysand number of girlsthat areborn,
is1.048.
Write a simulation program for the growth of the population in
theNetherlands, usingage-cohorts of 5years.Which set ofdata must
beused, Set 1or Set 2?
Why isthe time-interval of integration a half year?
Simulate over a period of 50 years and ask for the total men and
woman and the relative composition of the population as to sex and
ageevery fiveyears.
Determine also the number of graves after 50 years, if these are
maintained for a period of 50,25and 10 years.
Death rates during the first year are much higher than during the
next years.Is there a simple way of taking this into account?
6.3.3 Thematrixmethod
Ancase DELT in a program with age-classes equals the length of
. c'ass, the contents are shifted every time-step one place and are
diminished at the same time by the amount died. If the relative death
and birth rate do not change with time a matrix method, introduced
y Leslie (1945) may be applied to predict the relative composition
and the relative growth rate of the population in the stationary state,
nis is not a simulation method, but will be discussed here because
1 s
. nows the advantages and disadvantages of matrix algebra versus
simulation in demographic studies.
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Letthecontents oftheage-classes betheelements ofavector.If there
are ten age-classes, the vector is ten dimensional. The number of
individuals in each age-class one time-interval later is now found by
multiplying this vector by a matrix asin Fig. 19.
H1

I
I
I
I

10

H1
*•

S1
0

1

1

r

F1 F2

—

1
1
1

0

0
S2

0

0
^

\

—r

^

ON
\

1
H10 T+DELT

0

\

\

0

0
N

\

.

\

0

N

0 S9

\

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
0

X

H10

Fig. 19|The matrix method. H1-H10 are the number of individuals in
the age-classes, F1-F10 the relative number of births in and S1-S9 the
fraction ofeachclassthat survivethetime-spanDELT.

At the right side, the vector at time T and at the left side the vector
at time T4-DELT is given. The latter is found by multiplication of
the vector at time T by the matrix. In the matrix, FI isthe relative
number of births per time step in class I and SI is the fraction of
class I that passes to 1+1; in other words 1minus the fraction that
diesduring a time-interval.
It has been proven that repeated multiplication of a vector by a
matrix results, in due course, in a vector that has a constant relative
composition and whose length increases by a constant factor each
time.Thesearecalledthedominanteigenvectorandthecorresponding
eigenvalue.
It follows from this that the population will approach a stable agedistribution with a constant relative growth rate, provided that birth
and death rates are constant. The standard method tofindthe dominanteigenvectoranditscorrespondingeigenvalueisthepowermethod
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(Faddeev and Faddeeva, 1964) inwhichthemultiplication isrepeated
untilastablerelativecomposition isreached. This method is therefore
very similar to the simulation method and has no computational
advantage.
However, there are shorter methods to achieve the eigenvector for
matrixes that contain zeros except in the top row and one diagonal.
One of these methods is presented in Fig. 20, which is de Jonge's
modification of the method of Gauss-Seidel (pers. commun.). This
iterative method is very cheap in terms of computing time. It is not
explained here becauseit requires someknowledge of matrix algebra.
TITLEMATRIX METHOD APPLIED TOGROWTH OF THENETHERLANDS POPULATION
PARAMETER C1*1.,R*7..P»1.
INITIAL
PARAM F'1,17**3#0.,.055,.343,.47..282,.137,.04..005,7*0.
PARAM S-1,16**.965,.996,.998..998..997,.996,.995..993..988,.98,.97, ...
.96,.94,.92,.8,.5
N*0.
*
ITERATION'
NOSORT
4 CONTINUE
N=N*1.
IFCN.GT.20.)GOTO6
C*2,17-*C'1,16*«S*1,16'/P
QWUC1
Q ^ . U ' s Q ' I . U '+F ^ . W ^ C ^ . W
QSQ17/C1
WRITE(6.800)Q,C1,C2,C3.C4,C5,C6,C7,C8,C9,C10,C11,C12,C13,C14, ...
C15.C16.C17
800 F0RMATC1H .F8.5/,9F8.5/.8F8.5///)
I F ( A 8 S ( P - Q ) . L T . 1 . E - 6 > GO TO 6
P*(R«P*Q)/(R*1.)
GO TO 4
6 CONTINUE
ftw
.DYNAMIC

ENSER FI*TIM»I.,OELT*I.
STOP
EN0J0B

*^g. 20 | Aniterativedeterminationofthe eigenvectorandits corresponding
eigenvalue of a matrix asin Fig. 19, written as an INITIAL section in
CSMP.

Ahe method gives directly the eventual stable age-distribution and
thecorresponding relative growth rate, which isthe eigenvalue minus
one. The method does not give the total population after n years.
0
thieve this important value, the power method or straight-forw
&rd simulation must be applied.
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6.4 Germinationmodels
6.4.1 Boxcartrain without dispersion
Like the development of plants, the germination of seeds or the
hatchingofeggsmaytakesometime,whichdependson environmental
conditions, especially temperature. If a certain amount of seeds is
placed suddenly in a position where the germination process may
start, its germination stage at any moment may bedefined by
GS=INTGRL(0.,VDV)

inwhich thevelocity ofdevelopment inday" 1 isdefined asa function
of temperature by
VDV=AFGEN(VDVTB,TEMP)
FUNCTION VDVTB=(10. # 0.065),...
(15,0.143),(20.,0.143)
The data hold for seeds of the winter annual Veronica arvensisy that
have been stored for 15weeks (Janssen, 1973).
Exercise 53
Write a simulation program for the germination stage, in which the
temperaturevariessinusoidallywiththetimeofdaywithan amplitude
of 5 degrees, and an average of 15 degrees (see also Fig. 2). The
computation may be terminated as soon as the germination stage
passes the value 1.What does this mean? How isthis achieved?
The above procedure may be used to follow the development of one
batch of seeds. However, it iseasy to vizualize a situation with seeds
in different stages of germination and then their age-distribution has
to be taken into account. For this purpose, classes have to be distinguished and because development is very much a function of temperature, these must be development classes rather than ageclasses.
Hence, the contents must not be shifted at preset time-intervals, but
at themoments that thedevelopment stageisincreased bythe inverse
of the number of classes(N).
Exercise54
Why 1/N?
R£

This isachieved by defining a TUSH' according to

PUSH=INSW(GS-1/N,0.,1.)
GS=INTGRL(0.,VDV-PUSH*1/N/DELT)
Here PUSH is set to oneby the INSWitch, at the moment GS is
larger than 1/ N.This movesthecontentsof the classesanddecreases
at the same time the integral GS by the amount 1/N, resetting this
integral at the correct value close to 0. GS is increased again at the
proper rate by the velocity of development.
Exercise 55
Write now a simulation program for the germination ofVeronica
arvenseseeds at 20°C with 10 development classes. Execute the
program introducing an initial amount of 1000 seeds at time zero.
At which moment do these seeds germinate?

6.4.2 Boxcartrainwithconstant relative dispersion
Usually germination does not take the same number of days for
different seeds,becauseneithertheseedsnortheir micro-environments
are
exactly the same.The overall effect isillustrated inTable 5,where
the percentage germination of a batch of Veronica arvense seeds is
given.
Jable5 Germinationpercentagesof Veronicaarvenseseedsat10°C,stored
for 15 weeks.
Day
Percentgerm.

10 13 14 15 16 20 22
27
1 12 28 46 56 87 91 100

Exercise56
. a ^ e graphs of the percentage germination and the rate of germination against time. Calculate the average time of germination and its
standard deviation from the data of Table 5.

R7

The time curve for the rate of germination has the bell-shaped form
of the Gaussian distribution function.
It will be shown that such distribution functions are obtained also
by simulation, if the contents of the classes are not pushed at certain
moments but moved continuously from one development class to
the next with a rate that is proportional to the rate of development.
In the most simple situation, only one development class is considered—ungerminated seeds—and germination is described as an
exponential decay process of ungerminated seeds according to
H=INTGRL(HI,-RTG)
in which the rate of germination is given by
RTG=H*RDV
and RDV is the relative rate of development, or germination.
The total amount of seed that are germinated equals then
TG=INTGRL(0.fRTG)

H, RTG and TG are presented in Fig. 21. For obvious reasons (see
also Chapter 2) H and RTG decrease exponentially with time and
TG approaches HI accordingly. The average germination period is
the integral of the rate of germination at any moment multiplied by

number
1

number

number

Fig.21 | Amount of ungerminated seeds(H),germination rate(RTG)and
amount of germinated seeds (TG), when germination is described as an
exponential decay of ungerminated seeds with a relative germination rate
of 1 day""1.

the time that has elapsed since the start of the process, standardized
at a unit amount of seed (HI =1). This is the standardized surface
under the curve of Hversus time in Fig. 21 and in CSMP notation
defined by
AGP=INTGRL(0. f TIME*RTG/HI)
Only the last value, when His decreased to practically zero, is right.
Exercise 57
Calculate manually the average germination period when out of a
batch of 100seeds:
100germinate on day 5,
100germinate on day 10,
50germinate on day 5,and 50on day 10
75germinate on day 5,and 25on day 10
Finish the simulation program to calculate the average germination
period. Usethemethod RKSfor integration and terminate simulation
as soon as the content of H is 1/100 of its original content. Execute
the program for a relative rate of development of 0.01, 0.05,0.1 and
0.5day" 1 and take FINTIM equal to 500days. Multiply the average
germination period by the relative germination rate. What is the
dimension of this product AGPxRDV and what is its numerical
value?
Prove now the equality of the inverse of the relative germination rate
and the average germination period by making use of the analytical
expression:
H = HIxe- R D V x T
and of the equality:
HI

i r°°

HH

= =
-—
xx —xdT
- _I T T
HI7 o TTxxd dH H
H
lL
dT
HIJo
« the above exercise isdone properly it will beclear that the product
oftheaveragegermination period and therelativerateofdevelopment
(APQxRDV) is always 1. Hence the relative rate of development
as defined in the above program may be replaced by the inverse of
the average germination period.
on

The results that are obtained by considering only one development
class of ungerminated seeds describe much more a decay process of
seedsthan agermination process.Thisisdifferent whenmoredevelopment classes are considered, as is again most conveniently done by
means of the INDEX feature. For instance, a germination process
that isdescribed bymeansof 10development classesmaybeprogrammed as follows:

H1=INTGRL (HI,H1/REST)
H'2,10'=INTGRL(0.,(H'1,9'-H'2,10')/REST)
TG=INTGRL(0.,H10/REST)
Obviously, when the average germination period is AGP and the
number ofclasses 10, thentheresidencetime (REST) ineachclassis

REST=AGP/10
Exercise 58
What is the time constant (TAU, as defined in Section 3.5) of this
system?
The average germination period may be again a function of the
environmental conditions and the time-interval of integration should
bea tiny fraction of REST.
The rate of germination and the cumulative amount of germinated
seeds—the breakthrough curve—are given in Fig. 22 by the curves
marked 10, it being assumed that the average germination period is
20days.Thecurvesmarked 5and 20holdswhen5and20development
classes are distinguished. The form of the curve suggests that the
simulation procedure leads to a Gaussian distribution function of
germination, at least when a sufficient number of classes are used.
With low class numbers, the results suggest a Poisson distribution.
A detailed mathematical analysis (Goudriaan, 1973) shows that this
is indeed so and that the relation between residence time (REST)
or the average germination period (AGP= RESTxN), the number
ofclasses(N)andthestandard deviation ofgermination (S)isgivenby
N= S2/REST2= AGP2/S2.

(6.1)

provided that thetime-interval ofintegration (DELT)issmallenough.
This relation gives the number of development classes, that are
90

20 10 5

40

50
days

*%.22| Therate of germination and the breakthrough curve,when 5,10
and 20 development classes are considered and the average germination
Periodis20 days.
necessarytoachieveacertain relativedispersion(S/AGP),independent
of the average germination period.
The method is ratherflexible.It isnot necessary to start with a given
patch of seeds and death rates depending on conditions may be
introduced at any development stage. Moreover the transfer of
contents is continuous, so that the method RKS with self-adapting
time-interval of integration may be used.
M.3 Boxcar trainwithcontrolleddispersion
iwo methods to simulate germination have been discussed. The first
method does not introduce any dispersion and the second method
§ivesa constant relative dispersion, once the number of development
classes is fixed. There are, however, a few remaining problems. In
the first place, the number of classes is already 100 when a relative
dispersion of 10percent is to be simulated and in the second place,
it is impossible to change the relative dispersion according to conations, because the numbers of classes cannot be varied during
simulation.
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Both problems maybeovercomebyfollowing an intermediatecourse,
in which the fraction F of the contents of each class is shifted at the
fraction F of the residence time in a boxcar.
This isprogrammed as follows for 10development classes.
H1=INTGRL(H1,-H1*PUSH*F/DELT)
H'2 J 0 ' = I N T G R L ( 0 . , ( H ' 1 , 9 ' - H ' 2 , 1 0 ' ) * . . .
PUSH*F/DELT)
PUSH=INSW(GS-1.,0-,1.)
GS=INTGRL(0.,1./(F*REST)-PUSH/DELT)
Inspection of the statements shows that no dispersion is obtained
when F equals 1 and a constant relative dispersion, as defined by
Eqn (6.1) when F isset equal DELT/REST.
It can be shown that for intermediate values of F the relation
N=^ f - x ( l - F )

(6.2)

holds.
With F equal to DELT/REST and DELT sufficiently small, this
equation transforms, of course, into Eqn (6.1).
Figure 23 gives an example of the result. The continuous curve is
seeds
1 0 0

1

80H

pf
100classes, F=0
o 25classes, F=0.75

^
/

/

oo
/
o

60/

40

I

200

T

0

10

*"

1

20

1

30

days
Fig.23| Breakthrough curvesfor 100development classeswithFequal to
zeroand for 25 development classeswithFequal to0.75.Theaveragegermination period is20 days.
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obtained bymeans of 100development classesand F equal to DELT/
REST. The dots are the result of using 25 classes and F equal to
0.75. In both cases the relative dispersion is 0.1, but in the second
case there is not a smooth curve. The given dots have OUTDEL as
time-interval.Thediscontinuityandtheuse of METH0DRECTisthe
penalty that has to be paid for reducing the number of classes and
retaining a small dispersion. As has been said, the advantage of the
procedure is that also F, and with this the dispersion, can now be
varied independent oftheaveragegermination period and thenumber
of classes that has been chosen.
Exercise59
What is the value of F when the relative dispersion is 0.25 and N
equals 25? What should bedone in this situation?
This method with controlled dispersion has been used by Janssen
(1973) to simulate the germination of Veronica arvensis andMyosotis
ramossimaseeds. However useful, it should be realized that by
a
Pplyingthistypeofsimulation, resultsofexperimentsare'mimicked'
rather than simulated. The term mimicked is used here to emphasize
that the main aim is the summarizing of the experimental results in
a program that simulates germination, but that no serious attempts
are made at this stage to base the equations and parameters that are
used on more detailed physiological knowledge of the processes
involved.
Exercise 60
Complete the following table for F=0.5:
llUE
Hx
H2
H3

J

1

0

0

H4

0

°-5x REST
^OxREST
^xREST
•

HIwhichRESTistheresidencetimeineachclass.Whatisthenameof
^resulting probability distribution function?
Ahis function was discussed in Section 5.6. Readers with some
Knowledge of probability calculations should read this section again
and answer the following questions.
Express Band f of Section 5.6 in TIME, F and REST.
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What kind of probability distribution is obtained when F equals
DELT/REST and DELTapproaches zero?
6.4.4 Errorsofapproximation
A discussion on the demographic models showed that the age-class
that was intended to cover for instance the years 10-15,appeared to
cover the years 7.5-12.5; the average age of the class was half its
range lower. For continuous flow, this error of lumping does not
occur, but the simulation process results in a constant, relative dispersion.
The simulation method with controlled dispersion ranges between
two situations:when F= 1,the error of lumping isfully present and
when F= DELT/REST (and DELTsmall)theerror isabsent. It can
be derived that for any value of F the shift in development of each
class equals FxREST/2. Therefore, in front of thefirstclass a 4preclass' is constructed with an average residence time of FxREST/2,
so that the centres of the following classes are independent of the
value of F.
Thisisachievedby

H0=IMTGRL(0.,RTIN-RTOUT)
RTOUT=H0*2./(F*REST)
H1=INTGRL(HI1,RTOUT-PUSH*F*H1/DELT)
HL

=

PUSH=INSW(GS-1. # 0.,1.)
GS=INTGRL(0.5,1./(F*REST)-PUSH/DELT)
The continuous inflow (RTIN) enters HO rather than H1. This
correction must not be applied to the initial amounts, so that the
initial value of HO isalways zero and only H 1 f H 2 , . . . areinitialized. The initial value of GS is set at 0.5, so that the first PUSH
occurs after 0 . 5 # REST, in this way the initial average age or
development within eachclassiscorrectly accounted for. Exercise 61
Applythismethod tosimulatethegrowth of the Netherlands population.Whichset ofdata out of Exercise52should beused now?
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6.5 Theflow of heat insoils
There are considerable similarities between the simulation of ageing
anddispersion inpopulations and ofphysical diffusion anddispersion
processes in time and space. The similarities will be illustrated here
by developing a simulation program for the flow of heat and temperature variations in the soil with the temperature at the surface
as a forcing function.
For this purpose a uniform soil column from an infinite slab is considered which is placed on an insulating layer. To calculate the temperature as a function of time and depth, this column is divided into
25equal compartments. Heatflowintoand out ofeach compartment
is calculated at any instant of time from the temperature difference
between compartments and the conductivity between compartments.
These heat flows are integrated to follow the heat content of each
compartment and thus the temperature.
Simulation isdone most conveniently bycreatingintegrals of theheat
content via:
HC'1,25'=INTGRL(HCI,NFL'1,25')
Ifthesoil is uniform, thecompartments are of thesame size(TCOM)
and the initial temperature (TI) does not vary with depth, then the
initial heat content is given by
HCI=TCOM*VHCAP*TI
*n which VHCAP is the volumetric heat capacity of the soil. The net
°w l n t o each layeris the difference between theflowsovertheboundaries:
F

L ' 1 f 2 5 ' = FLW'1,25'-FLW'2,26'

Exercise62
fa*ch direction of flow is assumed to be positive?
€

flow is proportional to the temperature differences between the
^ycrs and the conductivity of the soil (COND) and inversely projonaltothe distance between the centres of the layers (here also
TCOM):
FLW#2#25#=(TMP#1#24'-THP#2#25#)*C0ND/TC0M
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Theflowout of the 25th layer is zero,because the column isplaced
on an insulating layer. It would alsobezeroifthecolumnwastaken
so long that temperature changes in the last compartment were
negligible.Hence:
FLW26=0.
Theflowinto thefirst layeris
FLW1=(TMPS-TMP1)*COND/(0.5*TCOM)

inwhich thetemperature at thesurface hastobedefined asa forcing
function, for instance:
TMPS=TAV + TAMPL*SIN(6.28*TIME)
ifacyclicdailyfluctuationisassumed.
Exercise 63
Whyisthethickness ofthecompartment multiplied by0.5?
What istheunit oftime?
What are TAV and TAMPL?
Thetemperature of thecompartments isobtained by:
TMP'1,25'=HC'1,25'/(TC0M*VHCAP)
Theintegration isbestdonewith
METHOD RKS

and a stationary state of the cyclic variations is obtained in about
4days,sothat
TIMER F I N T I M = 4 ,

PRDEL=0.1

suffices.
The output of all 25 temperatures and of other relevant parameters
arerequestedwith
PRINT TMPS# FLW1# T M P ' 1 , 2 5 '
Asan example,theparameters aredefined with:

PARAMETER TC0M=2.,COND=360.,...
VHCAP=1.05,TI=20.
withtimeindays,distanceincm,heatinjouleandtemperaturein°C.
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Exercise 64
What are theunitsofallvariables and parameters used in thesimulation program?
With a uniform soil and with a sinusoidal forcing function, thevariation of temperature may be calculated alsobymeansofananalytical
solution.Thishasbeendoneforcomparison,theresultbeingpresented
*nFig.24.It appears that the analytical and simulated solution agree
temperature
3CH
Ocm (surface)
-— 3 c m
— 9cm
*s analytical
Osimulation

tl

&- 24| Analytical and simulated solution for the temperature coursein
a
uniform soil,withasinusoidal temperaturevariationat thesurface.

^ithin 0.01 percent and this shows that it isnot necessary to usevery
thin compartments for accurate results.
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Exercise65
Rewrite the program, so that conductivities and heat capacities that
varywithdepthcanbeintroduced.Isitnecessarytousecompartments
of the same size?
In another monograph of this series (deWit and van Keulen, 1972),
simulation programs of this type have been developed to study also
the transport and diffusion of water, salts and ions in soils, the only
difference being that instead of the INDEX feature, the more cumbersome DO-loop feature from FORTRAN is used. In other studies
(Goudriaan &Waggoner, 1972), similar techniques are also used to
simulate micro-meteorological phenomena, but it goes beyond the
scope of this monograph to discuss the principles of these.
At last it is remarked that simulation programs with compartmentalization of space may be used to study dispersion of animals, seeds
and spores. However, it should be remarked that these may become
large, when dispersion in two and certainly in three dimensions is
considered, so that other techniques must be developed for these
purposes.

Growth and developmentof Helminthosporiummaydis

7.1 Introduction
Helminthosporium maydisis a fungus of corn (Zea maize). Especially
the leaves may be covered with lesions, which develop microscopic
spirophores. These produce spores, that are dispersed by wind and
rain and so reach new healthy leaf tissue. There they germinate and
penetrate the plant tissue; newlesions appear after incubation. Under
suitable conditions, the life cycleiscompleted within a week.
The fungus is responsible for Southern corn leaf blight, a disease
that, especially in 1970,ravaged thecorn fields of the USA.Theyield
was 15percent lessthan that estimated before the disease struck, and
losses of half or more were common in the Gulf region. The disease
suddenly appeared because the T (Texas) type of cytoplasmatic male
sterility was applied on a large scale in the hybrid system. This type
appeared vulnerable for H.maydis,which had existed for alongtime
*na non-virulent form.
To anticipate the growth of the disease in thefield,Waggoner et al.
(1972) analysed this new disease and made a simulation program for
its growth and development. A comparison of important aspects of
simulated results with field observations (Shaner, Newman, Stirm &
Lower, 1972)showed the merit of this approach.
Thesimulation program for thegrowth and development ofepidemics
ofH.maydis(EPIMAY) is written in FORTRAN and keeps track of
the development of the lesions formed on each day after infection,
fhismakestheprogram difficult to read and grasp.Afurther analysis
°f Waggoner & de Wit showed that a simulation program that is
^uch more lucid and easier to handle could be developed by using
the state variable approach as developed in this monograph.
Fhe meteorological factors that effect the fungus are temperature,
Jgfat, wetness, wind and rain. The influence of these factors on
growth and development of the disease in various life cycles was
analysed for the Illinois isolate of race T. of H. maydisgrowing on
on

the corn cultivar PA 602A, Fl hybrid in the laboratory and the
greenhouse. Undoubtedly the condition of thehost affects thegrowth
responses, but the study was restricted to well fertilized and good
growing specimens of the host. These observations and general
knowledge about growth and morphogenesis of the fungus form the
basis for the construction of the simulation program. This program
will be presented in the form of relational diagrams, together with
sufficient quantitative information to leave the writing of the actual
program to the reader of this monograph.
7.2 Theweather
Even, if a corn crop is uniform, the micro-meteorological conditions
for developing fungus are not the same, but vary with height. The
radiation during the day is higher, the wind more turbulent and the
leavesaredrylongernearthetopofthecropthan nearthesoilsurface.
Programs to simulate themicro-meteorological conditions in the crop
are still being developed (Goudriaan & Waggoner, 1972) but these
arelikelytobeofuseonlyafter thesimulation program for thepathogenisrefined. Atpresentthemicroclimateinthecropisnot simulated,
but instead the macro-weather factors are employed as forcing functions as some 'average' for the wholecrop.
Exercise66
Why isthis a dangerous approach?
The parameters are temperature, wind speed, light, rain and the
presence of water on the leaves.These can be introduced in the form
of function data throughout a season, but for the present it suffices
to define a particular daily course of the weather which is repeated
every day. The following weather data are assumed for some simulations in this chapter.

FUNCTION TEMPT = CO.,14.),(12.,35),...
(24.,14.)
FUNCTION WINDT = (0.,1.),(6.,1.),...
(14.,4.),(19.,2.),(24.,1.)
FUNCTION WETT = (0.,1),(7.99,1),...
(8.,0.),(19.99,0.),(20.,1.),(24.,1.)
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FUNCTION LITET = (0.,-1.>,(5.99 f -1>,...
(6.,1),(20.,1.),(20.01,-1.),(24.,-1.)
FUNCTION RAINT = ( 0 , 0 , ( 2 4 , 0 )
The units for temperature, wind and rain are°C,ms" 1 and mm h" 1 ,
respectively. Especially the temperature course is simplified, to facilitate later analyses of the results. For light and wetness only two
conditions are distinguished:
Light (LITE = 1) and dark (LITE = - 1 ) and wet (WET =
1) and dry leaves (WET = 0).
To read the graphs, time in hours during the day has to be known.
As TIMEisexpressed indays,thehour ofthedaymay becalculated
with
HOUR = 2 4 * ( T I M E - A I N T ( T I M E ) )
in which the function AINT(TIME) conserves the integer part of
time, and assumes, for instance, the value 6 when time is between
6and 7days.
Although it does not belong to the weather section, the growth of
the crop must be considered. Simulation of a disease is especially
important when crop growth is not seriously affected, because that
is the time to control the disease. Thus we can assume that crop
growth is independent of the growth of the disease, so that it can be
introduced in the program as another forcing function. It suffices
to use for this purpose the course of the leaf area index, that is the
ratio between the surface of the leaves and the surface of the soil,
which varies from 0 at emergence to about 5 at flowering. In the
present simulation it issimply assumed that

FUNCTION LAIT = (0.,3),(140.,3)
LAI = AFGEN(LAIT,TIME)
Exercise 67
Write the section WEATHER of the simulation program, complete
withAFGEN functions and FUNCTION tables and the temperature
(TEMP ) , thewindspeed (WIND),thewetnessoftheleaves (WET),
the dryness of the leaves (DRY) , the light condition ( L I T E ) and
LAI as outputs.
Mistakes in input data may result in a situation where it rains and
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WETis nevertheless zero. Inconsistencies may be avoided byreading
from thetablesan auxiliary variable WETXand then computing
WET = FCNSWCWETX + RAIN f 0 . # 0 . , 1 )
which means that WET = 1 for WETX + RAIN greater than 0,
and otherwise 0.
7.3 Appearance and growth of lesions

If spores of H. maydis are present on healthy leaves and conditions
for germination aresuitable,somesporeswillform germ tubeswhich
penetrate through the stomata and so infect the leaves. This penetration rate will be calculated at the end of theprogram andused
hereasan input.
Fig. 25a shows the resulting growth of the lesion area at 30°Ca*
a function of the number of days after incubation. Lesions appeal
after about 2daysshowing that thefirststages of development occui
inside the leaves. Thereafter the lesions grow to theirfinalsizewit*
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a speed that isdependent on temperature only.
. e relational diagram of development and growth of the lesions is
givenin Fig.26.Thedevelopment period insidetheleavesisaccounted
or by 7development classes with dispersion, and a residence time of
-J day in the first 6 classes. This residence time is assumed to be
dependent of temperature. The content of the last integral gives
e
censusof the visible lesions.As long as it isassumed that defolianand decay of leavesarenegligible,this number doesnot decrease.
,Ce>a soil surface of one hectare is used as reference, the census of
of!°KS *Se x p r e s s e d *n ha""1- AN lesions grow to a final size (MAL)
about 100mm2 or 10"8 ha and the growth rate of the individual
ons can be conveniently described by assuming that this rate is
its rtlona't0 thedifference of the maximum area of a lesion minus
a c t U a ar
' ^a ALS. The proportionality factor (PAL) is, according
l0
X nments
defi ^
» a function of temperature only, and is sufficiently
***ineci bv
UNCTION PALT = <o,o.) , a o ,
))8,.33),(23,.80),(30,.80),(35,.14),
^ 0 , . 0 ) day-1

.u>,...
...

°nnula for thegrowth rateof theareaof asingle lesion isthen:
» A ^ S = PAU(MALS-ALS)
u;>
= INTGRL(0.,RALS)
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The initial value of this integral is zero, because the lesions entering
class CNL7 havean area that ispractically zero.
To obtain the growth rate of the totalarea, RALS must be summed
over all the visible lesions present, a number equal to CNL7:
CNL7

RAL= £ PALx(MALS-ALS)
or
CNL7

RAL = PALx (CNL7xMALS- £ ALS)
n=l

or
RAL=PALx(CNL7xMALS-AL)
if AL isthe total area of the lesions,given by
AL=INTGRL(0.,RAL)
Exercise 68
Why is the expression for RAL so similar to the one for RALS?
Write the section GROWTH OF LESIONS, with the number of
visiblelesions CNL7,therateofgrowth ofthetotalarea,andthetotal
area as outputs. What is the total residence time of the lesions in the
invisible stages. Explain why some lesions are already visible at
1.5 day. Calculate the standard deviation of lesion appearance.
Why has the simulated curve for ALin Fig.25a a sigmoid form?
The points in Fig. 25are observations and the curve isthe mimicked
result. A similar analogy between observation and simulation is
obtained at other temperatures.
7.4 Spirophore or stalk formation
The technical term for the microscopic stalk that holds the spore in
the air above the leaf is sporophore, but here the more popular term
'stalk' will be used. The growth of the stalk occurs only when the
leaves are wet and otherwise depends on temperature and light.
The maximum number of stalks on a hectare of lesionsis300x 1010,
but the experimental data in Fig. 25b for a few temperature and
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light conditions during formation show that this maximum is not
reached under all conditions. Moreover there appears to be some
delay in the formation of stalks.
To mimick these results itis assumed that there is apotential number
of stalks per surface unit of lesions—a number of opportunities for
stalk formation—which materialize through some classes and that
during the actual stalk formation a part of this potential number
develop into stalks and the rest become extinct, depending on conditions. These assumptions are presented in the relational diagram
°f Fig. 27. The growth of the number of opportunities is the product
of the maximum number per area (MOA= 3 0 0 x l 0 1 0 per ha) and
the growth of the area of the lesions. This potential number enters
max.opport.
per area
MOA.

rate
opportunities
ROP

I

(WETV-I
\

0.Q625day

/ , —f

rate area\
lesions L

RAL J
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g* 27 J Relational diagramfortheformation ofgreenstalks.
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into a series of 4classeswith a residencetimeof 0.0625day in three
classes. The realization of the opportunities is arrested by drought.
There are three possibilities: opportunities are destroyed, set back to
their initial stage or their advance is arrested. Not much is known
about this,sothat at present themiddlecourseistaken:itisassumed
that theopportunitiesarereturned tothefirst classincaseofdrought.
This can be done by introducingthe following rateoutof theintegral
equation oftheXth class
EHPT=DRY*OPX/DELT
To avoid manipulation of very small numbers in some computers
('underflows') itmaybeadvisable toprogram thisrateas

EMPT=INSW(0PT-1.E-50, 0. # DRY*0PX/DELT)
Hence the classes are not emptied when their contents are below
theverysmallvalueof 10"50.
The opportunities end in the last or fourth class and are from there
removed either by stalk formation or extinction. The relative rateof
extinction (POX) andstalkformation (POG) dependon temperature
and light, whereas the process only occurs when the leaves are wet.
An analysis of the experimental data showed that the process is
sufficiently mimicked when the following functions of temperature
areused:
During light:
FUNCTION POGL = (0,0),(14,.04),...
( 1 8 , . 1 2 ) , (23 # 1 . 4 ) , (30 , 1 . 2 ) , ( 3 5 , 0 ) day"1
FUNCTION POXL = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 0 4 ) , . . .
( 1 8 , . 1 2 ) , ( 2 3 , 1 . 4 ) , ( 3 0 , 0 ) day"1
and duringdarkness:
FUNCTION P O G D = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 1 0 ) , ( 1 8 , . 2 7 ) , . . .
( 2 3 , . 2 7 ) , ( 3 0 , 1 . 3 3 ) , ( 3 5 , . 6 7 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1
FUNCTION P O X D = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 0 2 ) , ( 1 8 , . 0 3 ) , . . .
( 2 3 , . 1 8 ) , ( 3 0 , . 8 8 ) , ( 3 5 , 1 . 5 4 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1
The proper functions can be selected again by an inswitch which is
operated bythevariable LITE.For instance:

POG = INSW(LITE,AFGEN(POGD,TEMP),...
AFGEN(POGL, TEMP))
•i t \ r

The points in Fig. 25b are again observational data for a few conditions and the corresponding curves are obtained by mimicking the
process of stalk-formation and opportunity extinction. It should be
realized that the process of opportunity formation is described by
theequations and the functions, but not explained. It istherefore not
feasibletoexplain the form of the functions on a physiological basis.
The stalks that are formed are virgin or green stalks. Because these
maintain another rate of spore formation than stalks that sporulated
once or were subjected to drought, they have to be accounted for
separately in an integral that maintains the census of green stalks.
Exercise 69
Write now the section FORMATION OF GREEN STALKS, with
the rate of green stalks formation (ROG) as output. What is the
dimension of ROG? This rate as a fraction of the potential rate
(sum of actual formation and extinction) depends on light and temperature. What are these fractions when the stalks are formed in the
lj
ght at 21 and 32°C and in the dark at 18 and 27°C both on wet
leaves?
'•5 Sporulation of green stalks
The name 'green* stalks has been used explicity because there are
also 'dried' stalks. Dried stalks are stalks that have sporulated at
least once or have been subjected at least once to drought. The
distinction is made because the influence of temperature and light
°n sporulation is different for both categories: green stalks sporulate
?ore rapidly than dried stalks.
***g. 25cshowshowthisgrowth ofsporesongreen stalksmaydepend
0n
temperature and light. Here the scale of 0 to 1 represents the
number of green stalks with a spore. A stalk cannot carry more than
0ne
spore at the same time. Only 50 percent of the stalks produced
fPores after two days in the light and at 23°C, but there is sufficient
lon toassume
^
thatinduecourseallstalkswillsporulateunder
l^se conditions.
pe relational diagram for sporulation of green stalks is given in
*§•28.Three classes with a residence time of 0.0625 day in thefirst
0
are again introduced to mimick the observed delay between the
°miation ofgreen stalks and thefirstappearance of spores.Thefirst
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Fig.28I Relationaldiagramfor theformation of spores on greenstalks.
class is loaded according to the rate of green stalk formation; thui
thisclasscontains stalks ready for sporulation.
There are two circumstances that arrest spore formation. Onewhei
the leaves become dry; then the growing spores are aborted and thi
green stalks are reclassified asdried stalks.The other when thegreei
stalks are completely destroyed, usually by rain beating againstth<
fragile stalks.Therelativedestruction rateisassumed tobea functioi
oftherainfall rate,inmmhour"1 according to
RBETR=AFGEN(BEATT,RAIN)
FUNCTION BEATT= ( 0 , 0 ) f ( 0 . 2 5 , . 0 8 ) f . . .
(0.75,.32),(6.25,2),(18.8,5.6),...
( 2 5 . , 6 . 7 ) day"1
This function summarizes some factual information, but is largel]

based ona qualified opinion oftheprocess.
Exercise 70
What rate of rainfall is needed to destroy 63percent of the stalksin
5hours?
When the stalks have been passing through the classes and have not
been dried up or beaten by rain, they form spores at a rate which is
dependent on light and temperature, provided, of course, that the
leavesstaywet.It appeared that theexperimental data are sufficiently
accuratelymimicked byintroducing thetemperature dependency.
FUNCTION PGSL = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 1 5 ) , . . .
( 1 8 , 1 . 4 4 ) , ( 2 3 , . 3 2 ) , ( 3 0 , 0 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1

wthelight and
FUNCTION P G S D = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 0 6 ) , ( 1 8 , 1 4 ) , . . .
( 2 3 , 1 4 ) , ( 3 0 , . 4 4 ) , ( 3 5 , 0 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1

*nthe dark for the proportionality factor of spore formation. The
points in Fig. 25c are again observations and the curves mimick
resultsofsporulation ofgreenstalks.
Exercise 71
Write now the section FORMATION OF SPORES ON GREEN
STALKS with the rate of spore formation on green stalks (RGS)
88
output. What isthedimension of RGS?
further spore formation isarrested, aslong as the spore remainson
*testalk. Once removed, the stalk is no longer green, but classified
** adry stalk,whichmayalsoform sporesbut at adifferent rate.
'•« SponifaitioDofirfei strifes

s has beeii said, dry stalks are distinct from green stalks because
. e i r rate of spore formation is slower. Dried stalks are generated
various ways. When spores are removed from either a green or
, ried s ^lk, the stalk is ready to produce a new spore at a rate
aracteristicfor dried stalks.Thisisalsothecasewhenduringspore
ri
&ation the growing spore is aborted by drought. Fig. 25d shows

rate of
drying
green st
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rate
spore
removal
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Fig.29|Relationaldiagramfor theformation ofsporesondriedstalks.
someexperimental results which are mimicked according to the relational diagram in Fig. 29.The mean residence time in each class is
again 0.0625day, the slowness of the process as compared to green
stalksbeingaccounted for byanextraclass and another proportionality factor for spore formation according to thetemperaturedependency
FUNCTION PDSL = ( 0 # 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 1 7 ) , . . .
( 1 8 , 1 . 7 5 ) , ( 2 3 , . 2 5 ) , ( 3 0 , 0 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1
in thelightand
FUNCTION PDSD = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 4 , . 0 7 ) , . . .
(18,2.95),(23,2.2),(30,.53),(35,0),...
( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1
inthe dark.
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When dried, the growing spores are aborted and the dried stalks are
again reset into the first class. When the green stalks become dry
theyalsoenterthisclass.Atlast,thestalksthat aredenuded ofspores,
eitherbywind orrainand notdestroyed intheprocessareagain ready
to form new spores. Dried stalks are also beaten and destroyed by
rain at the same rate as for green stalks.
Exercise 72
Write now the section FORMATION OF SPORES ON DRIED
STALKS with the rate of spore formation on dried stalks (RDS)
&soutput. Inputs are the rate of transfer of green stalks and dried
stalks to thefirstclass during drought and the rate of spore removal
fromstalks (RSR).
'•7 Dispersal ofspores
When it is dry, the spores are removed by the turbulent action of
theair.Someofthesporesarecarried awayto otherfields,and others
settleon thesoil,on lesionsor on healthy foliage segments.Thestalks
a
**ealso denuded by rain. Especially at the onset of heavy showers,
part of the spores are dispersed through the air, but with gentler rain
the spores are washed from the stalks and end up again on the soil,
°n lesions or on healthy foliage. The processes that are involved are
very little understood particularly because the quantitative aspects
a
**ecomplicated:fieldsmay be of limited size and infections are not
Uniformly distributed.
*} such stages, the model builder has to make a difficult decision:
uher to abandon the whole problem or to advance for better or for
prse. The latter course is usually chosen for various good reasons.
irst, sensitivity analyses may show that the dynamics of thesystem
ar
e hardly determined by the processes that are difficult to handle
~°th conceptionally and practically. Thus, it would be a waste of
mt
to pay much attention to these processes. Unfortunately, this
Ppearsnot to bethecasehere:sporedispersal isoneofthe important
0c
esses that governs fungal epidemics. Secondly, life goes on and
Perational decisions have to be made whether the system is comp<etelyunderstood or not:even models with unsatisfactory parts may
betterthannomodel.Ofcourse,thishasto beproven.Thirdly, itis
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possible to viewa model not somuch as a representation of thereal
system but as a representation of our knowledge of the system and
our opinion about it. Then the weak sections should not be ignored
but exposed and thiswillbedonehere.
The most simple supposition is that spores are removed from stalks
at a rate proportional to the number of spores present. The relative
rate of removal isassumed to bezero when the leavesare wet and it
doesnot rain.However, whenit rainsthespore removal rateis
SPRR = RWASH # STSP
and whenitisdry

SPRD = RBLOW * STSP
inwhich STSP istheintegral 'stalkswithspore*.
Therelativeratesofsporeremoval(RWASHand RB LOW) areassumed
to be independent of the number of stalks with spores, although it
is not unlikely that these relative rates decrease because at first the
most exposed spores are removed. The main problem is to obtain a
reasonable estimate of theserelativerates.
Waggoneretal. estimated that with a sprinkling rate of about 6mm/
hourfor 3hours,86percentofthe sporeswereremovedfrom exposed
leaves. This means that the value of RWASH= —8. ln(0.14)= 15.7
day"1.
Exercise 73
Provethat thisisthecase.
Itdoesnotseemunreasonabletoassumethat RWASH isproportional
to therainfall intensityand that belowan LAI of2 theleavesdonot
protect each other, so that RWASH is independent of LAI. Above
this value mutual protection may exist, but since water may drop
from one leaf on to the other, no largemistakes may bemadewhen
this protective effect is neglected.
The relative rate of spore removal under dry conditions depends
primarily on the wind velocity. It was assumed by Waggoneretal.,
that at a wind speed of 2 metres per second, and a leaf area index
of 3, about 5 percent of the spores are removed in 3 hours, so
that SPRD can be estimated under this circumstance. Since the
force of the wind is proportional to the square of its velocity, it
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could be assumed that the relative rate of spore removal is proportional to the second power of the wind-speed. Then spore removal is
zero at zero wind-speed. However, turbulence is also generated by
the temperature difference within and outside the crop. This effect
may be approximated by assuming that the wind-speed is never less
than 1 m/s. The relative rate of spore removal is also influenced by
the leaf area index, because the wind-speed decreases more or less
exponentially with increasing depth of the crop. This effect is so
uncertain, that it isnot considered further.
Exercise 74
Calculate RBLOWfor WIND equal to 2 m s " 1 .
This completes the estimates of the rate of spore removal. The next
step is the estimation of the fraction of removed spores that may
become effective by settling on healthy foliage.
With strong winds and a smallfieldmost spores may be blown away
and become ineffective. However, they may be compensated for by
spores blown in from neighbouring fields. Another question is how
many spores in the air are caught by leaves and how many end up
onthesoilsurface wheretheycan donoharm.Again Waggoner etal.
assumedthatwithaleafareaindexof3andawind-speed of2msec"1,
3 percent of the spores are caught by the leaves. This percentage is
hkelyto depend more or lesslinearly on theleaf area and isprogrammedas such.The percentage isalso likely to decrease with increasing
^ind-speed, especially on smallfields.This effect is too complicated
to
consider here.
*"e greater the intensity of the rain, the more spores are washed to
the ground. According to Waggoner et al. only 0.3 percent of the
sporesarecaught bythe leavesat a rainfall intensity of2.5mm/hour.
*hemaximum fraction iscaught at a negligiblerainfall rate,but does
°t exceed 20percent. These are very rough estimates indeed.
Exercise 75
^rite the section SPORE DISPERSAL with as output: SPRR,
p
RD and their sum RSRand the rate ofsporearrival at the foliage
KASP) . Howwould itbepossibletotakeintoaccountthe influence
host exhaustion when the area of the lesions isnot negligible?
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7.8 Germination ofsporesand penetration ofgermtubes
The spores on healthy tissue are now considered. These germinate
eventually on wet foliage. The fraction of spores that complete
germination and the rate of germination depend on temperature
accordingtotheobservationsin Fig.29e.Theprocessofgermination
is complicated because germinating spores may be washed down
from theleavesor killed upon desiccation.
The relational diagram that describes germination and penetration
of germ tubes into the leaves is presented in Fig. 30.Two integrals
aredistinguished:thecensusofsporesonthe(healthy)foliage (CSF)
andthecensusofgermtubeson(healthy)foliage (CGT). Thecensus
of spores increases because of arrival of new spores (RASP) and
decreasesbecausesporesarewashed,killed orgerminate.Therelative
rate of spore removal by rain from the leaves is set equal to the
relative rate of spore removal by rain from the stalks (RWASH).
The killing of spores upon desiccation is more difficult to handle.
(RWASH ) - I-{WET—•DRY)
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Spores can only desiccate when they have been wet Since all spores
arekilled, thekillingrateis
RKSP = KILUCSF/DELT
Obviously, the killing isgoverned by the variable KILL which may
be0or 1.Iftheleavesduringtheprevioustime-intervalwerewetand
are dry during the current time-interval, KILL is set at 1. Such a
condition may be programmed by using a 'PROCEDURE' that
contains a series of statements that have to beexecuted in the order
in which they are presented. The whole sequence of statements is
then sorted at a placewheretheinputs are available and the outputs
not yetused.
The procedure that is used here is called ' DESS' from dessication
andhasasinput thevariableWETand asoutput thevariable KILL:

PROCEDURE KILL = DESS(WET)
Thestatementswithin theprocedureare:
KILL=0.
IFUWETP-WET) . G T . 0 . ) K I L L = 1 .
WETP=WET
Thefirststatement sets KILL equal to 0 and the second statement
reads: if the difference between WETP and WET is greater than 0,
then reset KILL to thevalue 1.Thenext statement setstheprevious
valueofwet (WETP) equal to thecurrent valueand this reset value
*sused in the *I F* statement during the next updating. The end of
the series of statements that have to be sorted as one block is now
defined with theline

ENDPROCEDURE
Hiespores germinate or becomeextinct at relative rates that depend
ontemperature,according to thefunction tables
FUNCTION P F T T = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 0 , . 4 ) , ( 1 5 , 1 . 8 ) , . . .
< 2 0 , 4 . 6 ) , ( 2 3 , 7 . 0 ) , ( 3 5 , 3 . 7 ) , ( 4 0 f 0 ) day"1
f

°r completion and
FUNCTION P F X T = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 5 , 1 . 8 ) , . . .
< 2 0 , 4 . 2 ) , ( 2 3 , 2 . 6 ) , ( 3 5 , 3 . 7 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1
for extinction.
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ThesimulatedgerminationisagainpresentedbythecurvesinFig.25e.
Note that at 15°Csome observations deviate considerably from the
simulated line.This isbecause the function tables PFTT and PFXT
areassumed tobesmoothandwereadaptedalsotoobservationaldata
at other temperatures.
Thesporeswithgermtubesarealsokilledupondesiccation according
to therate
RKGT = KILUCGT/DELT

and also washed away by rain at the same relative rate RWASH as
spores are washed from the stalk. Depending on temperature, only
afraction ofthegermtubeseverpenetratetheleaves;thisobservation
is again mimicked by introducing relative rates of penetration and
extinction accordingto
FUNCTION PTNT = C O , 0 ) , ( 1 8 , . 4 8 ) f . . .
( 2 3 , . 6 5 ) , ( 3 0 , . 2 5 ) , ( 3 5 , 0 ) , ( 4 0 , 0 ) day"1
for completion and
FUNCTION PTXT = ( 0 , 0 ) , ( 1 8 , 1 . 3 ) , . . .
( 2 3 , 2 . 6 ) , ( 3 0 , 2 . 2 ) , ( 3 5 , 0 ) , ( 4 0 # 0 ) day"1
for extinction.
These functions are found by comparing the number of lesions with
the number ofgermtubesformed upon incubation ofspores.

Exercise 76
Write the section GERMINATION AND PENETRATION with
therate ofpenetration (RTN) as output
The cycle is completed by calculating the rate of penetration of the
germ tubes, RTNbeing the rate needed to start the growth of the
number oflesions.
13 Timing,initialization andoutput organization
Since there are discontinuous processes involved it is necessary to
execute thesimulation according to the METHOD RECT.Thetimeinterval of integration has to be chosen small compared with the
relativerateofchanges.Ananalysisofthedataandparametersshows
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that these are the fastest in the classes for the growth of the stalks,
which are governed by a residence time of 0.0625 day. When DELT
equals this value, the contents of the classes are pushed without any
dispersion. Here this iscompletely acceptable.
For practical reasons of organizing input and output it is, however,
convenient to set DELT at 0.04 day. Then the program is updated
25timesduring oneday and computing costs are acceptable.
The initialization of every integral in the program could be achieved
by observing at one moment the number and area of lesions, the
number of green and dry stalks, the number of spores and so on in
a particularfield.This is of course not worth the trouble at this stage
ofknowledge.Usually initialization isachieved byassuming a certain
number of spores or a certain number of lesions, the contents of the
other integrals being set at zero. Because it is often the purpose to
study the dynamics of the disease without complications due to
exhaustion ofthehost, itisgood practicetostartwithasmallnumber
of lesions,which may betaken as 100per hectare.
However, in other situations itmay benecessary to program a certain
invasion rate of spores from the outside during some period.
Exercise 77
Program an invasion rate of 106 spores per hectare per hour during
thefirstweek, but only when it islight and the leaves are dry.
The output of every variable may be requested of course, but it is
Eood practice to limit the number to the most essential ones. These
ar
^ ingeneral thecontents ofthemain integrals:thenumber and area
of the lesions, the number of green and dry stalks and of stalks with
spores and the number of spores and germ tubes on healthy leaves.
*o study the behaviour at certain moments it may be convenient to
nave all outputs available. This may be achieved by introducing the
statement
0UT1 = DEBUG ( N # T )
n w

hich T is the moment at which this output procedure starts to
operateandN thenumber(withoutdecimalpoint)ofsuccessiveupdates
. 0 r which output is requested. As many debugs as needed may be
Produced.
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Exercise 78
Ask for a debug of 10rounds at timezero and of debugs of 2 rounds
at time 5,5.5, 10and 10.5.
7.10 Resultsand sensitivity analyses
A simulated epidemic, as characterized by visible lesion number
(CNL7), is presented in Fig. 31 on a logarithmic scale, starting with
100 lesions per hectare (CNL1), the growth being simulated for the
defined stationary weather pattern. During thefirstperiods ofgrowth,
the effect of initialization can still be distinguished. At a later stage
number of
visible lesions
(CNL7)
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Fig.31I Thenumber ofvisiblelesionsindependenceof time,wheninitial*
izedwith 100 sporesthat completed penetration (CNL1=100).
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it is possible to characterize growth by a relative growth rate of
number of fungi lesions, which is in the present example 0.34 day" 1 .
Other important characteristics are the rate of spore production
(RSP)and dispersion bywind (SPRD).Thesimulated results of these
for days 8and 9 are given in Fig. 32,together with relevant weather
data. The rate of spore removal by wind may beverified in a relative
sensebycomparing with the density of spores above the crop.
Verification ofsimulated data onepidemicsisdifficult for tworeasons.
In the first place, a good meteorological network that provides not
°nly thecourseofthestandard meteorological parameters throughout
the day, but also detailed information of the wetness of the leaves
must be available. In the second place, field observations must be
organized. Sometimes a rating of severity in a widerange of localities
may do, but preferably the relative growth rate of the disease over
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% 32| Thesimulated rateofspore production (RSP) and rate of spore
re
niovai bywind(SPRD)duringtwodays.
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a certain time span should be observed. Some comparisons of simulated results, obtained with the original 'EPIMAY' of Waggoner
et al. and actual results throughout the United States are given in
Fig.33.Theleft graph isacomparison ofthesimulated multiplication
rate of lesions with a net increase of blight ratings in various places
in the Mid-Eastern United States in 1971 and the right graph compares simulated and actual multiplication rates in Western Indiana
in 1971.Only the latter gives a comparison in absolute terms, but it
should be taken into account that some 'fudging' of parameters has
been done to achieve correspondence of level. Whether such fudging
isacceptable or not isnot much amatter ofprinciple,but of purpose.
If it is the purpose to develop a forecasting technique as soon as
possible one may incorporate experience of previous years into the
program. It should be realized, however, that in that case it is very
difficult to judge which of the numerous parameters should be left
alone and which should be adapted. If much adaption is necessary,
it is doubtful whether much is gained at all by simulation compared
with the application of one of the standard multiple correlation
techniques.
If it is the purpose to understand the dynamics and the quantitative
monthly lesion
mult. fact.
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o!6

aspects of the disease, fudging of parameters to achieve better agreement should be avoided. Instead, a sensitivity analysis under the
prevailingconditionsshouldbeexecuted,toevaluatewhichparameters
are mainly controlling the disease. The result of this analysis, should
then be a guide to further experiments and study.
Such a sensitivity analysis consists of varying inputs and parameters
over a certain range and a comparison of their relative influence on
the end result. If the influence of a certain parameter or input is
relatively small, further analyses may be left for some time, but if
the influence is large, more work should be invested in a further
analysis of the section of the program where this parameter plays
a role.
The weather parameters that are most likely to affect the severity of
theepidemicarethedurationofthewetnessoftheleaves,thepresence
of showers and the temperature. The simulated influence of duration
of wetness on the relative growth rate of the lesions for the standard
weather conditions, but in the absence of rain, is given in Fig. 34.
The propagation of the disease is practically zero when the duration
of wetness is less than 4 hours, because the fungus needs wetness
Periods offinitelength to complete its development in various stages.
The relative multiplication rate increases to a maximum at 18 hours

relative growth rate
day~^
0.5

8

10 12- 14 16 18 20 22 24
hour
fdaily wetness period

^ 3^ I The relative growth rate of the number of lesions in relation to
duration o f wetness, without rain.
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ofwetness,but then it decreases again to zero at 24hours ofwetness,
because spores are assumed not to disperse by wind when the leaves
are wet, and because rain issupposed to be absent.
The picture changes completely when at 24 hours of wetness rain is
assumed to occur at a rate of 6mm per hour for 3 hours per day;
then the relative growth rate equals 0.19 day" 1 . In this case the rain
causes the dispersal of the spores. The influence of decreasing the
intensity of the shower and increasing its duration is considerable.
A rainfall of 1 mm per hour for 18 hours per day causes a relative
growth rate of 0.84 day" 1 . At a lower rate the relative beating
rate RBETR decreases so that fewer stalks are destroyed, but the
spore dispersal by rain increases, so that many more spores are
caught by leaves. As long as the total amount of rain is the same,
the change of RWASH has little influence because it is proportional
to RAIN. All this means that knowledge of the daily total rainfall
is not sufficient; the rainfall distribution must be known aswell.
The influence of temperature is analysed under the assumption that
the other weather conditions are standard. Two situations are distinguished: in one series, the temperature amplitude is fixed at 5°C
and the average temperature isvaried from 15°Cto 35°Cand in the
other the average temperature isfixedat 25°C and the amplitude is
varied from 0° to 15°C.
Exercise 79
Program this situation by assuming a sinusoidal temperature course
throughout the day with a maximum at 14.00.
Theresultsaregiven inTable 6and showthat onetemperaturevalue,
such as an average temperature, does not give detailed enough
information.
The influence of daylength under otherwise standard conditions is
found to besmall.
A sensitivity analysis of the parameters and function tables that are
included in theprogram may bemadealso.For instancethe influence
of the residence time in the various classes may beevaluated and this
the more so because these are assumed to be independent of temperature.Another aspect that maybeofimportance isthe assumption
regarding the development of green stalks. Does it make much
difference whether developing stalks are destroyed by drought during
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Table6 Theinfluence of temperature averageand amplitude (°Q on the
relativegrowthrate(day"1)
AVTMP
AMPL

15

20

25

30

35

0
5
10
15

—
0.079
_
_

—
0.321
_
_

0.452
0.459
0.389
0.254

—
0.407
—
—

—
0.192
—
—

development, whether their growth is only arrested or whether they
are reset in theirfirstclass upon drought? It may also be questioned
whether it is worthwhile at all to make a distinction between green
and dry stalks. Another important and largely unknown set of
parameters concerns dispersal and recapture.
Exercise 80
Make a sensitivity analysis of the influence of the parameters that
are mentioned and some others that may be considered important.
Design experiments to elucidate a better formulation.
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8 Solutions of the exercises

8.1 Introduction
1 The differential equations for the falling apple are:
dv

ds
—= v
dt

The rate of change of the amount of electric charge on a capacitor
isequal to its charging current and the potential across the capacitor
isequal to its amount of charge divided byits capacitance, so that
de

dT

= //c

Bysubstitutingix=g.c{ andi2= e{.c2
for the charging currents of a first and second capacitor, the differential equations for the falling apple are obtained.
2 Our results are as follows:
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Fig. 35
In afirstmodel ofthissystem it maybesufficient to assumethat there
are two variables of state, which increase by the rate of walking of
each child. There are two independent rate determining processes:
one in the mind of each child which wants to stay side by side with
the other. However, this model would not explain why the step sizes
in the beginning of the process are more variable than at the end.
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To understand this it has to berealized that each child has a memory
which isableto conservethe sizesof the step of the other. Each child
thus determines the step size to be taken not only on the difference
in position but also on a 'normal step sizefortheotherchild', figured
from data conserved in memory. These memorized data characterize
also a state of the system.Hencea moresophisticated modelrequires
more than two state variables. Digital computers are much more
suitable to memorize such historical data than analogue computers
and this is one of the other main reasons why they are preferred to
simulate complicated state determined systems.
8.2 Exponential growth
3 ThedimensionofAisgramsand ofGR isgramshour""1.Eqn(2.1)
isthen dimensionally consistent when RGR isexpressed in grams per
hour per gram or in hour"*1. There should be a constant amount of
food and of harmful waste products. This is usually achieved by an
abundant food supply beyond saturation, and an entire removal of
wasteproducts. The temperature should also be constant.
4 The result is
TIME 0
2
4
6
8
10
A
1.000 1.221 1.492 1.822 2.226 2.718
The relation between the logarithm of the amount and time is linear,
since taking the logarithm is per definition the inverse of taking the
exponent:
if
A ss e R G R x T

then
1

n(A)= RGRxT

in which In stands for the logarithm with base e.
It isrecalled that
log(e)= 0.43429
or that
1og(l0)=ln(10)= 2.3026,
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so that
ln(X)= 2.3026x10log(X)
5 The results with DELT= 2hours are:
TIME
0
2
4
6
8
10

A

1.000
1.200
1.440
1.7280
2.0736
2.4883

RGRxA
0.1
0.12
0.144
0.1728
0.20736

RGRxAxDELT
0.2
0.24
0.288
0.3456
0.41472

6 Someresults with DELT equal to 1and 0.5 hours are
TIME
0
2
4
6
8
10
A(DELT=1)
1.000 1.210 1.464 1.772 2.144 2.594
A(DELT= 0.5)
1.000 1.216 1.477 1.796 2.183 2.653
A© (=IA) being the initial amount, A equals A Q + A Q X D E L T X
RGR after one time-interval and after two time-intervals A2= Aj +
A t xDELTxRGR
In general the relation
AQ = A Q . 1 (l+DELTxRGR)
holds.
Since A n _, can be written as the product of A n _ 2 and (1+DELTx
RGR) and RGR is constant, the expression can be transformed into
A. - A 0 (l+DELTxRGR) a
This isthe value of Afl at time nxDELT, so that
Afl - A 0 (l+DELTxRGR)™ E/DELT
or
Aa = A0((1+1/X)X)RGRXTIME
with X= 1/(DELTx RGR)
WhenTIMEstaysconstantandDELTapproacheszero,Xapproaches
ininity and the expression for A approaches to
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A = A0 x e RGRxTIME
in which the number eisstanding for
e = lim (l-fl/X) x = 2.7182...
X-*oo

This is the so-called analytical solution for the differential equation
of exponential growth, which is just a standardized way to write
the procedure for a numerical solution.
7 RGR is the only variable containing the dimension of time. If
RGR is expressed in hour" 1 , TIME assumes the dimension hour.
If programs contain more variables with the dimension time, care
must be taken to use the same unit of time.
Ofcourseitisalwaysnecessarytoexpressvariablesinthesamedimensional units: a practical problem that should not be underestimated.
8 SeeFig. 1.
9 The rectilinear method of integration is used and in the solution
for Exercise 6 it is shown that the analytical solution is the limit of
the numerical solution with DELT approaching to zero. It is always
necessary to usea not too small interval DELT in simulation because
otherwise round-off errors would accumulate and the computation
would never be terminated.
10 Please do not take the trouble tofindamathematical expression
for such kind of relationships.
*1 Compared with the scatter of the observational data, the deviations between the smoothed curve and the straight segments issmall,
s
o that it is unnecessary to use smaller temperature-intervals in the
tabulated function.
12 sine(0°)= 0.
sine(15°)= 0.259
sine (30°)= 0.5
sine(60°)= 0.865
sine(90°)= l.
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Themaximumtemperatureisreachedjust 6hoursfrom thebeginning
oftheday.
13 Therate ofchange ofTis 1, so that TT+DELT=TT+DELT and
because theinitial valueofTiszero,T=TIME.
14 The answers do not differ very much for different choices of
DELT,sothat 0.5hour seemsto beareasonablechoice.Therelative
growth rate is 0.1 at a temperature of 12.94°Cand the temperature
ismaintained on thislevelbyintroducing
PARAMETER AVTMP=12.94, AMPTMP=0.
15
A

10

2-

1-

O

0

1

DELT 2

Fig 36

16 Itisreadfrom thegraphthatthemaximumsizeofthetime-interval is about 1.2 hours if a relative deviation of 5 percent from the
analytical solution is acceptable. This isabout 1/10 of the inverse of
the relative growth rate. The relative deviation increases with the
length of the simulation period. Starting with the correct value at
10hours,the relative deviation isagain 5percent at 20hours.These
deviations are additive, so that the total relative deviation after
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20 hours is 10 percent. With a two times larger RGR, the time scale
is compressed by a factor 2, so that the time-interval must be compressed also by a factor 2, to obtain a relative deviation of 5 percent
at 5 hours. To obtain this deviation at 10 hours, it is necessary to
reduce DELT with another factor of 2. Hence the time interval has
to be taken four times smaller when RGRis two timeslarger.
17 The allowable time-interval is obviously larger than OUTDEL,
but OUTDEL is taken because output is requested at these intervals.
WhenusingMETHOD RKSFX,DELT can be set equal to OUTDEL.
The tabulated results for RGR 10 x largerare:
HOUR
RGR
ACOUNT
6- 7
4
2.14
7-8
2.11
4
8- 9
4
2.04
9-10
1.94
4
10-11
4
1.81
11-12
1.67
4
12-13
1.49
2
13-14
1.28
2
14-15
1.09
2
15-16
0.93
2
16-17
0.82
2
17-18
0.76
2
°** Tee growthof yeast
*8 It was said that two rates do not depend on each other, but not
that one rate cannot depend on the other. Here, the rate of growth
and the rate of alcohol production are consequences of the same
Process: the biosynthesis of yeast material out of sugar. Therefore,
there is a fixed ratio between rate of growth and rate of alcohol
production. The rate of sugar consumption is stochiometrically
related to the above two rates:laws of conservation of matter, energy
e
tc. can be formulated in such a way that some rate of appearance
alwaysequals some rate of disappearance.
* 9 The rate of sugar consumption is equal to a sugar consumption
actor times the rate of yeast growth for each species. The amount of

no

sugar is an integral which is emptied by both rates. The amount or
concentration of the sugar in the medium should feed back on the
growth rate of the yeasts. The quantitative aspects of this feed back
are not presented in the diagram.
20 RED=ALC/MALC, sinceinthiscase0<ALC<MALC.
Otherwise, RED shouldbegivenby
RED=LIMIT(0.,1.,ALC/MALC)

21 Thebest estimate of RGR1isobtained bypresentingthe amount
of yeast during early growth on a logarithmic scale against time and
drawingastraightlinethroughthedata.Thevalueappearstobe about
0.2 hour""1. The value of ALPF1 is the alcohol concentration at
the end, divided by the amount of yeast or 1.5/13 = 0.115 percentage
of alcohol per unit of yeast. The alcohol production factor depends
onthesizeofthevessel.Inalargervessel,thesameamount ofalcohol
would cause a smaller percentage. It would be more elegant not to
mix up the influence of physiological aspects (alcohol production
rates) with experimental aspects (vessel size), but Gause did not
give the latter. The alcohol percentage corresponding with the initial
amount ofyeastisALPF1x1Y1,but Gause did not add this alcohol
with the yeast at time zero. Relevantfiguresfor Schizosaccharomyces
are:
RGR2= 0.05hour""1,ALPF2= 0.26 (% ale.) (unit yeast)"1
Schizosaccharomyces has the largest alcohol production factor.
22 In this case, Schizosaccharomyces would grow relatively slower
and Saccharomyces faster than suggested by a linear dependency
of the reduction factor on the alcohol concentration. In the monocultures, this would not affect the ultimate amount of yeast that is
formed, but in the mixture it would lead to less Schizosaccharomyces
and more Saccharomyces. However, the growth curves for the two
species in the monoculture would also be of different form. This is
not suggested by the data, but the scatter is of course large. The
alcoholconcentration inthemixturemaybecalculated bymultiplying
the final yields with the respective alcohol production factors. This
yields a concentration of 1.43%, rather than 1.5%. Hence, there is
less yeast in the mixed culture than would be expected. This may be
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an experimental error.
23 The yeast will grow and increase its amount, and thereby its
growth rate and alcohol production rate, until the alcohol concentration approaches 1.5%.
In this situation an infinite amount of yeast will maintain a growth
ratewhichisjust sufficient toproducethealcoholthatiscontinuously
removed by washing. The removal rate of alcohol is 1.5/10,and the
absolutegrowthratesareobtainedbydivisionwiththealcoholproduction factor. This rather ridiculous result is a consequence of the
assumption that the maintenance of yeast cellsdoes not need energy
and thus does not result in some alcohol production. Obviously,
a simulation program which is satisfactory in some situation is not
satisfactory in others because simplifications that apply in one situation donot necessarily applyin another.
24 YMequalsMALC/ALPF.SinceALPFwascalculatedfromYM,
it is not surprising that the YM equals 13and 5.8 for the species.
The first derivative of c/v equals (—c/v2)x(dv/dT), when c is a
constant, sothat thefirstderivative ofEqn (3.7)is:
df = ( i + K x e - R G R ^ 2 X ( - K x R G R x e ~ R G R X T )
Thetwominussignscancel,andpartoftheexpressioncanbereplaced
b
y Yitself:
dY
dT

X

KxRGRxe~ RGRxT
(l+Kxe - R G R x T )

Kxe-RGRxT
Thefraction
.aR^^x Tcan also bewritten as
- ar
RG
(l+Kxe
)
l-_

1

a +Kxe
t T.T

—D f . R x T v

RWXT

)
SubstitutingYfor a second timegives
dY
J J = RGRxYx(l-YJYM)

m

Inthiswaythedifferential equation (3.6)isagainarrived at.Theinitial
amount of yeast can be found by substituting for time the value zero
into the integrated equation (3.7).Thisgives:
IY =

YM
1+K

The differential equation for the rate of alcohol production can only
be replaced by the integral equation for the amount of alcohol if
the initial amounts of yeast that are added are small. If this is not
the case, the appropriate amount of alcohol, ALPFxIY, has to be
addedtogetherwiththeinitialamountofyeastiftheanalyticalsolution
isto beused. Such restrictions do not hold inthe simulation program
because no equations are eliminated there.
25 If we again neglect the initial amounts of yeast, the amount of
alcohol in the mixed culture isgiven by
ALC= ALPF1xYl+ALPF2xY2
Assume that RED= ALC/MALC for both species, then the growth
rates may beformulated as
dYl vi T ^ I > I {^ ALPFlxYl
= Yl xRGR1 x 1—
dT
\
MALC

ALPF2xY2\
MALC /

dY2 v , B r _ lA ALPFlxYl ALPF2xY2\
= Y2xRGR2 x 1
—
dT
\
MALC
MALC /
Rl and R2 correspond to RGR1 and RGR2, Al and A2 are equal
to ALPF1/MALC and Bl and B2 to ALPF2/MALC.Al and A2are
equal because it is assumed that Yl and Y2 are equally sensitive to
the alcohol produced by Yl. If Yl produces some product that is
more harmful for Y2than for Yl, A2islarger than Al.
8.4 Interference of plants
26 The monocultures staymonocultures.When in the mixed culture
half of the area is allotted to thefirstand half to the second species,
the relative seed densities are nx0.5/n = 0.5 and mx0.5/m = 0.5.
One may also consider n seeds of one species as one seed unit and m
seeds of the other as another seed unit
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27 The nominator k12Z!-fz2 cancels by division, so that Eqn (4.4)
isobtained.Addition ofOj/Mi and 0 2 /M 2 gives(k12z1-fz2)/(k12z1 +
z2)= 1 so that Eqn (4.3) is obtained.
The results of the calculations are:
z2(oats)
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
a12
1.51
2.09
2.06
2.00
k12
2.05
2.83
2.79
2.71
RYT
1.04
1.02
1.01
0.97
Obviously some smoothing is necessary to obtain a RYT equal to 1,
and a constant relative crowding coefficient.
Oats has the highest yield in monoculture, but barley gains in competition.
28 Replacing zi and z2 by Zi/Zra and Z2/Zm, taking into account
that Z x 4-Z 2 = Zm and omitting the subscript 1transforms Eqn (4.5)
into:
0=

k xz z

/ m
M
kxZ/Z m +(Z m -Z)/Z m

=

kxZ
M
(k-1) xZ+Z m

Thisequation must beequal to
O-

B x Z

Om
BxZ+1 m

Both equations describe a hyperbola. If the horizontal asymptote
a
nd the slope at the origin are equal, the hyperbolae are identical.
Thismeans that
k
k-1

Um

and
k
^ - M = BxOffl
m

ThefirstequationgivesdirectlytheexpressionforOm,and substitution
1J
ito the second equation gives
B = (k-1)/Z m
1 '5'5

29
OM

1/B
Fig. 37
Lim(O) = O
Z-*oo

m

Lim(O/Z) = Lim
z-»o
z-»o

BxZ+1

= BxO m

Lim(O/OJ =Lim J ^ | -

= BxZ

Lim(O/OJ = Lim B * Z
z-*oo
z-*co B x Z + 1

=1

z-»o

z-o b x Z + 1
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Oats

Barley
7 June
21June
5 July
19July

H4

om

.D

om

470.
612.
780.
1132.

0.083
0.574
0.778
0.778

761.
552.
724.
956.

B
0.0297
0.346
0.571
1.17

B has the dimension m row" 1 , because the seed density has the
dimension row m" 1 . The graph for Om has an unexpected form.
The calculated values of Om (gm" 2 ) are very inaccurate for thefirst
harvest because the yields are very far from their maximum at both
densities.
When linearized the growth rate of Om for barley and oats are 16.4
and 14.5gm" 2 day" 1 , sothat the estimated valuesfor Omat thefirst
harvest are 377 and 333gm" 2 . The values of B calculated on this
basis are0.11and 0.076 m row" 1 .
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d(RS) _ d(BxZ)/dt x (BxZ + l ) - d(BxZ+ l)/dt xBxZ__
dt
(BxZ+1) 2
dB
dB
dB
Z x -TTx B x Z + Z x - 7 7 - Z x - r r x B x Z
_
dt
dt
dt
__
2
(BxZ+1)
BxZ
1
1 dB
x
x— x — =
(BxZ+1) (BxZ+1) B dt

= RSx(l.-RS) x — x ^ 5
J

B

dt

The dimension of (dB/dT)/B is time""1,the same as a relative growth
rate. Usually its value decreases with time. There is an exponential
growthwhen this ratio is constant.
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33 The initial relative growth rate becomes infinite, if B is zero at
emergence. The derivative of a variable with respect to time is calculated asthedifference betweenthepresentvalueand thevalueeither
a sufficiently small time-interval earlier or one ahead, divided by this
time-interval, taking care for the sign. In simulation only the first
method can be used, as future values are not known. At time zero,
however, there is not a past either so that the initial value must be
given by the programmer on an INC0N card.
The useof thederivative function DERIV isonly allowed, if the derivative istaken of an externally given variable, such as an AFGEN
function of TIME. In this situation the simulation program is used
to convert some given variable of time to its derivative with respect
to time. As soon as some rate of an integral depends on a derivative
of a variable which depends also on some integral, the DER IV
function must not be used. It produces nonsense results, because an
internal, algebraic loop is introduced. When the self-adapting integration method of Runge-Kutta is used, the time-interval will be
chosen so small that the choice of the initial value has hardly any
influence.With METHOD RECT,it isbetter to initialize properly.We
calculated the following initial values of the derivative ofB:
Barley:0.0047mrow" 1 day" 1
Oats :0.0033mrow" 1 day" 1
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Theinitial values of RSarecalculatedwith
RS =

B X Z

BxZ+1

withZ= 2rowsm"2 and B= 0.001m2row"1,
Thesimulated resultsingra"2are:
Date of
harvest

Barley

7June
21June
5July
19 July

60.5
242
338
490

Oats
37.1
140
214
338

Theseareingood agreementwiththeexperimental resultsofTable2.
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TITLE FOUR COMPETING YEAST SPECIES
INITIAL
INCON YI*1,4'=0.1,0.1,0.1,0.1
DYNAMIC
Y*1,4'=INTGRL(YI'1,4',RY'1,4')
RY'1,4'=RGR'1,4**Y'1,4'*(1.-RED'1,4')
PARAMETER RGR'1,4'=0.2,0.3,0.4,0.5
RED'1,4'=AFGEN(RDTB'1,4',ALC)
FUNCTION RDTB1=0.,0., 1.5,1.
FUNCTION RDTB2=0.,0., 1.,0.8,2.,1.
FUNCTION RDTB3=0.,0., 0.9,1.
FUNCTION RDTB4=0.,0.,1.,0.5,1.5,1.
ALC=INTGRL(0.,ALCP1+ALCP2+ALCP3+ALCP4)
ALCP'1,4'=ALPF'1,4'*RY'1,4'
PARAMETER ALPF'1,4'=0.5,0.4,0.3,0.2
TIMER FINTIM=50.,PRDEL=1.,0UTDEL=1.
PRINT Y'1,4',ALC
END
STOP
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35 The main differences between the MACRO and the INDEX
features are simply of a practical nature. The index feature distinguishes the variables by a number at the end. Since a variable name
may consist at themost of 6alpha-numerical symbols, ABCDE'1,10'
creates also the variable ABCDE10 and this is an unacceptably long
name. The INDEX feature can be used to any single expression that
isnormallyusedintheprogram.The MACROfeature isunsuitable for
this purpose, because every time a MACRO is used, the invoking
sentence has to be written. Hence, the only expression in a 'one line
macro' may be as well written directly with the proper symbols.
TheMACROfeatureisthereforeingeneralusedonlywhentheMACR0
definition contains more than one structural statement.
36 A SUBROUTINE contains an algorithm to compute output
variables for a main program from input variables out of the main
program, any time it is called upon. A MACRO, however, does not
contain an algorithm, but is an order to write a part of a CSMP
program with the proper symbols every time it is called upon. The
different statements written by the MACRO are then sorted in their
appropriate places in the FORTRAN-subroutine 'UPDATE'. The
individual expression within the original MACRO may be found
scattered throughout this subroutine.
37 The correct expression is
BI
RSI =
BI+DIST
inwhichdistanceistheinverseofthedensityoftherowsandexpressed
in mrow"1. The initial value BI is close to zero and negligible compared with DIST, so that the expression is sufficiently approximated
by RSI= BI/DIST. It can also be said that at initialization the plants
in the row are still so small that they do not interfere with plants in
otherrows.
DBI is the initial value of the derivative and equals approximately
(B l+At—Bt)/At in which At may be chosen as one day because the
function for Bis linear over this small time-increment.
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TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN THREE BARLEY VARIETIES USING THE MACRO FEATURE
MACRO RSI,DBI=BEGIN(BTB,DIST)
RSI=BI/DIST
BI=AFGEN(BTB.O.)
DBI=AFGEN(BTB,1.')-BI
ENDMAC
MACRO O.RS=GROWTH(RSI,DBI,BTB,OMTB)
RS=INTGRL(RSI.(DB/B)*RS*(1.-SRS))
B=AFGEN(BTB,TIME)
DB=DERIV(DBI,B)
0=RS»AFGEN(OMTB,TIME)
ENDMAC
INITIAL
RSI1,DBI1*BEGIN(BTB1,DIST1)
RSI2,DBI2=BEGIN(BTB2,DIST2)
RSI3,DBI3=BEGIN(BTB3,DIST3)
DYNAMIC
01,RS1sGROWTH(RSI1,DBI1,BTBl,OMTBl)
02,RS2=GR0WTH(RSI2,DBI2,BTB2,0MTB2)
03,RS3=GR0WTH(RSI3.DBI3,BTB3,0MTB3)
PARAM DIST1=1.2,DIST2=1.2,DIST3=1.2
SRS=RS1*RS2*RS3
FUNCTION BTB1=(0.,0.001),(30.,.03),(35.,.05),(40.,.09),(45.,.16),(50...26),
(55.,.38).(60.,.58),(65.,.88),(70.,1.02)
FUNCTION BTB2=(0.,0.0005),(30.,.015),(35.,.025).(40.,.045),(45.,.08),...
(50.,.13),(55.,.19),(60.,.29),(65...44),(70...51)
FUNCTION BTB3=(0..0.001),(30.,.03),(35.,.05),(40.,.09),(45.,.16),(50...26),
(55.,.38),(60.,.58),(65...88),(70.,1.02)
FUNCTION OMTB1=(0.,0.),(70.,5600.)
FUNCTION OMTB2=(0.,0.).(70.,5600.)
FUNCTION OMTB3=(0.,0.).(70.,2800.)
TIMER FINTIM=70.,PR0EL=5.,OUT0EL=5.
PRINT 01,02,03,RS1,RS2,RS3
PRTPLT RSI
PRTPLT RS2
PRTPLT RS3
END
STOP

TITLE COMPETITION BETWEEN THREE BARLEY VARIETIES USING THE INDEX FEATURE
INITIAL
RSn,3 # =BI'1,3*/DIST*1.3'
BI,1,3*=AFGEN(BTB,1,3',0.)
DBri,3*=AFGEN(BTB , 1,3'.1.)-Bri,3'
DYNAMIC
RS,1,3'=INTGRL(RSri,3'.(DB*1.3*/B,1,3')*RS,1,3'*(1./SRS))
B*1,3,=AFGEN(BTB,1,3#,TIME)
DB,1.3,=DERIV(DBI,1,3'.B"I,3,>
0*1,3'=RS*1,3'•AFGEN(0MTB*1.3',TIME
PARAM D i s n . 3 '=1.2.1.2,1.2
SRS=RS1*RS2*RS3
FUNCTION BTB1=(0..0.001),(30...03),(35.,.05).(40.,.09),(45.,.16).(50...26),..
(55...38). (60.,.58), (65.,.88), (70.,1.02)
FUNCTION BTB2=(0.,0.0005).(30...015),(35...025),(40.,.045).(45...08),...
(50.,.13),(55.,.19),(60.,.29),(65...44),(70...51)
FUNCTION BTB3=(0.,0.001),(0.,.03),(35.,.05),(40.,.09),(45.,.16),(50.,.26),...
(55...38),(60...58).(65.,.88),(70.,1.02)
FUNCTION OMTB1=(0.,0.),(70.,5600.)
FUNCTION CMTB2=(0.,0.),(70.,5600.)
FUNCTION OMTB3*(0.,0.),(70.,2800.)
TIMER FINTIM=70.,PRDEL=5..OUTDEL=5.
PRINT 0-1.3-.RS-1.3"
P
*TPLT RS'1,3*
END
STOP

8.5 Growth andcompetitionofParamecium
39 Thorough stirring does not result in a uniform distribution of
the Paramecium throughout the liquid medium, but in a random
distribution. One-tenth of the solution does therefore contain sometimesmoreorsometimeslessthanexactlyone-tenthofthenumberof
protozoa.
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41
Variable

Dimension

Type of 'variable'

H
AFOOD
TIME
CONVF
RDR
FOOD
RSW
MRDIG
CNRT

protozoon (prot.)
loop
day
prot. loop" 1
day" 1
loop, volume"1
volume.prot."x.day" x
loop.prot^.day" 1
loop.day

state
state
state
param.
param.
auxil.
param.
param.
rate

The example of the relational diagram in Fig. 39 is as schematic
as possible.
A simplified integral statement for thenet growth rateis:
H= INTGRL(IH,CONVFxCNRT-RDRxH)
ifarelativedeath rateisaccounted for and
H=INTGRL(IH,CONVFx(CNRT-MNFxH))
if maintenance is accounted for by a maintenance factor (MNF in
loop.day^.protozoa"1).
Thetwoformulations arethesamewith
RDR= CONVFxMNF
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Fig. 39

42 The graph consists out of two line segments: a straight line
through the origin and a horizontal 'saturation' level.
MRDIG determines the height of the saturation level. The slope of
the line through the origin is determined by RSW, and H is a multiplication factor for the height of the graph as a whole. CNRT equals
zero when FOOD iszero. NGR equals zero when
CNRTxCONVF= DR
or
HxAMIN1(MRDIG,RSWxFOOD)xCONVF= HxRDR
or
AMINl(MRDIG,RSWxFOOD)= RDR/CONVF
The maximum value of the left side of the expression is MRDIG.
If thevalue of the right sideiseven larger than MRDIG, no valueof
FOOD exists for which NGR equals zero. In other words, the rate
of death could be larger than the rate of growth, even if the animals
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were eating at the top of their consumptive ability. This leads to
rapid extinction, so that there is no need to consider this situation.
If, on theotherhand, theexpression ontherightislessthan MRDIG,
the equation may be simplified to
RSWxFOOD= RDR/CONVF
or
—R
RSWxCONVF
This equilibrium level of FOOD is independent of the number of
protozoa H. This is logical because each animal catches its food on
its own.
FOOD =

43 In Exercise 41 it is said that the basic unit to measure volumes
will be the volume of the test tube, and not cm3. This convention
must bemaintained throughout the simulation program. Numerically
there isno objection to eliminate AFOOD and to say directly:
FOOD= INTGRL(L,FEED-CNRTA-CNRTQ
However, the dimensions of the variables are then not consistent:
FOOD sometimes means amount of food, as here in the integral,
and sometimes it means density of food, as in the expression for
CNRT.
44 In such an integration method thecriterion for the sizeof DELT
is an error which decreases with the size of DELT. In the considered
situation the rate itself is inversely proportional to the sizeof DELT,
so that the calculated error, which is proportional to the product of
DELT and the rate, will not decrease when DELT is diminished.
Once the occurring error exceeds the error bound, the integration
routine starts to halve the value of DELT. As this does not improve
the situation, this halving goes on until a minimum allowed value of
DELT, called DELMIN, isreached and the simulation is terminated.
45 Four parameters must beestimated for each species.If the order
of magnitude of none of the parameters is known one may start by
estimating four values for each parameter of which the largest is
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10(XX)times the smallest. This leads in a first evaluation already to
4 4= 256simulation runs.
46 Since the data scatter considerably your estimates may differ
from ours.

H
GR.75

RGR
CONVF
RDR
MRDIG
RSW

P. aurelia
0.5 loop
2500
350
1.23
2800
0.46
0.00064
0.00128

1 loop
4500
550
1.23
2200
0.39
0.00078
0.00156

P. caudatum
0.5 loop
1 loop
600
1290
100
230
0.74
1.05
800
920
0.61
0.57
0.00176
0.00191
0.00176
0.00191

Averaging of the values for 0.5 and 1loop, and taking into account
that P.caudatum is about 4 times larger than P.aurelia, leadstothe
following estimates of the parameters:
P. caudatum
P. aurelia
CONVF
3000
750
RDR
0.59
0.43
0.0028
MRDIG
0.0007
0.0018
RSW
0.0014
Someofthereasonswhytheseestimatesmaybeconsiderably in error
are:
a the scatter of the data;
b the population size in the end is not always at Heq, but varies
throughout the day. This affects the validity of the two equations
with Heq in it;
c it is not certain whether in the beginning the saturation density
of food is reached or not. The assumption that it is not so leads to
a set of equations in which MRDIG is larger than RSW and which
provides different values for RSW;
d inthebeginningthedensityoffood variesalsothroughout theday,
so that growth isnot exactly exponential;
e the whole concept, vizualized in the simulation program may be
wrong.
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47 Other parameters being equal, a difference in the relative death
rate of 10% causes a difference of only about 8% in the maximum
size of the populations for the monoculture. In the mixed culture,
however, it isjust this 10% difference that makes for survival of one
species and extinction of the other; after several days the difference
in the population size is much larger than 8%. The same argument
holdsfor theotherparameters.OurbestestimatesaregiveninTable4.
The program is practically completely presented in the text, so that
finalizing it, should not giveany difficulties.
48 The food consumption (CNRT) isproportional to thenumber of
protozoa (H) and to the minimum of the maximum rate of digestion
(MRDIG) or the food concentration times the rate of searching
(FOODxRSW). The food consumption is proportional to H, when
FOOD exceeds MRDIG/RSW or when FOOD isconstant. FOOD is
constant inthebeginning,becausetheconsumption issmall compared
withsupply.Since the death rate is also proportional to H, exponential growth results at the beginning of the experiment.
At the end of the experiment the population grows very fast just
after feeding. As soon as the food level is below RDR/(RSWx
CONVF), the death rate islarger than the growth rate (Exercise 42).
When the food is depleted below this critical level, the population
size goes through a maximum, and will be smaller at the end of the
day than some time earlier.
The relative death rate is about 0.45day" 1 and the relative sampling
rate approximately 0.1day" 1 , so that death through natural causes
is far larger than through sampling. It is interesting to remark that
Gause did not onlydiscard the sampled amount for practical reasons,
but also because he was (unnecessarily) afraid that the natural death
rate would be so small that one species would not replace the other
in competition.
49 According to the Poisson distribution function, the standard
deviation isthesquareroot ofthesampled number sothat the relative
standard deviation is inversely proportional to this square root.
Thepopulation ofP.aureliaisabout4timeslargerthanofP.caudatum,
so that its relative standard deviation is about half, as reflected
in the scatter of the observations.
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JS.& Modelling ofdevelopment,dispersion and diffusion
50 a At 14°C the function DVRTB is interpolated between the
points (12.,0.) and (26.,0.035); this gives 0.005day" 1 for DVR.
Accordingly, the development stage at 20days is 0.1.
b DVR equals0at 7°Cand 0.0225day""1at 21°C.The development
stage at 20days is20x0.5x0.+20x0.5x0.0225 or0.225.
In both situation a and b, the average temperature is 14°C, but development ismuch faster in bbecause ofthevariation inthe temperature, combined with a more than linear temperature response.
c At 30°Ctherate ofdevelopment is0.039day" 1 , sothat at 20days
a development stage of 0.78 is reached.
d The temperature is40°C for 6 hours, so that DVR equals 0.041.
The temperature is 26.7°C with a DVR of 0.0357 for the other 18
hours. At 20 days, DVS equals 20x0.25x0.041+20x0.75x0.0357
or 0.7405. This is slightly less compared to situation c, although the
average temperature was the same during this period. Here the
variability has caused a decrease in development, because of the less
than linear temperature response in this region.
p Withaconstant relative death rateRDR, and nobirth, the population as a function of timeis
H = HI xe" RDRxTIME
as derived in Section 2.1. When RDR has the dimension year"1,
e total
death during thefirstyear amounts to
Hlx(l.- e -w>R)
that the relative death rate on a yearly basis equals
1 . —g-RDR

For
00? T* V a l u e s o f R D R t W s approaches RDR. When RDR is
^ ^ » o n l y l » .
R sz e r
oftu
* o and the relative birth rate equals RBR, the size
me
Population is
^ =* HIxe RBt
^ oneyear.
e
birth rate on a yearly basis is then
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The integration routine METHOD RECT must be used because
a division by DELT occurs in the expression for the rates.Thiswas
also thecasein theexampleoftheparamecia.
52 The data of set 1 must be used.The time-interval of integration
is a half year because the IMPULS function works at 2.5, 7.5 etc.
years. The birth and death rate data can also be used when timeintervalssmallerthan oneyearareapplied butfor largetime-intervals
they have to be recalculated on that basis. It is a good custom in
the Netherlands to maintain graves for a limited period of time.
Therefore, the question as to the number of graves may be relevant.
Tocalculatethenumber ofgravesanother seriesofat least 10 classes
of 5 years must be introduced. The birth rate ofthegraves equals
thedeath rateofthepopulation and the'relativedeathrate' ofgraves
iszero.
Demographically, thereishardly anydifference between death occurring during thefirstyears of life and a decrease in birth rate corresponding with the death rate in excess of the 'normal* death rate
during thefirstyear. However, if this correction ismade, it must be
taken into account that the chances of dyingduring thefirstyear are
notthesameforboysandgirls,sothatthesexratiohastobecorrected
accordingly. The total male and female population after 50 years
equals 10.49x106and 10.39x106,respectively and the total number
ofgravesare 1.853x106,4.340x106and 7.528x106whenmaintained
for 10, 25 and 50years. The simulation program for the growth of
thepopulation isgiven in Fig.40.
The simulation of thenumberofgravesisprogrammed inexercise61.
The birth rates and death rates per thousand are recalculated on a
relative basis in a N0S0RT section because statements of the form:
MRDR1 = MRDR1 #

cannot besorted (Section2.3).
It would havebeen alsopossible to rename thevariables.
53 GS= 1means that all seeds are germinated. Simulation beyond
this point does not make sense, as far as germination isconcerned.

PARAM WRDR'1,19'=11.4,1.2,.3,.3,.4,.4,.6,1.,1.5,2.5,4.,5.5,8.,13.,
20.,50.,120.,250.,500.
PARAM MRDR'1,19'*15.6,1.8,.5,.5,.7,1.,1.2,1.5,2.2,4.,6.5,9.,11.5,16.,...
35.,70.,150.,300.,600.
INITIAL
NOSORT
*
CONVERSION OF DEATHS PER THOUSAND PERYEAR TO RELATIVE DEATH RATES
M R D R '#1 , 1 9 ' = 0 . 0 0 1 * M R D R '#1 , 1 9 '
WRDR 1,19'=0.001*WRDR 1,19'
SORT
PARAM R B R ' 1 , U ' = 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , . 0 9 1 , . 1 5 9 , . 1 5 2 , . 0 8 4 , . 0 3 6 , . 0 1 , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , 0 . , . . .
0.,0.
INCOH W I * 1 , 1 9 * = 2 9 1 0 0 0 . , 5 8 4 0 0 0 . , 5 7 0 0 0 0 . , 5 4 8 0 0 0 . , 5 4 8 0 0 0 . , 4 8 7 0 0 0 . ,
400000.,380000.,379000.,377000.,353000..327000.,310000.,
26
Tur
2000.,226000.,180000.,110000.,50000.,33000.
INCON M I ' 1 , 1 9 ' = 3 0 5 0 0 0 . , 6 1 2 0 0 0 . . 5 9 7 0 0 0 . , 5 7 5 0 0 0 . , 5 7 6 0 0 0 . , 5 1 7 0 0 0 . ,
429000.,399000.,382000.,367000.,338000.,306000.,280000.,
^
223000.,184000.,150000.,90000.,40000.,13000.
DYNAMIC
W^.^'MNTGRLCUI^^'.WFL'niS'-WFL^.^'-U^.^'.WRDR^,^')
M
'2.19'=INTGRL<MI'2,19',MFL'1,18'-MFL'2,19'-M'2,19'«MRDR'2.19'>
M1 =INTGRL<MI1,M8R-MWMRDR1-MFL1>
W1 =INTGRL(WI1,WBR-WUURDR1-WFL1)
BR'1,16'=W'1,16**RBR'1,16'
TBR=BRWBR2*BR3*BR4*BR5*BR6*BR7*BR8*BR9*BR10*BR11+BR12
WBR=TBR/2.048
MBR=TBR*1.048/2.048
WFL;1,19'=PUSH*W1,19'/DELT-URDR'1,19'#U'1,19'
MFL 1,19'=PUSH.M'1,19'/DELT-MRDR'1,19'»M'1,19'
PUSH=IMPULS(2.5,5.)
Ty=Ul*u2+w3*W^*W5*W6*W7*W8*W9*U10*W11*W12*W13*W14*W15*W16*W17 ...
•W18+W19
TM=M1*M2*M3*M4*M5*M6*M7*M8*M9*M10*M11*M12*M13*M14*M15*M16
•M17+M18+M19
TP=TM*TW
METHOD RECT
^ N ^ M ! 5 0 " D E « - T = . 5 , O U T D E L=5..PRDEL=5.*
K K I N T TP,TM,TW,TBR.M'1 19* U'1 1 9 '
PRTPLT TP.TBR , , D K ' " ^'1V ' W ^ 1 9
END
STOP

llTui

ENDJOB

Fig.40
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Thetermination ofthe programisachievedbyinsertingafinishcard:
FINISH GS=1.
54 It isaratherarbitrary choice to givethevalue 1to thestageof
germination; it couldjust aswell be 1000.Whatever the value, it is
passed going through N classes. Accordingly each class covers the
chosengerminationvaluedividedbyN.
55 Thesimulationprogrammayreadasfollows.
PARAMETER N=10
H1=INTGRL(1000.,-H1*PUSH/DELT)
H'2,10'=INTGRL(0.,(H'1,9'-H'2,10')*...
PUSH/DELT)
PUSH=INSW(GS-1/N,0.,1.)
GS=INTGRL(0 # VDV-PUSH/(N*DELT))
PARAMETER VDV=0.143
METHOD RECT
etc.

The METHOD RECT must be used for integration because of the
discontinuouschanges.
Theseedsgerminateat 1./0.143= 7.0days.
56 The average germination period is not necessarily the moment
when 50% is germinated. When G is the rate of germination, the
mathematical definition ofthe averagegerminationperiodis:

AGP =

J

00

o

GxTxdT

I

00

o

GxdT

To execute this calculation, thecurve is divided in sections of 1 day
andtheformula
AGP= I G . X T . / Z G ,
isused,inwhichnisthenumberoftheday.
Because the cumulative curve adds upto 100%,the denominatorto
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Similarly, the formula for the variance (the square of the standard
deviation)is:
VAR = f G n x<T n -AGP) 2 /f G,
Thisvalueis 11.91,sothat thestandard deviation is3.45day.
57 Itisassumedthatgermination onthenthdaymeansgermination
at the beginning of the nth day. The average germination periods in
days are then: 100x5/100= 5, lOOx10/100= 10, (50x5+50x10)/
100=7.5, (75x5+25x 10)/100= 6.25. If it is assumedthatgerminationoccursduringthenthday,0.5daymustbeadded tothesevalues.
e
dimension of the relative germination rate is day""1 and of the
average germination period is days.The product is therefore dimen^onless. Itsvalueappears to beapproximately one.
Theaveragegermination period is

AGP«-I

r-TxdHxdT=i.

*HI

TxdH

HIJo
dT
HI. o
e integral is the surface below the H versus T curve, so that the
expression can bereplaced by
A G P s

j | | j j H x d T =± f a D H I x e - R D V x T x d T =

RDV L

Jo = RDV

HenceRDVx AGP= 1 .
58

T I I A •*

nstant of
sionforth!*
?
°
^ e systemisfound byreducingtheexpres*v/iin© rateto

(dH/dT)/H
TWs resultsherein 1/REST,sothatTAU=REST.
**-* According tn P (ta^\ ( 1 _ F ) e q u a l s 25 16 s o
negative OhvL i ? ''
/ « ^at Fshouldbe
ously
" * numberofclassesthatis chosen is too large
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to obtain a relative dispersion of 0.25. With N = 16and F=0, the
proper dispersion isobtained.
60
H2
H3
H4
HI
TIME
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0.5
0.5xREST
0.5
0.25
0
0.5
1.0xREST
0.25
0.375
0.125
0.375
0.125
1.5xREST
Thisisthebinomial probability distribution function.
B equals TIME/(FxREST) and f equals F, so that fxB =TIME/
REST.WithfxBsmallandconstant and Bincreasing, the binomial
approaches thePoisson distribution function.
Thissituation isachieved herewhen thelowestvalueof F i.e.DELT/
REST is substituted in the expression for B,and DELT approaches
zero.Then BequalsTIME/DELTand approaches infinity.
The expectation value and the variance of the Poisson distribution
are fxB and (1—f)xfxB or in the other terms TIME/REST and
(1—F)xTIME/REST. To convert the variance in terms of time,
rather than class, the expression must be multiplied by REST2.
ThisgivestheexpressionS2= (1—F)xTIMExRESTforthevariance
which reduces into Eqn 6.2 when TIME is replaced by AGP. It is
also recalled that for high expectation values the Poisson function
approaches the Gaussian function with a variance equal to the expectation valueofthemean.
61 The age-classes are now indeed 0-5, 5-10, 10-15etc.so that the
set with theclasscentres at 2.5,7.5, ... yearsmust beused.Theresidencetime is5,and thevalue of F isof course 1 becauseage-classes
advance per definition without dispersion.
The simulation program, inclusivethe number of p-aves is givento
Fig.41.
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^™«n

HKUK

l.iy **.U,.5,.J,, j (. 4 ,.5,.5,1.1,1.,J.I,4.f,6.^,10.!>,

16.5,35.,85.,180.,380.,760.
PARAM MRDR'1.19'=6.0,.7,.5..6,.9.1.,1.4.«1.8,3.1,5.2,7.8,10.7,13.7,
25.5,52.,110.,200.,400.,900.
INITIAL
INVD=1./DELT
NOSORT

•• •

MRDR'1,19'*0.00WMRDR#1f19#
«R0R#1,19'=0.001•MROR*1,19'

SORT
PARAM RBR'1,16'=0.,0.,0.,.022,.137,.188,.113,.055..016,.002,0.,0.,0......
D.ft o.,o.,o.
#

PARAM WI 1,19'=582000.,587000..553000.,543000.,554000.,420000.,
380000.,381000.,378000.,367000.,330000.,323000.,298000.,
P 1 D . U 226000.,226000.,150000.,70000..25000.,13000.
* R A M MI'1.19'=611000..613000.,580000.,569000.,583000.,452000.,
405000.,393000.,371000.,362000.,314000.,297000..262000.,
184000
DYNAMIC
-'120000.,60000.,20000.,3000.

••
•••

M0=INTGRL(0.,M8R-DRM0-M0/2.5)
W0=INTGRL(0.,WBR-DRW0-W0/2.5)
M1=INTGRL(MI1,M0/2.5-DRM1-MFL1)
W1=INTGRL(WI1,W0/2.5-DRWl-UFL1>

BR

l.ie'xVl.ie'.RBR'l.lt'

TBR=BRUBR2*BR3*BR4*BR5>BR6*BR7*BR8*BR9*BR10*BR11*BR12

W8R=TBR/2.048
MBR=TBR«1.048/2.048
y-!']r s l N T G R L ( W I '2,19 , ,WFL'1,18 # -WFL , 2,19'-DRW2,19')
W2,19 =INTGRLCMr2,19\MFl , 1,18 , -MFL , 2,19'-DRM , 2,19 , >
! .]'19'=PUSH«W1,19'«INVD-DRW1,19'
n o i ;9J ' ! ! SW
'=PUSH*M'1'19'*INVD-0RM,i,i9HL\'l
'1.19'*WR0R-1,19DRW0=y0«WRDR1
DRM0=M0*MR0R1
p!!?'1;19'=M'1.19'*MRDR-1,19S ;IHPULS(2,5,5.)
•Mi7l2??* M 3 * M 4 * M 5 * M 6 * M 7 4 M 8 4 M 9 4 M 1 0 * M 1 1 * M 12*M13*M14*M15*M16*M0

•• •

•W17lwi8lwU W 4+ W 5 * W 6 * W 7 * W 8 * W 9 * W 1 ° * W n + U 1 2 4 W 1 3 * W U 4 W 1 5 * W 1 6 4 W 0
TP=TM*TW
RW1 DRW2 DRW3+DRW4 DRU5 DRW6 DRW7+ORw8+DRW9+DRW
D R W 1 w S D 212t S
*
*
*
*
*
10*
TDRM-noMn R*DRW13+DRW
14*DRW15*DRU16*DRU17*DRU18*DRW19*WFL19
DRM11*nD*tS !Jl4DRM2*DRM3*0RM4*DRM5*DRM6*DRM7*DRM8*DRM9*DRM10*

TDR=TDRM"TDRWRM13+DRMU*DRM15*DRM16*DRM17*DRM18*0RM19*MFL19

G'2 i J ? R ^ ° - » G 0 / 2 . 5 - F L G 1 )
TGIoIfcj^'

1 0

•PUSH.INVO

I! 2 5 S TG10*G3^G4*G5
TI
MER F l N T 7 l 5 f A * 6 6 * G 7 * 6 8 + S 9 * G 1 0
METHOD R E r ? ' T G 2 5 ' T 6 5 0 . T M , T y
PRTPLT TP
Ti»
,P T
ItfD
» BR
STOP
ENDJOB
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ox wnen melopmost layernas menumoer one,r- Lw Igivesapositive contribution and FLW2 a negative one. This means that the
downward direction istaken aspositive, because in that case FLW 1
goesintothefirstlayer.Thisdefinition ofthesignmust betaken into
account when theexpression for FLW iswritten.
63 The flow into the first layer is governed by the temperature
difference between the surface of the soil and the centre of thefirst
layer. The distance between these levels is only half of the thickness
of the compartment.
The unit of time isday, as follows from the definition ofTMPS and
theremark thatacyclicdailyfluctuationisassumed.Everytimewhen
the argument of a sine has the value 2n(=6.28), a full cycleiscompleted.
TAV represents the average temperature of the soil surface, and
TAMPL istheamplitude ofthe sinewave.
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Variable
Dimension
TMP,TI,TMPS,TAV,TAMPL
°C
TCOM
cm
VHCAP
Jcm - 3 C
HC.HCI
Jem-2
COND
J e m - 1 C" 1 day -1
Jcm - 2 day -1
FLW.NFL
It is extremely important to be aware of the units, as the numerical
value of the properties depends on the units. It is recommended to
use a consistent set of units: this is done here because the unit of
heat (J) is considered as a basic unit. As soon as transformations to
other forms of energy occur it is recommended to use the international system with kg, m, s as a basis.
65 The easiest method is to specify the conductivity and the heat
capacityasafunction ofdepthinanAFGENfunction. Anewvariable
for depth, DPT, must then be introduced, whereby DPT1 equals
0.5xTCOM, etc. Also TCOM can be varied with the number of
the layer.TCOM1,TCOM2,etc.must then be specified.
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66 This is very dangerous because the responses to temperature,
humidity, wind and probably radiation are likely to be non-linear
(ComparewithExercise50).
67
*

WEATHER
TEMP=AFGENCTEMPT,HOUR>
WIND=AFGEN(WINDT,HOUR>
WET=AFGEN(WETT,HOUR)
UTE=AFGENCLITET,HOUR>
DRY=1.-WET

rim** RAIN=AFGEN(RAINT,HOUR>

luurl 2"T E M "=0..K.,12..35.,24..U.

fUHCT !^ T T0=-.1-7.99,1..8..0..19.99,0.,20.,1.,24.,1.
fUHCTOM y K0T=0.,1..6.,1..U..4..19..2..24..1.
LAI=AFGEN(LAIT,TIME)
H0UR=24.*(TIME-AINT(TIME))

w Theexpressionsaresimilarbecausethegrowthrateofthelesions
linearly dependent on the difference betweentheirmaximumarea
actual areaand becausethe maximumarea of the lesions isthe
same.
*

GROWTH OF LESIONS
R

CNL1=RTH

CNL7=INT6RL(0.,RCNL7)
CNL-2,7'=CNL'1,6-.2.
AL=INTGRL<0.,RAL>
R

R

AL=PAL(MAIS.CNL7-AL)
UNCTlo2 D ^ S E « ( P A L T ' T E M P )

F

PARAMETER HALS=i ' 0 l ' 1 0 " , U ' 1 8 " , 3 3 # 2 3 " " 8 ' 3 ° * " 8 * 3 5 ' * * U ' 4 0 ' ' 0 -

6x0 5 - rcsi<tence time of the lesions in the non-visible stage is
by 2 HT-i d a y s * N o t e t h a t ^ contents of each class is multiplied
Plicati y . r a t h e r t h a n divid ed by 0.5 day. This is because multithk«•«!! w considerably less computing time than division and
s £ X ? t 0 COUnt With , a r « c r Programs.
dun,,,. m n s a r c alrcadyvisibleafter 1.5daybecauseofthedispersion
&ELT iaSSag f t h r o u 8 h ^e six compartments. If we assume that
fesion J n !
compared with 0.5 day, the standard deviation of
appearance is calculated with Eqn (6.1). The curve for total
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tive contribution and FLW2 a negative one. This means that the
downward direction istaken as positive, because in that case FLW 1
goesinto thefirstlayer.Thisdefinition of the signmust betaken into
account when the expression for FLW is written.
63 The flow into the first layer is governed by the temperature
difference between the surface of the soil and the centre of thefirst
layer. The distance between these levels is only half of the thickness
of the compartment.
The unit of time is day, as follows from the definition of TMPS and
theremark that acyclicdailyfluctuationisassumed. Everytimewhen
the argument of a sine has the value 2rc(=6.28), a full cycle is completed.
TAV represents the average temperature of the soil surface, and
TAMPL isthe amplitude of the sinewave.
64
Variable
Dimension
TMP,TI,TMPS,TAV,TAMPL
°C
TCOM
cm
VHCAP
Jcm~3C
HC,HCI
Jem"*2
COND
J cm""1C*"1day" 1
FLW,NFL
Jcm" 2 day" 1
It is extremely important to be aware of the units, as the numerical
value of the properties depends on the units. It is recommended to
use a consistent set of units: this is done here because the unit of
heat (J) is considered as a basic unit. As soon as transformations to
other forms of energy occur it is recommended to use the international system with kg, m, s as a basis.
65 The easiest method is to specify the conductivity and the heat
capacityasafunction ofdepthinanAFGENfunction. Anewvariable
for depth, DPT, must then be introduced, whereby DPT1 equals
0.5xTCOM, etc. Also TCOM can be varied with the number of
the layer. TCOM1, TCOM2, etc.must then be specified.
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66 This is very dangerous because the responses to temperature,
humidity, wind and probably radiation are likely to be non-linear
(Comparewith Exercise50).
67
*

WEATHER
TEMP=AFGEN(TEMPT,HOUR)
WIND=AFGEN(WINOT,HOUR)
WET=AFGEN(WETT,HOUR)
LITE=AFGEN(LITET,HOUR)
DRY=1.-WET
RAIN=AFGEN(RAINT,HOUR)
FUNCTION RAINT=0.,0.,24.,0.
FUNCTION TEMPT=0.,14.,12.,35.,24.,14.
FUNCTION WETT=0..1.,7.99,1.,8..0..19.99,0.,20.,1.,24.,1.
W
lulrll."
INDT=0.,1.,6.,1.,U.,4.,19..2.,24.,1.
luurr n« |-ITET=°.,-1.,5.99,-1.,6.,1.,20.,1.,20.01,-1.,24.,-1.
FUNCTION LAIT=C0.,3.),(140.,3.)
LAI=AFGEN(LAIT,TIME)
H0UR=24.*(TIME-AINT(TIME))

®$ Theexpressionsaresimilarbecausethegrowthrateofthelesions
is linearly dependent on the difference between their maximum area
and actual area and because the maximum area of the lesions is the
same.
*

GROWTH OF LESIONS
C N L ' 1 . 6 ' =I N T G R L C C N L n , 6 \ R C N L ' 1 , 6 ' - R C N L ' 2 , 7 ' >
RCNL1=RTN
CNL7=INTGRL(0.,RCNL7)
RCNL-2,7'=CNL'1,6'#2.
AL=INTGRL(0.,RAl)
RAL=PAL#(MALS*CNL7-AL)

FUWrTT«AL=AFGENCpALT,TEMP)

PA

SERPS

e total residence time of the lesions in the non-visible stage is
U.D as3 ^ y s jyjoie ^ a t ^he contents of each class is multiplied
y i day rather than divided by 0.5 day. This is because multiP cation takes considerably less computing time than division and
™sstartsto count with largerprograms.
melesionsarealreadyvisibleafter 1.5daybecauseofthedispersion
D E ^ T P ^ 8 ^ 6 trough the six compartments. If we assume that
lesion a 1S Sma11 c o m P a r e d w i t h °- 5 day» Arc standard deviation of
PPearance is calculated with Eqn (6.1). The curve for total
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appearance and the proportionality of growth with the difference of
maximum and current area.

*

FORMATION OF GREEN STALKS
R0P=M0A»RAL
R0P1=R0P*EMPT1*EMPT2*EMPT3*EMPT4
OP'1,3'«INTGRL<0.,R0P , 1 f 3'-ROP'2,4 # -EMPT'1,3 # >
R0P'2,4'=0P*1,3'»16.«WET
OP4=INTGRL(0.,ROP4-ROX-R0G-EMPT4>
EMPT'1,4'=DRY«0P'1,4'*INVD
PARAMETER MOA=300.E10
POG=INSW<LITE,AFGEN(POGD,TEMP),AFGEN(POGL,TEMP)>*WET
POX*INSW(LITE,AFGENCPOXD,TEMP),AFGEN(POXL,TEMP))*WET
FUNCTION POGL=0.,0.,14.,.04,18.,.12,23.,1.4,30.,1.2,35. f 0.
FUNCTION POXL=0.,0.,14.,.04,18.,.12,23.,1.4,30.,0.
FUNCTION P0GD=0.,0.,14.,.1,18.,.27,23.,.27,30.,1.33,35.,.67,40.,0.
FUNCTION P0XD=0.,0.,14.,.02,18.,.03,23.,.18,30.,.88,35.,1.54,40.,0.
R0G=P0G»0P4
R0X=P0X»0P4

Note that the division with DELT isreplaced by multiplication with
INVD,aparameter which isintheinitialsectiondefinedas1 / DELT.
The dimension of ROG equals number of green stalks per ha soil
surface per day. POG and POX in thelight at 21°C are
21-18
0.15 +
(1.4-0.12) = 0.828
23-18
in both cases.
The fraction of stalks that are formed is therefore 0.828/(0.828 +
0.828) = 0.5. The fraction of stalks that are formed under other
conditions iscalculated in a similarway.
70 Thenumber ofsporesafter timeTequals
ijj — J 0 xe

sothat
RBETR = -(^(Sr/S^/T = -(ln(l-0.63))/5
= 1/5h" 1 = 4.8day"1
which mayaccordingtothefunction BEATT,becaused bya rainfall
of 16mmh""1.
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*

FORMATION OF SPORES ON GREEN STALKS
GSri,3'=INTGRL<0.,RGSTM,3'-RCSr2,4'-DGSri,3--BGSri,3'>
RGST1=ROG

DGSri,3'=DRY«GST'1,3'«INVD
BGST'I.S^RBETR.GSTM.S*
RBETR=AFGEN(BEATT,RAIN)
FUNCTION BEATT=0.,0...25,.08,.75,.32,6.25,2.,18.8,5.6,25.,6.7
RGS=GST3«INSU(LITE,AFGENCPGSD,TEMP),AFGENCPGSL,TEMP))»UET
FUNCTION PGSL=0.,0.,14.,.15.18.,1.44.23...32.30.,0.,40.,0.
FUNCTION PGSD=0.,0.,14.,.06.18..14.,23.f14.,30.,.44f40.,0.
RGST4=RGS
NGST=GSTUGST2*GST3

The dimension of RGS is spores on green stalks per hectare soil
surface per day.
72
FORMATION OF SPORES ON DRIED STALKS
DGST=DGSmDGST2*DGST3
DDST=DDST1*DDST2*DDST3*DDST4
RDST1=(DDST*DGST)*RSR*R0G
fcDST5=RDS"
D
STM.4-=nNTGRLC0.,RDST-1,4--RDST,2,5,-DDST'l#4'-BDST'1,4')
R0ST-2,A-=DST-1,3'»16.*WET
JDST'I.A'SDRYOST'H'^XNVD

BDST'l^'sRBETR^DST'l.A*
FUNCTtnE S = D S T 4 * I N S W ( L I T E . A F GEN(PDSD.TEMP),AFGENCPDSL,TEMP))*WET
FUNCT n ! ? J ! L = 0 - . 0 . , 1 4 . . . 1 7 , 1 8 . , 1 . 7 5 , 2 3 . . . 2 5 , 3 0 . , 0 . . 4 0 . , 0 ,

2L? DSD=0 " ° - ' U - ' - 0 7 ' < , 8 - 2 - 9 5 , 2 3 . # 2 . 2 , 3 0 . # . 5 3 , 3 5 . , 0 . , 4 0 . , 0 .
woST=DST1*DST2*DST3*DST4

*T*L»

e rate of s

Poreremoval (RSR)must still becalculated.

73 Again
ST = S 0 xc _RWASHxT
*** Tindays. Hence
ASH

- -dn(l-.86))/(3/24) = 15.7day" 1

i-vjw = -ln(l.-.05)/(3/24) = 0.408day -1
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75
*

SPORE DISPERSAL
RSP=RDS+RGS
STSP=INTGRL<0.,RSP-R$R)
RSR=SPRR*SPRD
SPRR=RUASH«STSP
SPRD=RBLOW#STSP»DRY
RWASH=RAIN»2.62
RBLOW=.102#AMAX1<1.,WIND*WIND)
RASP=SPRR#REFF+SPRD»WEFF
REFF=AFGEN(REFFT,RAIN)
FUNCTION REFFT=0.,0.2,2.5,0.003,10.,0.003
•
WEFF=LAI*0.01

Host exhaustion could be taken into account by reducing the leaf
area (LAI) bytheareaofthelesions (AL).Ifthediseaseissosevere
that AL is not small compared with LAI, the disease should also
feedback onthegrowth ofthecrop.
16
«

GERMINATION AND PENETRATION
CSF=INTGRL(0,,RASP-RKSP-RG-REXS-WCSF)
WCSF=RWASF«CSF
RG=CSF#AFGEN(PFTT,TEMP)»<1.-KILL)*WET
REXS=CSF*AFGENCPFXT,TEMP)*<1.-KILL)*WET
FUNCTION PFTT=0.,0.,10.,.4,15.,1.8,20.,4.6,23.,7.,35.,3.7,40.,0.
FUNCTION PFXT=0.,0.,10.,0.,15.,1.8,20.,4.£,23.,2.6,35.,3.7,40.,0.
RKSP=KILL*CSF*INVD
PROCEDURE KILL=DESS<WET)
KILL=0.
IF(WETP-WET).GT.0.01) KILL=1.
WETP=WET
ENDPRO
CGT=INTGRL(0.,R6-RKGT-RTN-REXT-WCGT)
WCGT=RWASH*CGT
RKGT=KILL*CGT*INVD
REXT=CGT*AFGEN(PTXT,TEMP)#(1.-KILL)*WET
RTN=CGT*AFGENCPTNT,TEMP)*<1.-KILL)*WET
FUNCTION PTNT=0.,0.,18.,.48,23.,.65,30.,.25,35.,0.,40.,0.
FUNCTION PTXT=0.,0.,18.,1.3,23.,2.6,30.,2.2,35.,0.,40.,0.

Notethat RG andsomeotherratesarealsomultiplied b y d - K I L L )
to avoid that the same spores or germs are killed upon desiccation
and transferred at thesametime.
77 Anotherrate (INVR) has tobeaddedtothe integralofthelesions
on thefoliage (CSF). Thisrateequals

INVR=1000#1000#2 4 *DRY*INSW(LITE#0,1)..•
*INSW(TIME-7. f 1 # 0)
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78
OUT1=DEBUG(10,0.)
OUT2=DEBUG(2,5.)
OUT3=DEBUG(2 # 5.5)
79 TEMP=AVTMP+AMPL*SINE(6.28*(TIME+8/24))
80 You arenow onyourown.
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